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Highest Quality, Highest Performance, Best Price
TT winning NITRON shock absorbers combine unequalled design with the absolute highest quality components

and finish, to deliver the most outstanding performance and ride for you – whether on street or circuit.

When you buy your NITRON shock from HPS it’s speedily built to order for you, with the right spring
for your weight, combined with perfect base damping settings for your bike’s usage on road, track or
both and no further setup is usually needed...

Simply fit it and feel the ride, from just £394

EXCLUSIVE HALF
PRICE OFFER

*

SEE BELOW FOR DETAILS

Exclusive Half Price Nitron Offer at HPS
*

Buy any NITRON shock direct from HPS during November 2015 and

you can add the factory-installed optional Hydraulic Preload

Adjuster for half the normal price... Save up to £105!

bikehps
find us on...

0% Interest
on Finance
available†

†Buy Now, Pay Later on balances of £750 after 10% deposit, 0% APR representative. If you make your repayments within the agreed
loan term, the only additional cost will be a £29 settlement fee, if you do not, your interest rate moves from 0% APR to 29.9% APR.

Choose from signature
Nitron Blue or

Titanium Black 
spring



01773 831122

Call us now... 

www.BikeHPS.com

Or order online...

Whatever your bike...
HPS is your dedicated
wheel specialist

Carbon Fibre Road Legal Race Wheels
Countless independent tests have shown you’d need to spend
many thousands more on  engine, brakes and suspension, to gain
anywherenear the all-round performance improvements provided
by simply fitting a pair of ultra-light - yet far stronger than
metal - carbon fibre wheels.

For the past four decades, the iconic Dymag brand has been
synonymous with strong and durable, high performance road
and racing wheels. Dymag’s technology has evolved to maintain
their leading position from their original Cast Magnesium
wheels (still available today for earlier/classic bikes), through to
Forged Aluminium and into the state-of-the-art Carbon Fibre
wheels for high performance cars and motorcycles.

November
Offer*

Choose coloured
hubs and sprocket,

free of charge
during November 

Save £175!

BST direct-fitting Prepreg Carbon
Fibre Wheels from £2145

Exclusive HPS Offer
*

Get a free full set of genuine

Probolt Titanium Disc Bolts with

every pair of BST Wheels from HPS

during November 2015  

Save up to £145!"Fantastic. On the road the difference was instantaneous.
It steers quicker, it flicks left to right quicker, it brakes
better - they are fantastic - and definitely the best from all
the millions of mods I've done to it."
TH, Wolverhampton - Honda Fireblade 

"these wheels will make your bike feel like a 600, by far
my best mod."
mcbrien, apriliaforum expert - Aprilia RSVR1000

0% Interest
on Finance
available†

HPS November Offer*

Dymag Ultra Pro UP7X, the lightest 
forged Aluminium wheels Dymag 

have ever developed, from just £1599

Save over £50!

Dymag CA5,
transform your 

bike’s handling and
performance with
Carbon Fibre Road
Legal Race Wheels,

pairs from £2040

Anodised Black Red Blue Violet Silver Gold Orange
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IT’S A GREAT TIME to be involved in 
sports motorcycling – the amount of 
amazing, interesting new metal coming 
through is astounding, there’s a market 
overfl owing with great used bikes plus 
great kit and grippy rubber.

But biking would be poorer without 
its great characters, and we have two 
of the biggest involved with PB. John 
McGuinness is PB’s columnist and the 
greatest TT rider of the modern era. Every 
day he lives the dream – outright lap-
record holder at the TT, with a shed full 
of amazing bikes, racing here, there and 
everywhere and getting up to no good.

The other is Guy Martin. Guy’s been a 
friend of the mag for a decade now. Over 
this time he’s gone from a super-fast but 
unknown racer to perhaps Britain’s most 
famous motorcyclist. But when you bump 
into him he’s still the same – intelligent, 
funny and interested in anything oily.

 In this issue, we have exclusive extracts 
from Guy’s new book, When You Dead, You 

Dead and also talk to Guy about riding his 
dream bike, the Britten V1000.

  Matt Wildee
 Editor, matt.wildee@pbmag.co.uk

SUBSCRIBE
& SAVE OVER 63%

Get your magazine delivered 

to your door or directly to your 

tablet device. Or both. 

You know it makes sense.

Call 0844 848 8872
greatmagazines.co.uk/pb

PB’S BIG QUESTION

When was the last 

time you crashed?

THANKS TO |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

A massive cheers to Allan at the Cemetery circuit,

Andy Spellman, Gary Inman and Chuck Huneycutt

SIMON RUSSELL
ART EDITOR
simon.russell@bauermedia.co.uk

Dropped my GSX-R750 riding up a kerb 

the other day. What an idiot...

MATT WILDEE
EDITOR
matt.wildee@pbmag.co.uk

2012, GSX-R750 meets dry stone wall. 

I stayed on though. Does that count?

JOHN McAVOY
ROAD TESTER
editorial@pbmag.co.uk

PB’s CBR695 18 years ago. There was a 

car on the wrong side of the road...

MICHAEL RUTTER
TRACK TESTER
editorial@pbmag.co.uk

This year at Brands Hatch BSB, lost the 

front of the Gearlink Kawasaki ZX-10R

MARK WHITE
TECHNICIAN
editorial@pbmag.co.uk

KTM125 in Austria chasing KTM’s PR 

bloke who was German 250 champion

RUPERT PAUL
CONTRIBUTOR
editorial@pbmag.co.uk

When I mistook a Ducati 1000SS for a 

CBR600 and lost the front. Sorry PB!

SIMON HARGREAVES
CONTRIBUTOR
editorial@pbmag.co.uk

Hopefully I’ll still be around to tell you 

about my very last crash...

KAR LEE
CONTRIBUTOR
editorial@pbmag.co.uk

Crashed on the sofa last night after a 

hard day moderating PB’s forum

JOHN McGUINNESS
COLUMNIST
editorial@pbmag.co.uk

Oliver’s Mount when the steering 

jammed on my Superstocker. Shiiiit!

TREVOR FRANKLIN
COLUMNIST
editorial@pbmag.co.uk

Crashed my yoghurt lorry, but after my  

bollock surgery it looks like tatty water

CAROLINE BARRETT
EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
caroline.barrett2@bauermedia.co.uk

PB trackday at Rockingham last year 

in my R6. I won Crash of The Day!

CHRIS NEWBIGGING
FEATURES EDITOR
chris.newbigging@pbmag.co.uk

Cadwell, September 2014. First lap of 

a club race. Old, not-quite-warm tyre...

Great new metal 
makes this a golden 
time for riding bikes



Credit is subject to status and is only available to UK residents aged 18 and over. This finance offer is only available through Kawasaki Finance, which is a trading style of Black Horse Ltd, St William 

House, Tresillian Terrace, Cardiff CF10 5BH. Subject to availability. Offer ends 31 December 2015 and requires a minimum deposit of 15%. Finance term 37 months. All brand new road machines 

are supplied with a two year warranty, Master Scheme Security, one year’s Kawasaki RAC Assist, one year’s Kawasaki Riders Club Membership and access to unique Kawasaki content via email and 

other communication channels. Kawasaki Motors UK, a branch of Kawasaki Motors Europe N.V., 1 Dukes Meadow, Millboard Road, Bourne End, Bucks, SL8 5XF.

PERSONAL CONTRACT PURCHASE

2015 WORLD
SUPERBIKE
CHAMPION

For full details and other qualifying models, visit:

www.kawasaki-kalculator.co.uk

The subsidised Black & White Promotion saves you £932
compared to our standard PCP over the full term of the agreement
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Create your own memories on the road to victory!

£9,774.00
£10.00

£13,484.00
4.75%

4.9% APR

Total amount of credit
Purchase fee†

Total amount payable
Interest rate (fixed)
Representative APR

Representative Example:
36 repayments of
Final repayment of   
Cash price
Agreement duration
Deposit
†Included in final repayment
This finance example is based on an annual mileage of 4,000

£145.00
£5,703.00

£12,335.00
37 months
£2,561.00
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KAWASAKI 
ROLL OUT 
BIG GUNS
New ZX-10R looks familiar, but is all-new, full of 
cutting-edge tech and should be better on the road

C O M I N G  O U T  F I G H T I N G

K
AWASAKI HAVE given 
their ZX-10R a serious 
overhaul to keep the pace 
set by its Japanese and 
European rivals. In the 

biggest series of tweaks for any 
Kawasaki sportsbike for five years, the 
new bike has been fettled by the big K 
with both racing and road riders in 
mind. Here at PB we can’t wait to 
sling our legs over it.

What may look like a cosmetic 
makeover is actually a total overhaul, 
with better, cutting-edge electronics, 
much higher quality suspension, better 
brakes, more midrange and an engine 
that both spins up quicker and passes 
the stringent Euro 4 emissions laws 
that we were worried could have rung 

2016’S HOTTEST NEW SUPERBIKE REVEALED
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the death-knell for stupidly-fast 
motorcycles. 

Despite winning more than 40 WSB 
races in the last five years, national 
superbike titles on every continent as 
well as the odd TT, the ZX-10R hasn’t 
sold as well for road use as Kawasaki 
would have hoped, but with a host of 
tweaks to make it easier and faster to 
ride for normal riders and the promise 
of more flexibility, the new bike cold 
change all that.  

“A fast bike is a machine that is easy 
to ride,” said ZX-10R project leader 
Yoshi Matsuda, who was also the 
technical head of Kawasaki’s MotoGP 
team. “We’ve spent a long time looking 
at all the performance aspects of the 
bike and made them all better. It might 

look the same but the reality is it a 
totally new bike. It accelerates faster, 
stops quicker and has lighter, easier 

handling. We wanted the rider to 
have confidence in all conditions 

on the track, but also on the road 
and in slippery conditions. We 
want them to feel inspired, to 
have confidence, not to feel 
ashamed of their riding.

“There has been so much 
work so that the motor has a 
natural connection between the 

rider and the bike when 
accelerating out of corners. The 

electronic throttle is smoother on 
and off the power, the combustion is 

more efficient and the traction control 
and rider aids are improved.” 

WSB-SPEC FORKS
43mm Showa gas forks keep

damping control consistent,

by keeping damping force

generation away from the

piston. Nitrogen charge

manages pressure increases

in the fork 

MORE GRUNT AND RESPONSE
Revised, lower gear ratios, 20% lighter

crank, bigger airbox, revised exhaust

system (now made of titanium) means

claims of more midrange power and a

motor that spins up better

CUTTING-EDGE RIDER AIDS
Bosch’s latest lightweight IMU

giving five levels of TC, plus 

cornering ABS, engine braking 

and launch control 
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The engine retains same
bore and stroke as before,
but even the cases, head
and most other major 
componets are changed. It
keeps its 197bhp output, but
the engine has a new 
cylinder head with larger and
wider straighter ports, bigger
exhaust valves, and a more
efficient cooling system. It also
same platinum-tipped spark plugs as
we saw on the Kawasaki H2.

There are new cams with revised
overlap and a crankshaft which has
20% less inertia to help the motor spin
up faster, but at the same time will
make a marginal difference to the
bikes nimbleness thanks to the 
gyroscopic effect of the crank’s 
spinning mass. The shorter-skirted
pistons are also lighter, with mass
reduced by 5g. All the gear ratios have
been lowered, too, save for first gear.

The induction side of things has had
a proper overhaul. There’s a larger
airbox, with capacity up from 8 to 10
litres, but it’s what is at business end of
this that’s interesting. New ride-by-
wire, Keihin 47mm throttle bodies are
a first for the ZX-10R and they 
integrate with the many other 
electronic systems of the bike.

At the heart is Bosch’s now-familiar
five-axis Inertial Measurement Unit,
but with software developed in-house
allowing its system to calculate
yaw-angles, effectively meaning it can

OPINION ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

IT’S HEARTENING to 

see Kawasaki push so 

hard in developing the 

new ZX-10R for road 

riders as well as racers 

and not just build a homologation 

bike to improve their WSB bike. 

The level of detail is impressive. 

Assuming they’ve done their sums 

right, the improvement should be  

big. It isn’t just on the technological 

pace, it sets it in some areas. We 

know how much better our 2013 

long-term ZX-10R was on the road 

with a bit more midrange, closer 

gear ratios and a better shock, all 

now remedied by Kawasaki. 

The resurgence of Japan as a 

sportsbike powerhouse continues. 

With a predicted new GSX-R1000 

on the way and the 2015 Yamaha R1 

flying, only Honda are left without a 

weapons-grade 1000cc sportsbike. 

Matt Wildee, editor 

It’s setting

the pace

COSMETICS
New bodywork with more wind

protection, wider tail unit, updated

dash to show new functions. We quite

like the bike in Winter Testing Black, too

sense changes in elevation or camber
and adjust the traction and wheelie
control through the ride-by-wire 
throttle and ignition systems. At the 
same time it allows a version of the 
cornering ABS seen on the BMW 
S1000RR and Ducati Panigale, which 
mitigates braking pressure according 
to lean and pitch. This is all cutting-
edge stuff.

There are five levels of traction 
control, three engine modes giving 
100%, 80% and 60% of the power 
available, and new for this year, launch 
control with three levels of 
intervention, plus engine braking 
control, to keep the bike stable on the 
brakes. This was first seen on the 
supercharged H2 last year.

The chassis has been given an 
overhaul, too. The biggest outward 
change is the Showa Balance Free Gas 
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fork, which is similar in concept to the
Öhlins TTX25 forks seen on Honda’s
RCV213V-S and keeps damping
consistent by reduces cavitation. The
sophisticated system separates
rebound and compression damping
which they claim results in better low
and high-speed control. Kawasaki are
also using a similar system for the
Showa rear shock, which looks a
much-higher quality item than before.

The braking system is at the 
cutting edge of sportsbike 
technology. Brembo M50 calipers 
first saw action on the Ducati 
Panigale in 2012 and bite onto 
330mm Brembo discs. They also 
have braided lines as standard.

The chassis has had some detail 
changes, too – the headstock has been 

moved by 7.5mm to move more weight 
to the front of the bike, and this is 
helped by a new, 15.8mm-longer 

TRACKDAY-READY
Bridgesone RS10 tyres replace

hard OE Bridgestone S20s. Tyre

valves are side-facing for easy

pressure adjustment. Rear shock

promises to cope better in OE

spec, too

WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION
The new bike’s swingarm is 15.8mm longer 

than before, and the headstock is moved 

7.5mm further forward, to put 

more weight over the front end

RACE KIT AVAILABLE
Race ECU with throttle blipper, ABS

dongle, facilities for fine tuning

electronics, offset collars for headstock

and swingarm, head gaskets, crank

and rod bearings and more...

swingarm. All in it means a 15mm
increase in wheelbase.

PB flew to Spain for the machine’s
unveiling in Barcelona, home of KRT,
the factory-backed WSB team with has
won WSB titles with both Tom Sykes
and Johnny Rea. Both riders have been
instrumental in the development of the
bike with the info filtering from the
racing team. Rea has already ridden 
the new road bike bike for the first 
time at a photoshoot for a pre-
production road machine at Portimao 
last month. He’s the bloke reaching for 
it in Kawasaki’s publicity photos.

“It’s been really enjoyable riding the 
bike,” said Johnny. “I’ve ridden stock 
litre bikes on these kinds of things 
before, but this was the first one that 
I’ve wanted to stick some slicks on and 
go for a time. It’s so nimble and 
responsive that it’s easy to get carried 
away, the fuelling is sweet and all the 
electronic controls work just as you’d 
want. I rode a stock ZX-10R in the Isle 
of Man and there is quite a difference 
in agility – for a standard bike it feels so 
light. It’ll be a step forward on the road 
and track.”

‘For a standard road bike it feels so light; 

it’ll be a step forward on road and track’

2015 WSB CHAMPION, JOHNNY REA



LEWIS HAMILTON 
MV DRAGSTER

MV Agusta are set to release a Lewis 

Hamilton edition of their Dragster 

800RR, built according to the F1 star’s 

dubious tastes. It’s a result of AMG’s 

collaboration with MV. Stevenage’s 

favourite son gave it its debut at the 

Monza F1 GP. It looks largely stock, but 

with red/white paint and red anodised 

details. Hamilton has previously 

inflicted such detail on an F4 RR.
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Britten V1000 
wins a race!
Factory rider Andrew Stroud’s fitting tribute to 
creator John at Barber memorial gathering

A
NDREW STROUD GAVE a 
20-year-old Britten V1000 
a final win last month at 
Barber Motorsports Park in 
Alabama, USA. The bike 

was in attendance for a 10-strong 
gathering of Brittens that would have 
been unforgettable alone, but a 
last-minute decision by owner Jim 
Hunter saw Stroud on bike P002. And 
Bob Robbins, owner of P001 CR, had 
already secretly planned to enter his 
bike, so Stephen Briggs made it a 
two-pronged Britten attack. 

Robbins told PB: “When Jim 
Hunter, owner of P002 saw us 
preparing for Stephen to go out, he 
sent Andrew out as well. The plan was 
to surprise the crowd and to start 
from the pitlane to avoid turn two 
congestion. They worked through the 
pack to put on a good show. It was an 
historic moment.”

Andrew Stroud told PB: “The idea 
came to me halfway through the last 

day after racing a Ducati. Jim seemed 
like he was already up for it, but I had 
no idea how it would pan out. 

“Winning the race was very special, 
with parallels to Daytona in 1992. 
Even the bike I was challenging was 
familiar – a Fast by Ferraci 888. My 
rev limiter was set 2000rpm lower so 
we lost some of the Britten’s top-end 
advantage. I was off the pace in 
practice, but the instinct of slipping 
into race mode was still there. We had 
to start from the back of the grid 
– working through inexperienced 
riders was dodgy but it helped me get 
up to speed again.

“It all came back to me, and I felt 
part of the bike again like the old 
days. I had to work for it, and I was 
really happy with coming in less than 
a bike length ahead. It was a great 
birthday present to Jim, but a fitting 
tribute to John, too. After more than 
20 years the Britten showed how 
great it was and still is.”

RIDDEN BY 

GUY, TOO
Turn to page 28 for Guy

Martin’s analysis of the

Britten V1000

YANKS CLAIM 219MPH, 274BHP KAWASAKI H2

Brock’s Performance are 

claiming to have achieved 

219.4mph from a road-legal 

Kawasaki H2. Their 

interpretation of road-ready is 

a little suspect – the mirrors 

and numberplate hanger were 

ditched, and the ECU was 

mapped to make the most of 

two gallons of leaded, 

oxygenated race fuel. But it’s 

still an impressive achievement. 

Brock’s fitted their own 4-1 

exhaust, a Power Commander 

V mapped for the event, plus 

an ECU re-flash by Guhl 

Motors, a DNA air filter and an 

unspecified clutch mod. They 

switched to 19/41 gearing, 

lowered both front and rear 

suspension and fitted ceramic 

front wheel bearings. It also 

recorded an 8.99 standing 

quarter-mile with a 166.54mph 

terminal speed. A dyno graph 

from the firm shows power up 

from 203.85bhp as standard, 

to 274.45bhp at 13,500rpm.

The mods are available as a 

‘Stage 2’ kit, which costs 

$4000 (around £2600) in the 

USA. Details: 

brocksperformance.com



TWEAKED CBR500R

Honda has fettled the CBR500R twin

for 2016. The fairing is sharpened up, it

has a new shorter silencer, the forks

get preload adjustment, and the levers

are now adjustable.

UK WINS EURO LECCY 
CHAMPIONSHIP

The University of Nottingham’s UoN-01

electric bike has won the 2015 MotoE

series with rider Daley Mathison. The

bike knocks out a claimed 200KW and

can hit 180mph, says the team.

UK will not import the lower

wer price R1S unveiled for the

n market. The R1S loses the

engine internals, magnesium

nd a number of other details

make the techno-fest R1 the

We’ll get another limited run

Ms and as many regular R1s

nt in 2016, though.

GSX-R OWNERS GET INTO
MOTORCYCLE LIVE FOR FREE

Anyone who owns a Suzuki GSX-R

model can get into the Motorcycle Live

show for free. All you need to do is visit

Suzuki’s website – suzuki-gb.co.uk –

and fill in your details, and a few facts

about your bike.

The show itself runs from November

28-December 6 at Birmingham’s NEC.

for more details, and tickets (for

non-GSX-R owners, that is):

motorcyclelive.co.uk

SUZUKI GSX CONCEPT

Suzuki showed a polystyrene ‘GSX

Concept’ at the recent Tokyo show. 

The obvious suggestion is that it 

pre-empts a new GSX-R, but the new 

1000 is due to be fully unveiled any 

time now. PB reckons it points further 

ahead to an all-new Hayabusa. The 

swooping bodywork, long front 

mudguard and overall look have more 

than a touch of Busa heritage.

T-07 CONCEPT

o-obsessed crayon-

right with this flat-track-

concept. Underneath,

y MT-07, but with

more suited to a mile

End road, and Yamaha

a paint that makes it

Kenny Roberts’ lairy

cker. If you can’t count

and don’t know what a

unds like...

BANDIT 600 CHALLENGE ANNOUNCED

Formula Prostocks is to 

launch the ‘Bandit 600 

Challenge’ for barely 

modded, cheap-to-build 

examples of the oil-cooled 

budget bike – and we’re 

racing one.

The format is simple: first 

and second generation, 

oil-cooled 599cc Bandit 

600s, with power and weight 

to be restricted and policed 

at meetings. In essence, all 

you’re allowed to change is 

the shock, fork springs and 

oil, exhaust and brake pads 

for more race-ready items. 

The vast majority of the 

mechanicals must remain 

stock to ensure a cheap and 

level playing field.

Formula Prostocks will 

race with a number of clubs 

in order to pick the tracks 

they want – the provisional 

calendar includes Croft or 

Snetterton, Donington, 

Cadwell, Oulton and 

Anglesey so far.

Like moths to a flame, 

Matt and Chris were drawn 

to the idea of racing a 

cheap, quirky bike, and we 

jumped straight in and 

bought a £700 Bandit. You 

can read about our plans for 

the crusty GSF on page 96, 

and over the next few 

months as we turn it from 

knackered turd to track-

ready missile.

> Details: formulaprostocks

racing.co.uk, or formulapro

stocks@gmail.com

Yamaha U

spec, low
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ZZ-R1400 FETTLED FOR 2016

Kawasaki has updated the ZZ-R1400 

for 2016. The main changes are to 

the exhaust and ECU, primarily to 

meet Euro 4 noise and emissions 

regs, but Kawasaki claim they’ve 

managed it without affecting 

power. The styling is also slightly 

tweaked – it’ll take a ZZ-R owner 

to spot the subtle adjustments.

It also has a revised dash, and 

the Performance Sport premium-

spec model now has Brembo M50 

calipers as standard, in addition to the 

Akrapovic exhausts, Öhlins TTX shock 

and taller screen it comes with as 

standard.



JOSH BROOKES, THE UNSIGNED CHAMPION

Josh Brookes sealed the 2015 BSB championship in the first 

race of the final round, but his impressive performance is yet 

to secure him a 2016 ride  As PB went to press, Brookes and 

his current        

announcem       

Crescen

Suzuki to f

rumours th

the world s

leaves the

moving up

manufactu

BSB with Y

quitting ent

Hill’s new t

left) means

option coul

more realis

it seems if

manufactur

support is b

diverted to

BSB champ

turned-

manager.

FAST NEWS ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
LEE JOHNSTON

STAYS PUT

Lee Johnston will

stay with East

Coast for 2016, on

an S1000RR for

Superstock and

Superbike, and a

Daytona 675

Supersport bike.

FORWARD

BACKS MV...

Forward Racing is

to support MV

Agusta’s World

Superbike and

Supersport effort

in 2016. They’ll

also remain in the

Moto2 paddock.

...MELANDRI

WILL RIDE IT

Marco Melandri

has been named

as development

rider for the F4

superbike, but he’s

not said if he’s

going to race in

2016 yet.

HICKMAN TO

KAWASAKI?

Paddock gossip

suggests Peter

Hickman is close

to signing with GB

Moto Kawasaki,

though no deal

was announced as

PB went to print.

KALLIO TESTS 

MOTOGP KTM

Mika Kallio is to 

become lead test 

rider for KTM’s 

MotoGP project, 

due on the grid in 

2017. He rode for 

the factory in his 

125/250GP days.

LAVERTY’S  

BSB WIN

Michael Laverty 

claimed his only 

win of the BSB 

season on the 

Tyco BMW at 

Brands, holding 

off Byrne and 

Ellison by 2s.

PBM AND SHAKEY BACK ON 
DUCATI, IRWIN JOINS TOO

Paul Bird Motorsport will make a return 

to Ducati next year, fielding Panigale Rs 

with Shakey and up-and-coming Irish 

rider Glenn Irwin.

PBM and Shakey have form on the 

Bologna bikes, taking a title on the 

Monstermob 998 in 2003. Glenn Irwin 

has impressed in both British 

Supersport and on the roads. They’ve 

already tested the bikes in Spain.

TOMMY HILL ANNOUNCES
YAMAHA SQUAD

Tommy Hill will run a Yamaha R1 in 

2016 after he split from BeWiser 

Kawasaki before the end of the season. 

The team fielding James Westmoreland 

and Buchan later folded. Hill has 

already signed John Hopkins, who 

impressed on Moto Rapido’s Ducati 

Panigale R this year. The 2010 

champion has secured ePayMe as a 

title sponsor to bankroll the team.

HUTCHY GETS
A TYCO BMW
Ian Hutchinson will ride for Tyco

BMW in the 2016 road racing season

as well as in British Superstock.

Hutchy stunned the world in the

2015 TT when he took three wins to

finally reward four years of pain and

hard work recovering from an

horrific leg injury.

The five-in-a-week record holder

was all but written off – many

suspected the slow recovery and

being forced to such measures as

a right-foot shift would override his

talent, but a switch from 

uncompetitive Milwaukee 

Yamahas to PBM Kawasakis and

Keith Flint’s Yamaha R6 saw him

pushing hard at the front of every

international road race.

His persistence and 

performance has now paid off

– he’ll race Tyco’s factory-

backed S1000RRs next season

in place of William Dunlop. He’ll

partner Guy Martin – that’s if

racing’s fastest truck-fitter still

wants to ride... 
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You love your GSX-R and want 
a free Motorcycle Live ticket?
We get it.
7KDWʧV�ZK\�ZH�DUH�R�HULQJ�*6;�5�RZQHUV�D�IUHH�WLFNHW*�WR�FHOHEUDWH�WKH���WK�
DQQLYHUVDU\�RI�*6;�5�DW�0RWRUF\FOH�/LYH�������9LVLW�WKH�ZHEVLWH�WR�UHJLVWHU�IRU�\RXU�IUHH�
WLFNHW�DQG�MRLQ�XV�RQ�VWDQG��(���WR�VHH�WKH�H[FLWLQJ���WK�$QQLYHUVDU\�*6;�5�GLVSOD\�

Rob - 0RWRUF\FOH�0DUNHWLQJ�0DQDJHU

7R�FODLP�D�IUHH�HQWU\�WLFNHW�WR WKH ���� 0RWRUF\FOH /LYH VKRZ DW WKH 1(& IURP ��WK 1RYHPEHU WR �WK 'HFHPEHU ����� YLVLW ZZZ�VX]XNL�JE�FR�XN�JV[�U DQG
FRPSOHWH�WKH�UHJLVWUDWLRQ�IRUP�LQ�IXOO��2�HU�LV�RSHQ�WR�FXUUHQW�*6;�5�UHJLVWHUHG�NHHSHUV�RI�PRGHOV�R�FLDOO\�LPSRUWHG�E\�6X]XNL�*%�DQG�RULJLQDOO\�UHJLVWHUHG�LQ�
WKH�8.��YHKLFOH�GHWDLOV�ZLOO�EH�YDOLGDWHG�DJDLQVW�9HKLFOH�,GHQWL�FDWLRQ�1XPEHU��9,1��DQG�5HJLVWUDWLRQ�1XPEHU��2�HU�VXEMHFW�WR�DYDLODELOLW\��WLFNHW�TXDQWLW\�LV�OLPLWHG�
DQG�ZLOO�EH�DGPLQLVWHUHG�RQ�D��UVW�FRPH��UVW�VHUYHG�EDVLV�WR�TXDOLI\LQJ�UHJLVWUDWLRQV��UHJLVWUDWLRQ�LV�RSHQ�IURP���WK�2FWREHU������DQG�FORVHV���WK�1RYHPEHU�
������6XFFHVVIXO�DSSOLFDWLRQV�ZLOO�UHFHLYH�WKHLU�H�WLFNHW�WR�0RWRUF\FOH�/LYH�E\���WK�1RYHPEHU�������2QO\�RQH�WLFNHW�SHU�SHUVRQ��WLFNHWV�DUH�QRQ�WUDQVIHUDEOH�
DQG�FDQ�RQO\�EH�XVHG�RQFH��7KHUH�ZLOO�EH�QR�FDVK�SUL]H�DOWHUQDWLYH�b�%\�UHJLVWHULQJ�IRU�WKH�IUHH�WLFNHW��WKH�SDUWLFLSDQW�JLYHV�SHUPLVVLRQ�IRU�6X]XNL�*%�3/&�DQG�
DXWKRULVHG�6X]XNL�GHDOHUV�WR�FRQWDFW�WKHP�E\�SRVW��WHOHSKRQH�DQG�HPDLO�ZLWK�UHOHYDQW�6X]XNL�SURGXFWV��VHUYLFHV�DQG�R�HUV�b�5HJLVWUDWLRQ�IRUPV�PXVW�EH�
FRPSOHWHG�LQ�IXOO�DQG�FRQGLWLRQV�RI�HQWU\�PXVW�EH�DFFHSWHG��6X]XNL�*%�3/&�UHVHUYH�WKH�ULJKW�WR�ZLWKGUDZ�WKH�R�HU�ZLWKRXW�QRWLFH��1HLWKHU�6X]XNL�*%�3/&�QRU�
LWV�DJHQWV�RU�DXWKRULVHG�6X]XNL�GHDOHUV�ZLOO�DFFHSW�UHVSRQVLELOLW\�IRU�HQWULHV�GDPDJHG��ORVW��GHOD\HG�RU�PLVODLG��KRZHYHU�FDXVHG��3URPRWHU��6X]XNL�*%�3/&��
6WHLQEHFN�&UHVFHQW��6QHOVKDOO�:HVW��0LOWRQ�.H\QHV��%XFNV�0.���$(�

Free Motorcycle Live ticket for GSX-R owners!*

Register at www.suzuki-gb.co.uk/GSX-R
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OPEN THE BOX, BREATHE DEEPLY

AERODYNAMICS
‘Wings’ on either side of the new 

helmet are there to reduce 

buffeting at speed

VENTING
As well as crown, brow and chin 

vents, improved exhaust ports spirit 

away hot air, cooling the head 

more effiiciently

ADJUSTABLE LINING
A new internal liner is adjustable 

by up to four degrees, allowing the 

rider to tilt their head back and 

forth for a perfect fit

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER @PBMAGAZINEUK

A E R O D Y N A M I C  |  F A S T  |  P R O T E C T I V E

SHOEI 
X-SPIRIT III 
Shoei’s all-new X-Spirit III race helmet has been wind tunnel-tailored 

to ensure your bonce stays cool and you get a fresh feed of air to 

breathe at over 185mph. How much use that is for those of us 

without 260bhp MotoGP bikes at hand remains to be seen.

There are numerous spoilers and wind-disrupting lips on the 

exterior. Air moving over the lid is controlled, and then wilfully 

disturbed to break the smooth airflow over it, creating turbulence in 

its wake, assisiting overall aerodynamics. Again, not something you’ll 

need on the B6047, but a change filtered down from MotoGP.

The shell and visor aperture are designed to make a full race tuck 

easier with full forward visibility. Protection-wise, there are six layers 

of mixed organic and composite fibre for an absorbent but rigid 

shell, say Shoei. The EPS liner has different densities across the 

helmet to tailor protection to the area of your head it protects.

The washable interior is available in different sizes to tailor the fit, 

and is also adjustable. It’s claimed to be quick-drying, too.

Four separate shell sizes will be available, and the lid will comes in 

plain colours, plus Marc Marquez and Bradley Smith replicas.

Price: £549.99 (plain colours), £649.99 (replicas)

Contact: feridax.com



www.yamaha-motor.eu/uk

$POHSBUVMBUJPOT�UP�+PTI�#SPPLFT��
����� #SJUJTI� 4VQFSCJLF� DIBNQJPO

Developed without compromise using YZR-M1 MotoGP technology, the R1 was born for the track. 200PS, 179kg 

dry and 1,405mm wheelbase give an insight into its capabilities. . The all new crossplane engine, short wheelbase 

chassis and cutting edge design has created a new generation of Superbike, which, in the hands of Josh Brookes has 

smashed lap records and dominated the 2015 British Superbike Championship.

And Josh didn’t even race with the high-tech electronics fitted to the standard R1. The central nervous system 

uses a 6-axis Inertial Measurement Unit that constantly senses chassis motion in 3D, creating controllability over 

traction, slides, front wheel lift, braking and launches. Imagine if Josh had this on his BSB bike. Yamaha R1. We R1.

JOSH
BROO

KES

BSB
2015

BRITISH CHAMPION
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DAINESE D-AIR MISANO 1000
The Italians celebrate anything of even minor interest – in 

this case, 1000 riders stacking their bikes and setting off 

a D-Air airbag suit. Joking aside, to mark this, Dainese 

have released a significant new jacket, the first road 

D-Air jacket that doesn’t require you to fit a sensor kit 

to the bike. All the crash detection and inflation is 

taken care of by a GPS unit in the back protector. 

Price: £1199.99

Contact: dainese.com

NEW SHARK 

REDDING REP

Show a bit of 

support for 

MotoGP Brit Scott 

Redding with 

Shark’s new S700S 

replica. It’s the 

cheapest version of 

the Redding rep, 

but still comes with 

an integrated 

sunvisor and a 

Pinlock insert for 

the main visor.

Price: £159.99

Contact: 

nevis.uk.com

SPADA MERINO 

BASE LAYER

Spada is the latest 

clothing firm to 

offer an 

undergarment 

made from magical 

merino wool, which 

is claimed to be 

naturally insulating, 

breathable and 

capable of wicking 

sweat effectively 

away from your 

skin. Beyond this, 

it’s also claimed to 

be anti-microbial, 

and therefore 

minimises body 

odour issues. 

Sounds like team 

PB needs at least 

one each...

Price: £59.95

Contact: 

spadaclothing.

co.uk

L I G H T W E I G H T

 S L O V E N I A N  |  L O U D

KAWASAKI H2/R 
AKRAPOVIC 4-1

Akrapovic now offers a full system for 

owners of the H2 and H2R. It’s claimed 

to save a rather substantial 9.8kg over 

the stock exhaust, and the omission of 

a catalytic converter should reduce the 

immense heat the supercharged nutter 

develops when you go bonkers on it. 

Curiously, according to Akrapovic, 

the titanium headers and Revolution 

carbon silencer only add a maximum of 

3.4bhp, although the accompanying 

dyno chart does show a similar gain 

right through the rev range. That’s a 

baffle-in, unmapped result, so 

potentially more power could be found 

by sacrificing neighbourly relations and 

delving into the ECU. 

Price: £2999 Contact: 

performanceparts-ltd.com

B L A C K  |  S T I C K Y  |  R O U N D

CONTINENTAL 
SPORTATTACK 3
German rubber firm Continental has 

updated the SportAttack fast-road/

trackday tyre for 2016. It’ll be available 

early next year. Key changes include a 

claimed improvement in wet grip through 

a change in tread pattern and silica-rich 

compound. Conti say steering precision 

and stability are both improved. The 

contact patch is said to be increased, 

and wear rate claimed to be lower, too.

Price: £250 (TBC)

Contact: conti-bike.co.uk

P R E T T Y  |  P R I C E Y  |  L I M I T E D

AGV CORSA ROSSI MUGELLO
If you’re reading this from under your yellow duvet in your 

VR46 beanie, you know the drill. If not, this is the latest in a 

long line of Valentino Rossi limited edition paint schemes, 

this time from the 2015 Mugello GP. It’s available from 

February, on AGV’s Corsa lid.

It has effectively the same tech as the 

even-bigger-money Pista GP, but made a 

little more useable for the road. The shell 

is carbon/Aramid/glass-fibre mix, and 

weighs a claimed 1350g in size M. AGV 

stockists are taking pre-orders now.

Price: £699

Contact: moto-direct.com



shoeihelmetsukshoeiassured.co.uk

MADE

BY

HUMANS

WORN BY THEM
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KAWASAKI ZXR400/600
ADAM LAVIN

“THE BIKE STARTED life as a ZXR400 rolling
frame I found on eBay and thought I could do
something a little different with it. I had a ZX-6R
engine in the corner of the workshop... one thing
led to another and I started to wonder if I could
fit it and make it look as standard as possible. So,
I cut the engine mounts from the ZXR frame,
took some measurements and set about
fabricating some new engine mounts to take the
600 lump. A few months later and the engine
was in and chain alignment spot-on so I set
about the rest of the bike.

“The hardest part of the build was the carbs as
the ZX-6R carbs sit slightly to the left so the
throttle control was hitting the frame; this took
a little fabricating to manufacture a billet block
to move the whole carb assembly over by 10mm
and still keep good flow to the engine. The next
challenge was the airbox as the due to the much
smaller frame I was unable to run a ZX-6R or
ZXR400 airbox.

“The bike is road legal, with an MoT, and will
be getting some use this year and possibly a few
trackdays, too. Its a monster to ride, the 400’s
agility but with a massive improvement over the
standard engine really makes this little pocket
rocket a match for most superbikes on the road.”

BIKE OF THE MONTH WINS

A SET OF OXFORD
PADDOCK STANDS
Send in some pics of your modded

bike to editorial@pbmag.co.uk and

you could win some great prizes.

This month Adam wins Oxford’s front

and rear stands worth £120.

Made out of heavy duty 40mm tube,

they offer a secure base to work on

your bike. www.oxprod.com

BIKE OF THE MONTH ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

‘I just had a ZX-6R

motor sitting around’

‘I’ve built it,

not bought it’
TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE
RICHARD BAILEY

“HERE’S MY DAILY commuter, it’s a 

2008 Speed Triple and it’s had loads 

done to it under the motto of ‘Don’t buy 

it, build it!’ The engine case protectors, 

oil cooler cover, headlight bracket, 

clock bracket plus loads of one-off bits 

and pieces have been made by myself, 

and I’ve even gone as far as modifying 

the subframe to accept the cafe racer 

seat unit.

“It’s got Renthal clip-ons, Pazzo 

Levers, Samco hoses to make it that 

little bit different, and new paint and 

graphics. It’s now used as a rolling 

showcase for my new business. I can’t 

get enough of it.”

Tasteful mods 
makes this 

Triple a belter

Richard even 

modified the 

subframe

You’d never guess 
there was a ZX-6R 

engine lurking 
beneath the panels 

Ebay-bought 

chassis was the 

starting point

Adam reckons 

it’s a match for 

most superbikes

SEND US YOUR BIKE: EDITORIAL@PBMAG.CO.UK



TALOS-YAMAHA
ALEXANDROS MAIDIS

‘It’ll still give newer bikes a scare!’

‘It’s a Dan

Linfoot rep’

‘I made my

frame and

suspension”

HONDA FIREBLADE
MILTON EVANS

HONDA CBR1000RR 
FIREBLADE 
FRANK MATTHEW

“A COUPLE OF years ago my son’s 

bike was off the road so he borrowed 

my Blade to use as a winter hack. So I 

decided to do a full rebuild and 

paintjob. After months of deliberating 

“THIS BLADE came to me as a road/

track bike. I altered the ram-air flap

valve system to allow the fitting of 

glass-fibre ram-air tubes. Also, the 

sidestand and sensor were removed. 

I bought new fairings, and after 

alignment they were fitted with catch 

tanks, etc. All paint and vinyls were 

made by myself. 

“I AM AN ENGINEERING student and

have always been attracted by 

alternative front ends. So when it was

time for me to find a subject for my

dissertation I created one. It was built

around a Yamaha TZR250 3MA engine

as this was the most affordable.

“A Hossack-type front system was

designed and built, then attached to a

subframe which was then connected to

the oil pan and engine. The fact that

there is no connection between the

system and the swingarm axle makes it

a frameless construction since the

engine takes on the role of the chassis.

over seat units I opted for an early R1

as the OE Blade is very bulky. I got

myself a WP shock and a 17in front

wheel off an early VFR800 to keep

stock brakes, though the hub needed

modding. I do a few trackdays and still

see the new stuff off. I love the one-off

look and that it’s still great fun to ride.”

“The fork, the swingarm and the 

‘chassis’ were built with a steel tube 

while the subframe is ally. There are also 

billet pieces in various places. The bike, 

despite me not having used ultra light 

components, weighs 98kg and it is not 

expected to go over 105kg dry. The only 

things missing are the airbox and the 

front part of the fairing. The first tests 

are very encouraging.”

 R1 tailpiece 
gels nicely with 
Milton’s late 
90s Blade

 Track-only 
conversion looks 
like the real thing

TZR250 with
engine as a
stressed
member... It’s 
a work of art

“My company, Voodoo Road and 

Race re-manufactured all the BSB/

sponsor decals to match Dan Linfoot’s 

bike. The wheels will be done in winter. 

I work from home and have converted 

my garage into a workshop and paint 

booth, much to my wife’s dismay.”
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WINS A YEAR’S SUBSCRIPTION

STAR LETTER ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

McGUINNESS:

A TERRIBLE,

BRILLIANT PERSON

I must say over the last
couple of years I’ve really
enjoyed John

McGuinness’s column in PB. He
really is a shameless bastard and
I love that despite being a
respectable employee of Honda,
he fills his life with mad
motorhome drives, wheelies,
RCV keys down his pants and big
bags of sex toys for the wife.

And he does all of this without
ever sounding big-headed or
some kind of superstar which,
when you’ve won more than 20
TTs, must be hard. He’s probably
one of most down-to-earth racing

Ace: wet sump or dry hump?

champions we’ve ever seen.
People like Guy Martin and

Michael Dunlop, Rutter and 
Bruce Anstey are great 
characters, too. They’re the 
reason why road racing will 
always be more attractive than
circuit racing. The riders are like
normal blokes, who race like hell
and then get pissed afterwards.
Proper.
James Moore
I’ve been lucky enough to work

with John and I’m always 

impressed by how generous with

the time that he gives to everyone

that he meets. He’s also funny as

hell, like a 1970s Northern 

comedian. A fast as fook 1970s

Northern comedian. MW

WE’RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER

ARIEL ENGINES

ARE DIRTY!

Picture the scene: I have 
downloaded my latest PB edition
while working in India and start
to read my favo urite online
magazine, only to read the Ariel
article and witness what at first
glance seems to be a frame
mounting an engine and doing it
doggy-style. Is this what 
designers have come to? It did
give my team a giggle though,
but then 22 hours into a journey
home, the mind does play tricks.
Matt North
You’re right. It’s now all I can see

when I look at any picture of an

Ariel Ace. Perhaps that’s why the

engine and chassis work so well

together. MW

PB ACTUALLY MADE

ME WANT AN H2

Just wanted to say how cool the
feature you guys did with the
Kawasaki H2 was. I hope you
realise how lucky you are –

tidying up of a CBR900RRT.
On arrival, an initial check 
showed the panels appeared to 
be based on the ’98 model; 
differences in the front panels 
were subtle, the rear seat unit 
items are significantly different. 
There also was big difference in 
the fit and finish of the rear 
panels and the colour did not 
match the yellow of the rest of 
the kit. In the end, I had the 
original rear plastic repaired and 
painted to match the rest of it.

Actual fitting of the forward 
panels did require time and 
patience, matching and 
clearing screw holes 
and aligning brackets. 
Working with 
painted, finished

riding that bike flat-out around
the Isle of Man is about as good
as it gets. And it’s made me want
to do the same. I can’t afford it 
right now, but one day I’m going 
to get an H2 and ride it as fast as 
I can on the only roads in the UK 
with no speed limits. It sounds 
like pure heaven to me.
Ian Atkins
Cheers Ian, it’s an experience I’ll 

never forget. Especially when the 

wind got under the front of the 

bike at 140mph on the crest 

between Kate’s Cottage and the 

Creg... CN

ANOTHER ONE 

HOOKED 

I used to read another mag 
which was great, just a bit hit 
and miss. I ride a 2008 R1 and I 
am a very big fan of anything 
superbike. For the last couple 
months I have been researching
a mag I would like to subscribe
to and boy have I found it with
Performance Bikes. As you can
probably tell, I am quite difficult
to please, but your magazine is
perfect and I have just taken out
a rolling year’s subscription, so
I wanted to say keep up the good
work and thank you.
Lloyd Lapierre

CHINESE BODYWORK

EXPERIENCE

I thought I would share my
recent experience of aftermarket
Chinese bodywork used in the

carefully offer it up and file 
a half-moon, touching 

up the paintwork 
afterwards. 

This panel’s 
rearmost mounting 

hole does not match 
that on the ’96 T 

model; I had to fold up a 
bracket, moving the 

attachment out and rearwards 
20mm in both directions. 

Overall I am happy with the 
outcome, the paint finish on the 
panels (rear unit apart) is good, 
with ample clear finish on top, 
but there was a lot of work 
required. Hopefully some of the 
above is of assistance to readers.
John Garwood
We’ve heard mixed reports of 

Chinese bodywork, though we’ve 

bought four different sets from 

eBay seller Auctmarts with no 

real problems. MW

panels requires padded work 
surfaces and a steady hand!

The large front panel was 
actually very accurately 
produced; lights, screen and 
mirrors were no problem to fit. 
The lower fairing on the left 
posed problems; the gearshift 
clearance of the Honda part is 
not duplicated so you need to 
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 Kawasaki H2 
let loose on 
unrestricted 
roads: heavenly
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Garwood had 
variable results 
from Chinese 
bodywork
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McG: keeping it 
real despite his 

superstar status

With over 30,000 items in  

stock from over 150 brands, 

whatever you ride,  

we’ve got you covered.

MCN CLOTHING AND ACCESSORY RETAILER OF THE YEAR 2013

WHY USE ANYONE ELSE?

KAWASAKI
don’t just do sportsbikes

and neither do we



J O H N 

M c G U I N N E S S
‘The Japanese were politely telling me, drop 10kg you fat

twat and you can keep one of the bikes’ 
The prospect of a free motorcycle is a surefire way to get McG in the gym over winter

A
T THE MOMENT I’m recovering from a bit of a do up in 
Scotland. I was hosting a chat show with Niall Mackenzie, 
Dennis Hobbs and Keith Amor in Aberdeen, with the 
proceeds going to a kids’ charity. It’s a bit out and away up 
there, so the crowds really appreciate it when you show 

up. The event was held in some fancy ballroom, which is apparently 
the best in Britain. To be honest, though, I thought the floor looked 
like it was full of woodworm.

I threw a few gins down my neck and just talked about the good 
times. I’ve raced for over 25 years now and it’s easy to forget some of 
the tales and it’s at events like that when my memory is jogged about 
races, team-mates and the general chaos I’ve experienced over the 
years. The room was packed and I even managed to keep them all 
quiet for 17 minutes and 10 seconds during a video of a TT lap, so I 
think they enjoyed it. We raised about £10,000 for charity, the crowd 
were happy and I sank a few drinks. Job’s a good ’un. To be fair, 
I needed a bit of a break as the last few weeks have been hectic.

Before the chat show I did a Ron Haslam Race School with 
Monster, then went to London with EMC2, then to Darley Moor for 
the Stars at Darley race, which was eventful. I love Darley and the 
entry list was pretty strong this year: Richard Cooper, Peter 
Hickman, Michael Rutter, Lee Johnston, Dan Kneen... a good 

line-up and all more than up for it. Cooper and Hickman spent most
of the race throwing their bikes at each other and Cooper ended
upside-down in the middle of the track. I just sat on my Senior TT
bike enjoying myself, but I still came away with a second and third
place, and third overall. Hickman won it and Rutter was second, but
he had blagged a bloody fast Honda so morally I beat him. That was
typical Rutter; if you threw him off the roof of a building he would
land with his feet in a bowl of cherries. Wanker... but at least I’m 
younger than him, by two days.

The last time I wrote my column I was heading to France for the 
Bol d’Or with the Jackson Racing team. It’s iconic and I had never 
done it before so I was really looking forward to it. The last time I was 
at Paul Ricard I was with Michael Schumacher, which is an odd 
thought. I remember chatting to him and he was asking me lots of 
questions about why I still raced the TT at my age, so I told him I 
didn’t get paid like an F1 racer! He is a really lovely chap, a good 
rider, and was all set to come to the TT before his accident.

The race itself went well, but with an 1.8km straight a Superstock 
bike is always going to suffer a bit. That said, it’s great for an old boy 
like myself to tuck in behind the screen and take a break. It took 22 
seconds from exiting the last corner to hitting the brakes for the first 

one. At night, when you turn onto the straight, you can’t see 
the end as it’s pitch black and so you just aim the bike into 

the darkness and hold on. It’s a really weird feeling.
People see the lights on Endurance bikes and assume 

they are there for you to see where you are going at 
night, but that’s bollocks. When you accelerate they 
point upwards, when you brake they point at the 
floor, and round corners they are Christ knows where. 

The team did really well at the Bol and finished 
eleventh in class, which was a great result considering 

we had a crash. But to be honest I was a bit disappointed 
by the crowds. I think Bernie Ecclestone owns the track and 

he didn’t want it broken, so the fans were subdued and not allowed to 
set fire to anything, run around naked or rev engines. It was all a bit 
tame compared to Le Mans and Magny-Cours.

I’ve really enjoyed racing Endurance this year and I’ve just signed a 
similar contract for 2016. I’ll be back with the Jackson team and 
doing the TT and North West with Honda, plus I’ll likely be running 
my own Superstock team again. And I’ll be back on the Mugen.

I’ve been badgering Mugen about giving me one of their bikes and 
this year they gave me a big old contract. It was huge, loads of pages 
of this and that, but it basically boiled down to the Japanese trying to 
politely say, ‘Shed 10kg you fat twat and you can keep one of the 
bikes’. What more incentive to lose weight could you need?

I had to go to London for a weigh-in with the team, so on the train I 
had two fry-ups, two litres of water and had a stack of £1 coins in my 
pocket. I was probably the heaviest I have ever been! The Japanese 
chap couldn’t believe his eyes when he looked at the scales and you 
knew he was thinking, ‘What is this fat bastard doing on our million 
pound bike?’ The next time I’m weighed I’ll be in my pants, having 
necked a stack of laxatives and shaved every hair off my body.

WHO IS
JOHN 

McGUINNESS?
The Morecambe Missile has 

23 TT wins, the Senior lap 

record and the fastest ever 

lap, at 132.701mph. He’ll 

be proper good 

one day...
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1 McG with Schumacher 
in happier times 2 John 
considers another pint before 
the audience arrives 3 Fans 
were out in force at the Bol 
d’Or 4 A day at Ron Haslam’s 
race school blew the 
cobwebs away 5 Lee 
Johnston gets a lift at Darley 
6 Third place overall for John 
= more booze 7 McGuinness 
clocks Rutter’s special Blade 
at Stars at Darley 8 Drop 10 
bags of sugar and this bike is 
John’s to keep...
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T R E V O R

F R A N K L I N
‘I was stunned, you could’ve shoved a giant pine cone up my flue’

Trev inspired Guy Martin, apparently. Poor bloke never stood a chance...

A
EROPLANES! I BLOODY love aeroplanes. Their technical 
make-up fascinates me. They also scare the crap out of me. 
Yes, I admit, flying does for me what the lack of engine oil 
does for bike engines – I shit myself when 73-odd tonnes of 
Airbus A320 starts rolling down the runway. Maybe it’s 

because I’m strapped in and not in control of the sealed tube with 
wings. With 27,000 litres of flammable liquid placed around me.

My bubbling bowel gets worse when said plane finally hauls arse 
off tarmac. Ask anyone who has had the misfortune to sit near me 
en-route to a foreign land and they’ll tell you they didn’t share the seat 
row on the way back. I swear to God I farted the theme tune to 633 
Squadron on my first 747 flight to America.

Anyways, despite my fear of flying, I happened to find myself in 
Germany a few months ago, hanging around Munich’s uber-clean 
airport waiting for the arrival of a Mr Guy Martin. Unbeknown to me, 
the north-easterly one walked into arrivals with a shaven mop and 
carried on walking unnoticed. It was only when I spotted his 
milky-white, bent-spindle legs hanging from grubby cycling shorts 
that I thought, “Bugger, that’s him.” He didn’t appear too bothered to 
be shouted at in a way he’d understand. Not sure the surrounding 
Europeans understood the phrase, “Ayup twatty. Hold up!”

One thing I admire about Guy is his unwavering dedication and 
love for all things technical, old and technical, and technically 

bolloxed. If something is built to perform a key function, he wants to 
know why and how. When he found out he visiting the BMW 
museum, I knew he wasn’t going to be like a kid in a sweet shop; he 
was going to be a kid in a sweet factory.

The museum is located at Am Olympiapark 2, 80809 München, 
right next door to the impressive BMW-Vierzylinder (‘BMW four-
cylinder’ – BMW Group’s headquarters). From the moment Guy steps 
from the car and walks towards the museum reception area, his 
inquisitive, fact-finding nature has hit the 100% attention mark. It 
goes off the scale when he sets eyes on a kinetic 3D sculpture 
consisting of 700-plus ball bearings suspended on wires and moving 
with balletic grace to form intricate shapes. “That’s incredible. You 
have to think how that’s being worked... all the little motors you can’t 
see and working like clockwork. That’s got to be a heck of a lot of 
computer power and programming doing that. Amazing...” So 
amazing that Guy had to be literally dragged away from this exhibit 
and onto the next. And the next. And the next...

It didn’t matter if it was the perfect example of the first BMW 
motorcycle (R32) or the first BMW aircraft engine, Guy was 
captivated enough to ask question after question to further extend his 
already broad knowledge of BMW’s engineering history. What should 
have been a short tour of the museum very nearly turned into an 
extended stay. Luckily for Guy, he was hooked up with Fred Jakob, 

BMW’s big cheese historian. “Guy is very focused about 
engines from this era,” said Fred. “Not just engines but also 

cars – one minute he was studying a car and the next he 
was lying under it like a mechanic...”

One other thing I did learn about Guy in the short 
time spent chatting was he has always been a fan of 
PB, right from his youth. I didn’t know this until he 
was interviewed by BMW’s social media team for a 

live Facebook chat. He was making a guest appearance 
at BMW Motorrad Days 2015 – a massive party for 

BMW bike fans and owners in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, 
an Alpine town close to the Austrian border.

One of the many questions asked by BMW’s Facebookers was: 
“Who inspired you when you were growing up?” And his reply for the 
whole of BMW Facebook world to see? “Trevor Franklin. He was a 
journalist for Performance Bikes, a magazine. I used to read his road 
tests, which inspired me.” To say I was stunned to read this is an 
understatement – you could’ve shoved a giant pine cone up my flue 
and I wouldn’t have noticed.

If anyone asks what my claim to fame would be, I can honestly say 
I’d be hard pushed to choose between the fact Guy Martin knows who 
I am, and receiving a goodbye cake and signed book from Honda’s 
chief designer. Or not ever paying a mini-bar bill. Or crashing my 
brains out in the name of bike journalism and still walking to tell the 
tales, if I can remember them! This is exactly what I’d like Guy Martin 
to do – be able to walk away from his career whenever he decides to 
hang up his scarred leathers.

I hope you’ve enjoyed the stories of my time as a bike journalist 
and blag artist. But all things come to an end eventually, 

including shit ones. On this note I’ll say cheers for the past 
couple of years. Thanks for reading.

WHO IS
TREVOR 

FRANKLIN?
Former road tester and 

all-round PB legend. Now a 

PR maestro, and wrestler of 

pike, coypu and 

GSX-R1000s



1 Guy Martin becomes 
transfixed by tech at a 
BMW museum visit 2 Guy 
arrives in the Alpine town 
of Garmisch for BMW’s 
annual bash... 3 ...As do 
thousands of BMW 
owners 4 Some beer may 
have been imbibed 5 Not 
a Tyco replica S1000RR in 
sight. Poor show 6 Tab in 
hand, hair on head. Trev in 
his glory days (aka ‘The 
Catalogue Era’) 7 ‘You 
want some of my special 
mustard on that, twatty?’ 
There’s always the day 
job to fall back on...
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DREAM 
COME TRUE

Guy Martin testing the 

Britten V1000 at New 

Zealand’s Manfeild circuit 

earlier this year. The man 

with his arm around him is 

owner and guardian of 

the bike, Kevin 

Grant

Photography Manfeild Autocourse, Bauer Archive

GUY MARTIN
E X C L U S I V E

on t meet your eroes uy art n wr tes exc us ve y or about
finally riding his favourite ever bike. And it doesn’t disappoint

‘IT WAS BETTER THAN 
I  EXPECTED IN EVERY WAY. 

IT GOES LIKE FUCK!’



Y THE END of the
2015 season, the TAS
BMW S1000RR was
probably the best
bike I’ve ever ridden,
but I have no interest
in it at all, because
it’s the same as the

one before it and the one after. It’s just
a tool for the job. The Britten is
different. Designed and built by a
visionary in his own shed, there are
only 10 Britten V1000s in the world
and only a few boys are brave enough
to let their bikes be ridden, especially
by people like me. The owner of this
bike, a Kiwi called Kevin Grant, knew
what this motorcycle meant to me, so
it was mega that he let me ride it
when I was in New Zealand.

My chance to ride the Britten came
at Manfeild, a short circuit that is a bit
patchy, with a mixture of new tarmac,
old tarmac, because it’s used loads for
touring cars that wear it out. The
track has tons of camber, too.

There were no tyre warmers or
owt, so I was on cold, used tyres;
Pirelli Supercorsas or summat similar.
I didn’t pay a lot of attention to them.
Kevin told me he’d just rebuilt the
engine and was running it in, so I
made my mind up to take it easy and

try to enjoy the experience.
I’d spent the morning riding a

GSX-R1000, so I knew the track when
I went out on the blue and pink bike. I
was short-shifting and it felt fast with
no big steps in power. The initial
connection from the throttle was
good, it braked well and was just nice
to ride at that speed. It handled well
even though the feeling from the
front end was really alien. When I
came in the owner said I could give it
a bit more, so I thought, ‘I will then’,
and headed out for another few laps.

There’s no feeling from the front
end. You get an initial dive, more a
movement than a dive, really. I don’t
know what causes that, perhaps my
body weight transferring as I’m
bracing myself on the bars.

A conventional motorbike’s
telescopic front forks alter the trail as
the front suspension dives on the
brakes, and the position of tyre’s
contact patch alters, and acts as more
of a lever point. The Britten’s unusual
front end is trying to avoid that.

A superbike’s static front/rear
weight balance is close to 50/50, but
when you’re braking hard into a
corner that balance goes out the
window. The back wheel is nearly off
the floor and the balance becomes

GUY MARTIN
E X C L U S I V E

WHO IS JOHN BRITTEN?
NEW ZEALANDER JOHN

Britten was an engineer

who designed his own

fully-enclosed fairings to

improve the performance

of his archaic Ducati

bevel-cam racer in 1985,

before designing and

building his own engine

and chassis to get the

performance he wanted.

He founded the Britten

Motorcycle Company in

the garage of his home in

1992, developing and

building bikes from the

ground up.

Just as racing success

raised his profile in the

first half of the 1990s, he

was killed by a malignant

melanoma, aged just 45.

His bikes continued

racing for another four

years, but without John

to drive development and

continue production, the

bikes became obsolete

and impractical to

continue in competition.

The Britten Motorcycle

Company survives to this

day, to preserve the bikes

built by John that still

exist in private collections

and museums.

‘There’s no feeling from 

the front end, and more 

an initial movement than 

a dive, really’

The engine might 
have just been run in, 
but owner Kevin told 
Guy to give it some

John Britten kicked it 
all off from his own 
garage in 1992



ECU
Programmable

ignition and fuel injection

was all made for the bike in

New Zealand. When I rode it

the rev limit was set to

11,000rpm, but it would rev to

12,500, I think – more than the

888 Ducatis were doing at the

time. Switches are used to

alter the fuel injection,

like the Honda

RC45.

COOLING SYSTEM
Air comes through intakes in the front

fairing, through the tank to the

underseat rad. The bike is designed to

create a vacuum above the rear wheel,

so the air is drawn as well as being

pushed through. There are two

parts to the scoop, the bottom

works for the airbox, the

top for the coolant.

SUSPENSION
The way it’s arranged

is all about weight

distribution. The rear

shock is positioned under

the front edge of the

engine with a linkage

and rocker arm used

to compress it.
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GUY MARTIN / BRITTEN V1000

more like 90/10, or 
more, on the front. 

But I could get the back 
wheel off the ground when I braked 
bloody hard, so I don’t understand it.

I had two sessions on Kevin’s 
Britten, but I didn’t want to ride just 
for the sake of riding. When I’m on a 
track I’m trying to get a bike to behave 
a certain way, or I’m after a lap time 
– I’m not just riding around. I was 
nervous the whole time on the V1000. 

It didn’t feel like an early-1990s 
twin, because the more it revved 

it the more it wanted to rev.  
I borrowed a Panigale for a 

day in Ireland, on a day off 
during the Ulster GP. I was 
out in my jeans and jacket to 
get a feel of it, but I didn’t 
like how it made its power. 

Ducati have used a bore of 116mm, 
so the valves are so big that it’s a 
struggle to get the volumetric 
efficiency to work at low revs. The 
fuel won’t carry in the air because 
there’s no speed to the intake air. The 
thing needs to be moving a certain 
amount of air through the cylinder for 
it to be volumetrically efficient, but at 
lower revs it’s not able to do that, so 
it’s not fully filling the combustion 
chamber and that leads to incomplete 
combustion. When the bike starts 
revving harder, and the air is 
travelling through the engine at a fair 
rate, is when you can feel the engine 
start to make its power and the thing 
starts going. 

The Britten made more power the 
more it revved, and it never felt like it 
peaked. I thought it would be a bit 



see what it

ugh; it’s so

160bhp so

up the hills’

SUSPENSION
The way the suspension 

is arranged is all about

weight distribution. The rear 

shock is positioned under the 

front edge of the engine with 

a linkage and rocker arm 

used to compress it.

GUY MARTIN / BRITTEN V1000
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   ikes but I’m not a 

collector, though I was thinking of 
buying a Britten for a while. One of 
the black and yellow CR&S bikes was 
for sale in Italy a few years ago and I 
thought hard about it. It’s probably 
best I didn’t. I have a Bimota V-Due, a 
couple of flat-trackers and my Martek 
Pikes Peak bike. The Martek is all 
ready to go, sling some petrol in it 
and I could ride it on the road. That 
was the plan, but it hasn’t turned a 
wheel. It would probably be the 
same with the Britten, it would 
just sit there. 

Now I reckon I’d rather 
spend the money on another 
CNC machine that would 
give me more ability to make 
more bits for my own bikes.  

I don’t know if I’ll ever get 
the chance to ride a Britten 
again, but I’m happy I had the 
chance after reading about it for 
more than 20 years. It is brilliant 
and it was years ahead of its time. 

THE BRITTEN V1000
BORN OUT OF 

frustration with the 

limitations of Ducati 

engines at the time, John 

Britten’s self-designed, 

self-built V1000 would 

better Bologna’s factory 

racers, and proved to be 

a visionary machine far 

ahead of its time.

The 999cc (also 

1100cc for certain races) 

60-degree twin pre-

empted the Panigale in 

being used as the core of 

the bike. A carbon-kevlar 

bracket bolted to the 

front provided support 

for the headstock, fairing 

and airbox much like 

Ducati’s cast aluminium 

box multi-tasks on the 

Pani, and the carbon 

swingarm pivots on the 

rear of the crankcase. 

The Öhlins shock 

mounted vertically on the 

front of the engine is 

operated by a three-bar 

linkage, centralising mass 

before Erik Buell and 

Honda got on the case in 

the early 2000s.

The front end is a 

double-wishbone design 

with carbon girders, with 

an Öhlins shock in 

control. The shocks and 

brakes are the only major 

components John didn’t 

design or make himself.

The minimalist design 

and widespead use of 

lightweight materials 

meant it weighed just 

138kg in its final 1999

form, and made

between 155-

170bhp depending

on the capacity.

Shaun Harris on the 
Britten in the 1996 

Senior TT



1

4

6

2

7

3

5

8

1 Programmable 
fuel injection was 
cutting edge in the 
mid-1990s

2 Carbon swingarm 
pivots off the back 
of the V1000’s 
crankcases

3 Exhausts were 
fabricated by 
Britten himself

4 Clocks are the 
only thing not 
ahead of their time

5 Öhlins shock on 
front of engine is 
operated by 
three-bar linkages

6 Carbon-fibre 
wheels were made 
in-house by John 
Britten 

7 Pipes are the 
epitome of mass 
centralisation 

8 Clever features 
include ducted 
underseat radiator
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GUY MARTIN
E X C L U S I V E



‘When You Dead, You Dead,’ Guy Martin talks
about his huge crash at this year’s Dundrod 150

Photography Pacemaker, Bauer Archive

I
ACCELERATED OUT OF

Quarterlands in second, just
getting the light on the dash
to change gear. I was driving
hard, going from 20% to
100% throttle without even
thinking about it. Exiting
the next corner, Ireland’s, I

felt the back tyre slide a little bit, at
about 130mph. It was nothing I
would normally panic about, not
even something I would’ve
corrected, I’d have just let it slide
– then the next thing is I’m looking

‘I DON’T HAVE TIME TO BE 
HAVING A WEEK OFF WORK 
WITH A BROKEN BACK’

at the tarmac, thinking, ‘Oof!’
I’ve always been good at 

crashing and not hurting myself as 
badly as other riders, because I 
don’t tense up, but I didn’t have a 
choice with this one, because I was 
knocked out. If I had been killed I’d 
have been none the wiser, but I 
woke up in hospital. When I 
opened my eyes there 
were a lot of people 
looking over me. Nobody 
was panicking, but they 
were busy. 

GUY MARTIN
E X C L U S I V E
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I started getting a bit of an idea of
what was broken because the doctors
were listing the breaks: ‘There’s
fractures in your spine, your 
sternum’s broken, this is broke, that’s
broke.’ I asked about my hand,
because bones were stuck up, but I
couldn’t feel them because everything
was aching. I could poke at the bones
that had been broken and shoved out
of place, so they said they’d have a
look at them. It turned out I’d broken
a metacarpal in my hand, between my
knuckle and wrist, and they had to
pin it. 

The worst of the injuries were to my
back. The T4 to T9 vertebrae were
broken and had unstable fractures.
The crash happened at something like
6.30 on Thursday evening and the
next day I was operated on. They
locked my spine together with a metal
rod. They did my hand at the same
time. There was nothing they could
do about my broken sternum or ribs.

This was my biggest ever crash, no

GUY MARTIN
E X C L U S I V E

‘The T4 to T9 vertabrae were 

broken so they locked my spine 

together with a metal rod’

doubt about it. It was the daftest 
crash, but the biggest one. I can’t say 
for sure, but left to my control I reckon 
I’d had saved it. I’ve had slides like 
that before and I let them develop. 
Well, she developed. I don’t look back 
and think, I shouldn’t have been going 
that hard. I don’t think I had done 
anything wrong. It might have turned 
into a highside, but with this crash I 
knew nothing about it. I reckon the 
bike’s traction control had shut the 
throttle for me, when I’d have kept it 
sliding more. And when it shut off it 
gave the tyre a chance to grip again 
and caused the bike to buck me off 
over the highside. I saw the video and 
it’s such a strange crash. 

After the operation all I was 
thinking was, ‘Get out of hospital, get 
back to work, get better.’ I felt I had to 
be back at work for Monday morning. 
I was hurting, but I had a man in my 
head saying, ‘No, no, you said you 
were putting that engine in first thing 
Monday morning.’ 

Guy reckons the 
BMW’s traction 

control took matters 
out of his hands...



GUY MARTIN / BOOK EXTRACT

OUT NOW WHEN YOU DEAD, YOU DEAD!!
Guy’s latest book, published by Virgin Books, is on 

sale now. We’ve read it and it’s a fascinating insight 

into the man and his crazy, flat-out life. For more info 

see www.guymartinracing.co.uk

My blood pressure had been 
dropping further and further, and the 
hospital put it down to dehydration. 
My body had gone through all sorts. 
I don’t know about my head, because 
the white of my right eye was 
completely black. The more drips they 
put through me, the better it got. 
Everyone at the hospital, the Royal 
Victoria in Belfast, were bloody 
brilliant. 

The surgeon who operated on me 
wasn’t much older than me, and when 
he spoke I listened. Well, I listened 
when he said they couldn’t stop me 
checking myself out of hospital. I 
wasn’t listening when he advised me 
against doing just that. He told me 
they needed a load of X-rays to make 
sure all the metalwork was alright. 
They X-rayed me on Monday night, 
but there was no one to check them, 
so I had to stay till Tuesday morning. 

My dad had come over to watch the 
racing and stayed with me. Sharon 
wasn’t at the race, but she flew over 
on Friday, arriving while I was being 
operated on and then stayed with me 
too. My dad had his camper van, so 

when I did get out of hospital I lay in 
the back of that for the journey home. 

Brian the chimp had been quiet 
through all this until I got back home. 
He was getting riled when I couldn’t 
get to sleep and annoyed about not 
being able to get in and out of the 
shower easily. I went in the shed at 
7.30 on Thursday morning trying to 
do a bit of work, something easy like 
turning my Triumph T150 valves 
down on the lathe. They are going in 
the engine of the Wall of Death bike. 
I did a couple, but I was knackered 
and had to go and sit down. The 
chimp was reacting to that too, until 
my human brain caught up and Brian 
backed down. Still, come hell or high 
water, I was going in to work on 

Monday, a week and a half after the 
accident. 

Never say never, but I think that’s it 
for me and road racing. I’ve got too 
many other things to do: the Wall of 
Death, the land speed record attempt, 
mad pushbike races... I’m laid up here, 
eight days after the accident, I’ve 
already had a week off work, and I’m 
probably going to have another half a 
week. As much as I love my 
motorbikes, I’m not getting enough 
buzz out of it to warrant all this time 
off. It’s not the worst pain in the 
world, but it’s a pain to have to miss 
work, so I’ve got to stop putting 
myself in that position. I don’t 
have time to be having a week 
off work with a broken back. 

 Guy in action, 
pre-horror crash, 
at this year’s 
Dundrod 150 
Superbike race

BRIAN 
THE CHIMP

Brian the Chimp is the 

primal part of Guy’s brain 

that makes rash decisions 

– less so since Guy read 

‘The Chimp Paradox’, and 

got a handle on Brian’s 

rash outbursts
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Damian Wray’s vow to leave his 2007 
YZF-R1 alone soon gave way to 

obsessive improvements

Words Jon Urry / Photography Chippy Wood

 ‘I PROMISED MYSELF 
I WASN’T GOING 
TO MODIFY IT…’

 T     
HIS IS PROBABLY the most sorted 
2007 R1 in the country. Built by PB 
reader and confirmed R1 nutter 
Damian, it’s the kind of 
personalised, fettled road bike 
we’d all love in our garage.

With top-line suspension, sensible tweaks 
to gain more performance and acres of 
carbon-fibre, it treads that line between 
showbike and useable roadbike perfectly.  

But the plan was to keep it stock. “I owned 
a fairly trick 5JJ model but I had kind of 
reached an end point so I returned it to 
standard, sold the trick bits on eBay and used 
the money I made from them to buy a this 
bike. I promised myself I would get a set of 
Akrapovic exhausts and leave it at that.”

As you can see, Damian didn’t stay true to 
his word. But the birth of this carbon-fibre 
YZF-R1 special does demonstrate two key 
facts about special building. Firstly, the 
amount you spend on parts often outweighs 
the value of a new bike and secondly, it’s an 
addiction you can never shake.

“After a car driver forced me to take 
evasive action through a barbed wire fence I 
rebuilt the bike back to standard. But then I 
bought a carbon tail unit and my promise to 
not modify it started to unravel,” he says.

The smallest things can knock an addict 
off the wagon, and with the black carbon tail 
unit contrasting with the red and white 
fairing, not to mention the red seat, Damian 
lost his battle against modification fever.
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FAIRING
A Zero Limits top fairing meets a

varied collection of carbon panels

located on eBay. Damian still

hasn’t managed to find the small

fairing infill panel in carbon, so it is

a plastic one painted black. The

rest of the carbon parts are from

Akrapovic

BRAKES
Six-piston Yamaha front brakes

have been changed for four-piston

Brembo HPK calipers, while the

discs are 320mm Brembo units and

the 19RCS master cylinder is also

from Brembo. (Or more precisely,

Damian’s mum.) The rear caliper is a

Brembo four-piston unit with a Wave

disc, Yamaha master cylinder and

HRC reservoir tube

TANK
The ‘fake’ carbon tank is a

stock metal R1 tank that has

been covered in carbon-fibre 

by VSK Corrinaldi and matches

the weave of the Akrapovic

carbon airbox cover that forms

the rest of the tank

ENGINE
The R1’s ECU has been

re-flashed to remove the

power restrictions in the lower

gears and a Power Commander

fitted to alter the fuelling, while

an MWR air filter helps it breathe

a bit better. It makes a healthy

168bhp at the rear wheel
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‘After it was remapped I had 

real problems with heat from 

the catalytic convertor’

SUSPENSION
The Öhlins TTX36 shock and R&T

forks slot straight into the standard

R1 mountings. However the R1’s

odd-sized caliper spacing mean you

need a special adaptor plate to fit

Brembo calipers. The suspension

has been set up by Kais Suspension

and the forks are pushed 7mm

through the forks, or 5mm if you

ignore the top cap in the

measurements



1 Brembo HPK
four-piston calipers
replaced the original
six-pot Yamaha items

2 Carbon BST wheels
are the same set that
PB editor Matt ran on
his long-term test bike

3 Arrow rearsets add
much-needed
adjustability to the
4C8’s set-up

4 Brembo 19RCS
master cylinder was a
birthday present from
Damian’s mother

5 The majority of the
smaller carbon-fibre
parts are from
Akrapovic

1

2

3

4

5
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“The seat unit was only £100, which was 
cheap, but trying to find more carbon parts 
for the 4C8 is a nightmare. Because it was so 
short-lived, this model of R1 is unpopular 
with aftermarket firms, probably. If you have 
the previous or later model, however, you 
are laughing.”

Undeterred, and with his fever escalating, 
Damian searched eBay and R1 forums and 
eventually located a Zero Limits top fairing 
for the bike. After a bit of a delay it arrived, 
but at that time the company didn’t make 
matching side panels or a bellypan, so it was 
back on eBay to hunt for the remaining parts. 
Handily, Akrapovic make a selection of 
smaller 4C8 carbon parts such as 
mudguards, heel plates and sprocket cover 
which helped to subdue his cravings in the 
meantime. But he was left with the problem 
of what to do with the metal tank.

“The tank looks like a trick carbon one, but 
it is actually a standard metal R1 tank 
covered in carbon weave,” he explains. 
“I took the tank to John Corrin of VSK 
Corrinaldi and he created it. He did a 
beautiful job and to watch him lay the carbon 
sheet over such a complicated shape as a tank 
and then match its form perfectly, and the 
weave of the airbox cover at the front, was a 
joy. It’s proper craftsmanship.”

Honestly, when you look at the bike you 
would have no idea the tank wasn’t the 
genuine article and this is a great tip for any 
carbon fiends facing the same issue. And 
that’s not the only cunning solution on 
Damian’s R1 that other owners can replicate.

“There are a few great R1 forums out there 
and www.yamahar.co.uk has been brilliant 
for locating parts and discussing ideas. I got 
my Akrapovic end cans from there and lots of 
small bits when I was rebuilding the bike 
after the crash. That saved me a fortune. For 
example, Yamaha doesn’t sell the air 
pressure sensor that sits inside the air scoop 
individually, so I would have had to buy a 
whole new loom if it wasn’t for someone on 
the forum happening to have one.”

That said, despite Damian admitting his 
house is like a 4C8 and 5JJ graveyard, not 
every secondhand part came via eBay or 
the forum.

“I read a test in PB about how good carbon 
wheels were, as Matt ran them on his 4C8 
long-term test bike. I called HPS asking how 
much a set was and they told me they had 
Matt’s old wheels for sale. They had been 
fully reconditioned and I got them for under 
£2000, which was a great result as that 
included the sprockets as well.”

Matched to an Öhlins TTX36 shock 
(located on eBay), the wheels slotted straight 
into the standard R1 forks and transformed 
the bike’s handling. The next stage was to 
locate a set of Öhlins R&T forks, however this 
meant a brake update as well.

“There is nothing wrong with the Yamaha 
six-piston calipers the bike came with, but I 
always felt they were too big and detracted 
from the look of the carbon wheels, 

especially with the Öhlins forks fitted,” says 
Damian. “The R1 has odd spacing on its 
calipers, so I had to use a plate to fit the 
Brembo HPK calipers, which wasn’t an issue 
as Brembo sell the part you need. My mum 
actually bought me the Brembo master 
cylinder as a present.” Good old mum; 
certainly beats a pair of socks.

Having completed a few thousand road 
miles, when the sun came out an old R1 
bugbear helped Damian decide on the next 
modification.

“After getting the bike re-mapped with the 
standard exhaust and Akrapovic end cans 
fitted I was having real problems with the 
heat produced by the catalytic converter. I 
took the bike to the Isle of Man and it got so 
hot while we were waiting to get off the boat 
I nearly passed out. As soon as I got home I 
ordered a de-cat pipe and that solved the 
heat issue.”

When you look at the R1, you can’t help 
but spot there is something different with the 
bike’s swingarm. Unless it’s parked next to a 
standard 4C8 it is hard to put your finger on 
exactly what has been changed.

“I’m friends with a guy called Alan 
O’Connor, who worked for V&M and has just 
started out as a freelance fabricator,” Damian 
reveals. “He found a used standard 4C8 
swingarm for £30 and welded some plate on 
it to replicate a race bike’s braced unit. It’s 
purely cosmetic but it looks amazing.”

Modifying addicts like Damian are always 
thinking about the next change. But it’s 
getting harder for him to improve on what 
he’s already achieved.

“I’m not sure what to do next. I must admit 
I’m tempted to get rid of the 4C8 and buy one 
of the new R1s, but I know I will only end up 
modifying that as well as I hate the sound of 
it with standard pipes, and that’s a stack 
more cash burnt. The problem is that I’ve 
reached an end point with the 4C8 and I 
know that I’ll get bored unless I’m fiddling 
with a bike,” Damian muses. “I do have 
enough spares to return it to standard and 
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I might be able to take a chunk out of the 
price of a new R1 if I sell all the trick parts on 
eBay, so that is an option.” I point out that the 
engine is still pretty standard on his 4C8 and 
his face lights up.

“Yeah, I know a few people who can sort 
that, maybe that’s the next stage. The 4C8 is 
quick, but what else can I do? I saw a Bazzaz 
traction control system for sale on eBay the 
other day and I think it is still listed...” 

THE SPECS 2007 
YAMAHA YZF-R1 4C8
ENGINE: 998cc Yamaha YZR-R1 4C8 

engine. MWR air filter, Akrapovic exhaust 

matched to standard R1 downpipes and 

a de-cat link pipe. PC-V with custom fuel 

map and flashed Yamaha ECU with 

lower gear restrictions removed. Talon 

sprockets with standard R1 ratios.

CHASSIS: Standard R1 frame with a 

modified standard swingarm and 

Lightech chain adjusters. BlackstoneTEK 

carbon wheels, Öhlins R&T forks, Öhlins 

TTX36 shock, Öhlins steering damper. 

Brembo HPK four-piston calipers with a 

Brembo master cylinder and Brembo 

320mm discs. Brembo twin-piston rear 

caliper, Wave disc, Yamaha master 

cylinder and HRC reservoir. Arrow 

rearsets, VSK Corrinaldi carbon tank 

cover on a stock R1 tank, Zero Limits 

carbon fairing and Melotti tail tidy.

CHAIN
The R1’s chain runs through the bike’s

swingarm, which means you need to

split it to swap the swingarm. The only

issue with this is that Yamaha don’t

sell individual links, so you either need

a new chain or a lot of time on eBay

searching for a link

EXHAUST
Akrapovic carbon end cans

meet standard R1 downpipes

with a de-cat link pipe to stop it

getting too hot. If you have an

underseat pipe R1, get the cat

out as soon as possible to

avoid roasted nuts

WHEELS
Recognise the

BlackstoneTEK carbon

wheels? They are from

PB’s 2007 long-term test

4C8 that editor Matt rode

all year. So that’s where

they ended up!

SWINGARM
The original R1 swingarm

has been modified with

plates to mimic a race

bike’s braced unit by

fabricator Alan

O’Connor

1 Akrapovic exhausts
were Damian’s first
mod. It all snowballed
from there

2 Damian bagged the
Öhlins TTX36 rear
shock from an eBay
auction

3 Incongruously, an
HRC reservoir tube
is employed for the
rear brake

1

2 3
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WHAT’S IT LIKE 
TO RIDE?
I WAS REALLY LOOKING forward to riding 

Damian’s bike. Although it is easy to dismiss 

the bike as a cosmetic modification, there 

has been lots done to make the R1 

accelerate, stop and turn much better

than stock.  

The 2007-2008 Yamaha 4C8 was a 

welcome return to form when it came 

Yamaha’s sporting credentials for the R1. 

With lairier styling and loads of power it was 

stupendously fast, but it could be improved 

in a number of key areas – specifically

midrange power, rate of turn and 

suspension quality.

And in all these areas this Yamaha is 

much improved. The wheels alone make a

huge difference. The effect is instant, 

sharpening up the handling and making the

bike fall into bends where (from memory)

this model of R1 was always a little 

sluggish. Wheel technology has come on in

leaps and bounds lately (the new R1 has

cast magnesium wheels as standard) and a

lack of speed when it comes to turn-in is the

one area most older machines fall short.

Lightweight wheels are a great 

modification if you want to get your bike

turning faster, although remember you’d be

better, on an older sportsbike, sorting

bearings and linkages and getting the

suspension set up before shelling out the

big cash on wheels.

The quality of the suspension on this bike

is about as good as money can buy. Öhlins 

Road and Track forks and a TTX36 shock 

can be tuned for anything from fast road 

riding to BSB-speed track riding, but before 

I rode the R1, Damian warned me the 

suspension would be a little hard. Kais has 

set it up for his weight and it was too firm 

for me, especially when the going got 

bumpy. That said, on smooth corners it was 

good and seemed to work really nicely on 

uphill bends under power when the front 

was being driven into the tarmac. 

On downhill corners, the firm forks and 

shock made the bike rock once I released 

the brakes and started to tip in, which was a 

bit disconcerting. You can’t deny the quality 

of the Öhlins kit, it just needs to be tailored 

to the individual rider and in the case of this 

bike that is Damian and not me. 

But despite this, the more aggressive you 

are with it, the better it feels. I’d love to lever 

on some slicks and then spend the day 

revelling in the chassis quality and indulging 

in ever-increasing lean angles.

The engine is a head-spinning, hard-

charging powerhouse, boasting 168bhp – 

which is about 12bhp up on standard and 

also benefits from more in the middle. A 

Power Commander V and clever re-flashing 

of the standard ECU not only matches the 

fuelling to de-catted stock downpipes and 

Akrapovic silencers, it also removes the 

restrictions in the first three gears. The 

result is an intense, relentless motor.

“When you get them revving they are 

brilliant,” says an excited Damian. “I used to 

have a crossplane R1 but I hated it as it was 

too lumpy. I guess it’s because I grew up on 

two-strokes. I went from an RD125 to an 

RD350LC to an RG500 Gamma to a 

12-month ban. I love the excitement of a 

two-stroke motor and the 4C8 has that 

feeling in four-stroke form.” 

There is no denying the 4C8 is one hell of 

a fast bike when it gets going. I’m a huge 

fan of the crossplane but Damian prefers 

the 4C8’s thrilling engine because of the 

top-end rush.

It’s horses for courses – all 168 of them.

Öhlins suspension  
has made a sizeable 

difference to handling

‘In every key area

the R1 is improved

and very fast. It’s 

much more than just 

cosmetic tweaking’



Five years ago, Bimota’s hub-centre-steered Tesi 3D 
tried to kill PB’s editor. Matt grabs the keys to their 
MBUFTU�WFSTJPO�BGUFS�IF�T�m�MMFE�JO�IJT�JOTVSBODF�GPSNT

A
S TERRIFYING 

MOMENTS go, it’s up 
there with the best. It’s a 
balmy evening in the 
summer of 2010 and I’m 
riding the only Bimota 
Tesi 3D in the country. 
The last 20 miles have 

been a golden-tinged blur – at times 
there’s been disbelief in the way the Tesi’s 
been soaking up bumps, and joy at the 
melding of engine, suspension and 
chassis to create the most-integrated, 

most complete Bimota we’ve seen. 
Right now, I’m leading the Fenland TT, 

revelling in the stability and nimbleness 
of this tiny, double-swingarmed 
masterpiece. Out of the first of my 
favourite 90-degree rights, the front of 
the Tesi floats the kind of long, looping 
wheelie that only air-cooled Ducati 
engines can. After the front wheel lands I 
tuck in and snick third and fourth. Ahead 
are the kind of dips and undulations the 
Bimota has just spent the last half hour 
shrugging off, but as I hit the first 

compression a loud crack emanates from 
the front and a black blur exits from my 
peripheral vision. It’s the front mudguard. 

But I haven’t got time to worry about 
that. There’s another corner coming up 
and I need to brake and turn. Except I 
can’t. The bars are dead and motionless, 
unresponsive in my hands. Somehow I get 
the bike pulled up. The mudguard’s 
broken off after hitting the air intake on 
full suspension compression and the 
remains of its ally bracket have jammed 
in the steering. Oh my god...
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‘It carves from bend to bend,

nimble, sharp and bubbling with 

enough feel to encourage trust’

FIRST RIDE / BIMOTA TESI

Hub-centre steering is easily adapted to

 For this money, the clocks could be better

But now, five years later there’s a revised 
Tesi – transformed from clip-on-barred 
race-replica to supernaked made for 
well-heeled, funny-front-end fetishists to 
cruise around Monte Carlo on. It even has a 
pillion seat for the perfect backsides of their 
much younger, model-like mistresses...

But there’s more than cosmetic tweaks 
here – the front suspension has had a proper 
overhaul, with the pull-rod-operated, 
below-sump-mounted, air-sprung shock 
relocated, with a conventional Wilbers unit 
now acting directly between that billet
‘Omega’ frame and front swingarm. Bimota 
claim better control, less fade and no more 
mudguard/intake interface problems.

The tapered Accosato bars replace the 
clip-ons and facilitate a new top ‘yoke’ while 
the underseat exhausts have been dumped. 
This is a good thing. Firstly the Arrow-made 
system and titanium can is exquisite. 
Secondly, now the pipes don’t route their way 
either side of the rear shock, which 
previously resulted in cooked bollocks and 
fading damping. The result is a bike that still 
looks exciting, just even narrower and more 
exquisite than before.

It’s one of the last clement days of autumn 
when I get the keys, but after five years of 
bike failure nightmares my expectations are 
low, especially as our test bike is on trackday 
tyres. But after taking it easy for a few miles, 
getting the rubber up to temperature I can 
only conclude that the Tesi is brilliant.

There is nothing else like it. At around 
188kg fully-fuelled, the Tesi is lighter than 
any 600 by a few kilos, but feels much, much 
lighter. The wide bars and narrow chassis 
impart a nimbleness that’s followed by a 
neutrality in its steering that lets you lever 
the bike on its side. Before you know it you’re 
hunting out slow corners and flick-flacks to 
take advantage of the Tesi’s agility. It’s so fast 
steering that it inspires you to great liberties.

This really is epic B-road motorcycling. 
The ride quality is impressive – it’s not the 
magic carpet I remember, but there’s a 
quality, a composure to it that impresses. 

The reason chassis engineers get so excited 
about hub-centre-steered motorcycles is that 
they can separate out the forces of braking, 
bump and cornering loads to provide perfect 
suspension all the time. Using the freedom of 
geometry afforded by a front swingarm 
rather than forks, you can engineer any 
degree of anti-dive you want, have a rising 
rate between suspension and wheel travel 
and even alter the steering input so the 
relationship between the bars turning and 
front wheel moving isn’t linear.

Usually it takes a bit of getting used to. 
There are at least four rose-joints between 
the bars and the pivoting front wheel, each 
with their imperceptible amount of play to 
dumb-down steering feedback; and a front 
suspension system that barely dives, merely 
rocking forward a little as braking increases.

The harder you ride it, the better it feels. 
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High, wide bars give masses of leverage

No more roasted chestnuts or fading damping  Machined footrests are delightful to behold

As you load up that front tyre, you can feel it
working, feel how much grip you’ve got left
and are encouraged to work it harder. And 
you need to work it hard – without the 
weight transfer you get on a ‘normal’ bike, it 
takes more time for that front to warm up, 
but once there’s heat in it, it allows you to 
carry brake deep into a corner without any 
change in line or thoughts of sitting up, and 
lets you hammer braking points hard. Load it 
up and it inspires confidence, pussyfoot 
around and you can feel lost.

Right now I’m chasing apexes on one of my 
favourite sections of Cambridgeshire B-road. 
It’s a short, intense blat that squiggles 
through the trees, cuts back on itself and is 
all second, third and fourth gear, with the 
bike barely in a straight line.

Loaded-up and up for it, it carves from 
bend to bend, nimble, sharp and bubbling 
with enough feel to encourage trust. The Tesi 
was built for roads like this, its Hypermotard 
engine perfectly suited, digging deep and 
driving forward. Its 95bhp output suits the 
Bimota much better now it’s a high-barred 
naked, and if you want will float beautifully-
balanced second-gear wheelies all day long.  

Left-right, right-left, the Tesi flicks 
between ash and oak, those glorious welded 
tubular swingarms doing their job perfectly. 
Like the Tesi I rode five years ago, the front 

ENGINE

Hypermotard 1100 unit

with Bimota airbox,

exhaust and fuelling

settings. Doesn’t fuel as

well as the donor bike,

but is acceptable

BRAKES

Two 320mm discs

with Brembo M40

calipers do a decent

job of stopping the

super-light Bimota

REAR
SUSPENSION

Cantilever system uses

a Wilbers shock and is

mercifully now free of

the radiation from the

exhaust

BODYWORK

Made out of carbon 

fi bre, the tail-unit 

and subframe that 

support it are new, to 

accommodate pillion 

seat and footrests

FRONT END

Hub-centre-steered 

front end operates on 

a direct 1:1 ratio with 

the bars. Slope of 

cantilever shock allows 

a degree of rising rate
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end actually feels stronger than the rear – 
but with a fiddle of compression and rebound 
they feel well-matched enough. Save for a 
numbness on the brakes, caused by a 
combination of inherent anti-dive and an 
abrupt master cylinder ratio, it feels better 
than most conventionally-suspended bikes. It 
could be heaven around Cadwell Park.

Sadly, I suspect most will never see a track, 
bought instead for the wealthy to stare at in 
immaculate, spacious garages and chug 
about on in between. And for this the Tesi is 
pretty OK. The fuelling is decent enough to 
live with and the turning circle, while not 
trials-bike-like, is adequate. Even on this 
slightly dog-eared 5000-mile demonstrator, 
everything works, so on a day-to-day basis it 
shouldn’t be any more difficult to live with 
than any other Ducati-engined bike. Anyone 
half-competent could ride one.

Owning one could be an amazing 
experience. From the beautifully-machined 
aluminium footrests to the deep, perfect 
paint and carbon bodywork, few bikes can 
match the finish. That stunning billet chassis 
has just enough machining marks to show it’s 

been made by an Italian engineering artisan 
rather than bashed out by a milling machine 
in Gangnam Province. 

But there are rough edges: that fuelling 
isn’t great, wind-protection is non-existent 
and the cockpit could be neater. Also, those 
Koso clocks look like something from a £500 
trackbike. But none of this would this 
stopping me buying one.

No, what stops me is the fact that I’m a 
bloke of fairly average income who wants to 
use just one motorcycle for transport, 
trackdays and a bit of distance work. The 
Bimota’s good, but it’s for fun times only. But 
if you’re wealthy enough it would make a 
captivating, interesting second or third 
addition to your garage, and if I was rich 
enough I really would consider one.

Last month I tested Ariel’s Ace Sport, 
which appeals to the same audience as the 
Tesi. Its attention to detail eclipses the 
Bimota, but the Tesi is more fun and has a 
big-lean ability missing from the Ariel.

For those of us looking to buy a bike in that 
very popular ‘Rich Bloke’s Niche Naked’ 
category, the Tesi is a great choice. For the 
rest of us, we should just be satisfied that it 
exists – firms like Bimota fight to survive, 
trying to produce exciting, different 
motorcycles. It’s not an easy road, but thank 
god they keep going. 

Innovative, effective and very impressive, 
this version of the Tesi is Bimota’s best bike 
for years. And it won’t try to kill you.

Cantilever front end 
has fully adjustable 
Wilbers shock

ENGINE ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Type Air-cooled, four-stroke V-twin

Capacity 1078cc

Bore x stroke 98mm x 71.5mm

Fuelling Fuel injection; Athena 45mm 

throttle bodies

Power 96bhp @ 7750rpm (claimed)

Torque 69lb.ft @ 6750rpm (claimed)

CHASSIS ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Frame Aluminum billet with front and rear steel 

subframe

Front suspension Tubular steel lattice swingarm 

with fully adjustable Wilbers shock

Rear suspension Fully adjustable Wilbers shock

Front brakes 2 x 320mm discs with Brembo 

calipers

Rear brakes 220mm discs with Brembo caliper

DIMENSIONS |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Wheelbase 1390mm

Rake/trail 23°/NA

Weight 170kg (dry, claimed)

Seat height 780mm

Fuel capacity 16 litres

BUYING ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Price £25,540

Contact www.bimota.co.uk

THE SPECS

THE DETAIL

Power 96bhp @ 7750rpm

Torque 69lb.ft @ 6750rpm

Weight 170kg

Price £25,540

BIMOTA TESI
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GAVE US THEIR WISH LIST . . .

Ticks all the boxes.
Dealer enquiries welcome

Check out our full range 
of shocks on nitron.co.uk

For sales and technical enquires, call 01993 849449 or email sales@nitron.co.uk

OPTIONAL
TITANIUM BLACK 
SPRING

 Comfortably outperform
the original

Higher quality

Longer service life

Look the part

Made especially for me

Valved for how and where i ride

Sprung to suit my weight

 Easy to use, effective
range of adjustment

Fully serviceable and rebuildable

Designed and built in the UK

Colour option to suit my bike

Available for all popular bikes

 Affordable 

From only

£393.60
including VAT
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CURRENT 
CLASS  LEADER
A small Italian firm might have built the world’s best electric sportsbike

Words Chris Newbigging / Photography Mark Manning



POWER
195Nm of torque

means it’s good for
a claimed 150mph,
reached in a swift,

linear fashion

OHLINS
Proper 

suspension proves 
Energica is serious 

about all-round 
performance, not 

just the motor

RACING
Energica went 

racing first to get an 
understanding of 

how to make 
electric bikes 

handle
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T
HE EMILIA ROMAGNA region of Italy was going to get 
involved in electric sportsbikes sooner or later. The 
northern area of the country is a hot-bed of 
performance vehicle development – as well as Ducati 
in Bologna, Ferrari, Lamborghini, Maserati and De 
Tomaso originate from the area. And backing up these 
big-name players is also a number of smaller specialist 

parts and development firms feeding race and road vehicle 
development in the area.

One of these is CRP – a company you’re unlikely to have heard of 
unless you’re in the market for Formula One parts or need something 
fast-prototyped on a 3D printer. They’re responsible for a method 
called ‘Windform’ which is right at the top of the game. They gave us 
a quick peek around their facility. Sadly, it’s all such sensitive stuff 
that our cameras had to stay outside. But trust us, they really do 
know what they’re doing.

Which makes their electric bike off-shoot company Energica very, 
very interesting indeed. CRP has a history in building chassis parts 
for racebikes, so they’re not at all new to motorcycling. While other 
electric bike manufacturers generally focus on the motor and battery 
tech, Energica say bringing their chassis know-how to the table was 
just as important. 

Development began on the race track, allowing them to gain an 
understanding of how bulky, heavy battery packs work with the 

dynamics of a bike being ridden hard, as well as working on 

torque output and range. They won the 2011 European electric bike 
championship, then quit racing and focused on a road bike.

The result is the Ego.
Let’s be honest here, an awful lot of electric motorcycles look a bit 

gawky, and a bit poorly detailed up close. They aren’t designed by 
what you’d call traditional motorcyclists – instead they’re devised and 
put together by people interested in cutting-edge, zero-emissions 
technology, and that really does show. The Energica, on the other 
hand, could have come from any of Italy’s old-fashioned motorcycle 
manufacturers. You could slap an Aprilia or Ducati logo on the side 
and I’d believe you.

 
OZ WHEELS, ÖHLINS SHOCK

This is number one of the 45 limited editions built to mark the 45th 
anniversary of CRP. Slightly confusing until it’s explained, as clearly 
there aren’t 45 years of electric bike heritage. It doesn’t really matter,  
though – it’s essentially the standard Ego given a full carbon bodykit, 
fitted with forged OZ racing wheels, Öhlins forks and shock plus 
higher-spec Brembo brakes. Some plastic trim pieces are replaced 
with 3D printed parts covered in Zircotec ceramic coating for a 
fancier look to justify the 45,000 Euro price tag (the basic Energica is 
close to conventional bike money at 25,000 Euros).

I wouldn’t want red Zircotec, and anodised red fairing screws are a 
bit tacky on a such a premium-priced machine, but they’re minor 
details. Overall, it’s an impressively-built bike.
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‘The connection between 

hand and rear tyre is  

direct and easy to judge’

LAP TIMER Yes, really. Dash times 
and records track performance

POWER You can opt to see real 
time and average torque outputNORMAL DISPLAY Pretty standard stuff: speed, rpm, battery life

USE INFO Graph shows how you’re 
using power/regenerative braking

RIDE MODES Power and braking 
modes are easily changed
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MULTI-
MODES

Sport mode is most powerful,

giving a peak of 195Nm of torque.

Standard is 185Nm. Eco gives

160Nm, and Rain mode cuts output to

120Nm. Engine braking ranges from Off

through Low, Medium and High. The

system allows a window of neutral

throttle behaviour for coasting, and

the more the throttle is closed, the

greater the engine braking is,

within the parameters of

the selected mode.

Although it has four 
modes, Sport and 

Standard are where 
the real fun is

The self-designed dash 
is clear, easy to use and 
good to look at. There are 
no ugly areas – everything 
untidy is hidden under 
bodywork or trim. The 
styling is cohesive, unique 
but not needlessly weird. 
New technology seems to 
be carte-blanche for some 
manufacturers to build a 
butt-ugly motorcycle. 
Technology may change rapidly, but style moves more gradually. The
Energica is conventional but current.

Start-up procedure is weird, because there isn’t one. Turn the key, 
the electronics do a brief systems check, and all that stands between 
you and motion is a squeeze on the front brake, and pushing the 
button that would churn a starter motor on anything else. It’s 
activation, really. Nothing happens other than a green arrow labelled 
‘GO’ illuminating on the TFT screen. You have to turn the twistgrip 
(there are no throttle-type components on the motor, so you can’t call 
it that) before there are any signs of life. My only previous experience 
of an electric bike was a fairly straightforward enduro bike. The 
pick-up wasn’t smooth – it moved away with a snatch as the motor 
instantly dumped torque through the final drive.

The Energica is much smoother – the mapping takes data from 
multiple points before responding to what the rider asks of it. It’s not 
sluggish, though – it’s swift, and relentless. There’s no transmission 
– just some reduction gears to convert the thousands of revolutions of 
the motor to road speed. There is also no real power curve – the 
mapping does vary the drive slightly, and aerodynamics do come 
into play and slow the Ego at speed, but all in all it’s a very linear 
rate of acceleration.

Or rather, four acceleration curves. Toggle the Domino left 
switchgear (as seen on most Aprilias), and you have the option of 

Rain, Eco, Standard and Sport modes. Torque output is 
changed, as is throttle response. In normal usage, with 

enough power in reserve, I don’t think you’d ever need 
Eco or Rain modes. The connection between hand 

and rear tyre is direct and easy to judge – Rain 
mode makes the response woolly and harder to 
judge, although I only rode on dry roads. Eco 
could come in useful when your batteries run 
low, but it takes the fun out of it.

Standard has a really nice feel, as a claimed 
185Nm of torque is put down in a pleasing 

Just 45 limited 
editions will be built



ENERGICA ALSO let us have spin

on the standard model, which will

account for the majority of sales

once the anniversary specials have

gone off to collections to stand next

to Panigale Superleggeras and the

like. An unspecified weight penalty

from the plastic bodywork, lesser

suspension and a vinyl seat are the

main differences. OZ wheels were

fitted to both test bikes, but cast

wheels are standard on basic

production bikes.

Performance is the same, and the

overall feel is the same – no surprise.

In fact, the seat is less constrictive,

as the vinyl allows natural movement

in the saddle much better than

Alcantara. But the cheaper

suspension has a marked effect,

as do the lower-spec tyres.

Ride and handling is

compromised – the sound basic

geometry is hamstrung by poor

damping qualities and reduced feel.

It’s more than likely the Ego’s bulk

needs the refined action and control

of Öhlins; the cheaper gear just isn’t

up to hard riding, and the return ride

needed a more careful approach,

and was much harder work.

At the moment, electric bikes like

the Energica are still beyond the

realms of everyday riders; the

technology manufacturers are using

is new, secretive and in ongoing

development. That’s where the cost

comes from. If you’re in a position to

buy one, it’s likely spending a few

grand more on the suspension it

needs will be a problem. For now,

the weight demands such high

quality components in order for the

Energica to shine.
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SERVICING/
COMPONENT LIFE
In theory, the battery has a 

1200-cycle life. In practice, all this 

means is the range decreases, and it 

should never actually fail as long as 

reasonable care is taken. The motor should 

also last the life of the bike, and even the 

cooling/lubrication oil doesn’t need 

changing, just periodic inspection. Only 

the chassis and drive chain need any 

periodic maintenance – the drive 

needs no intervention, 

barring a fault.

CHARGING
A full charge on a European 

220V/32A charging station will 

bring the batteries to 95% capacity 

in 3.5 hours. A 330V/60A fast-charge 

station, now common in mainland EU 

and spreading through the UK, will take 

the Ego’s battery pack from 10%-80% in 

just half an hour. Energica’s Dutch 

importer covered 600 miles in a day 

hopping between fast charge 

points. Energica claim a range 

of 100 miles in normal 

riding.

THE 
BRAIN

It’s not an ECU: it’s a VCU

(Vehicle Control Unit). This

secretive box of tricks manages the

battery, inverter, charger and ABS. It

monitors the motor’s output and

ride-by-wire throttle input 100 times

per second, carefully managing thrust

to get the most from the batteries.

The regenerative braking is also

integrated with the ABS,

making the most of

that, too.

PARKING 
MODE

The substantial weight makes it 

near-impossible to push. Hold the 

start button for two seconds, and 

you engage the Park Mode, which 

moves the bike at 1.74mph. 

Another tap of the button inverts 

drive to reverse it. Hold it down 

for a second, and it returns 

to normal function.

IT’S GOOD 
TO TALK

Integral Bluetooth allows you to check 

charging and battery condition from the 

sofa whilst at home, and adjust the charging 

mode. A Universal Mobile Telecommunication 

System (UMTS) allows the same over longer 

range on internet-connected devices, and 

operates the tracker if it’s stolen. You can also 

disable the bike if they’ve taken the keys and 

are riding it. Vain types can post laptimes to 

social media. You can reserve a spot on 

charging stations, and you can 

connect navigation apps to the 

dash display.

THE REGULAR EGO
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3D PRINTING
The cutting-edge tech uses a 

laser to precisely melt and form 

powdered carbon-plastic into 

components. It was mostly used at the 

prototype stage to quickly form fairings; 

production Egos now have moulded 

parts. The Ego 45 has certain trim 

pieces that are 3D printed, and coated 

in Zircotec ceramic. There’s a large 

choice of the colours for the 

wealthy buyers.

HOW MUCH?
£25,000 for the standard 

bike. Not extortionate, given the 

small volume, cutting edge nature 

of the bike. The Ego 45 is a saltier 

£45,000. We could live without the

posh bodywork and trinkets, but for

those in a position to buy one, we’d

go for the optional Öhlins

suspension option on the base

model. It’s a lot better.

COOLING
Yes, it needs cooling. 

Oil is used to cool the 

motor, with a small radiator 

mounted just below the bottom 

yoke. The Li-NMC batteries 

generate potentially dangerous 

heat, so the battery pack has 

an aluminium waffle-like duct 

at the front that directs air 

through to regulate 

heat.

MOTOR
The motor is the easy bit in 

many ways. Electric motors have 

existed for decades. Energica equip 

the Ego with a synchronous motor. 

Essentially, the rotor’s permanent magnets 

rotate at the same speed as the A/C line 

current being fed into the stator around it. By 

varying the current, you vary the motor 

speed. The other motor type (induction) 

has a less direct relationship in rotor 

speed, and would require extra control 

to create the kind of variable drive 

a vehicle needs.

CHASSIS
The only conventional bit. A 

tubular steel frame bolts around 

the battery/motor, with a cast 

aluminium swingarm. A direct action 

single shock is fitted (Bitubo as standard, 

Öhlins on the Ego 45 or as an option). The 

base bike has Marzocchi forks fitted – 

but the firm is soon packing up, so 

expect an enforced change soon. 

Öhlins is again an option, or 

standard on the 45 special 

editions.



THE UK HAS been slow to respond to

the world of the electric vehicle, but 

there are now more than 1500 charging

points in the UK, primarily in response

to the sale of cars like the Nissan leaf.

Some are free to use, but it’s 

common for payment to be required by

independent outfits, using a prepaid 

card. A half-hour fast charge from one

operator costs £7.50. 

But the government is investing £30

million in the network, so increased 

choice should boost convenience, and

hopefully drive competition, reducing

prices. Mobile apps are available for 

locating, booking and paying for 

charge time – it’s getting easier to keep

a leccy vehicle rolling.

WHERE CAN I PLUG IN?
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fashion. Sport adds another 10nm – to be honest, it’s only really
noticeable in the first 40mph, but it didn’t seem to have a noticeable
effect on the battery capacity readout, so I left it at full power for most
of the ride.

An interesting function is the regenerative engine braking system.
It’s rider-adjustable on the move, and you have four choices – Off,
Low, Medium and High. Close the twistgrip, and depending on the
setting, the motor becomes a generator instead, recovering energy as
the back wheel turns the rotor, instead of vice-versa.

After playing with the settings, and getting used to the bike, I left it
on full recovery mode. Not only does this mean power consumption is 
minimised, it also gives the greatest rate of engine-braking. Energica’s 
test rider and engineer Claudio was my road guide, leading me into
the hills out of Maranello. The winding route has some great corners,
but varying surface, camber and speed – a good test for a sportsbike
(or car – Ferrari turn left out of their factory and head straight up here 
for prototype development). You have to be on the ball – especially
when your leader knows the road and isn’t messing around.

The engine braking effect at its most pronounced means you rarely
need to bother the Brembos – getting off the throttle is similar to
using the back brake just for a little comfort speed-scrubbing. I soon
forgot I was riding something unusual – the engine braking combined 
with lack of gears or clutch and a constant, predictable power 
response makes the Ego easy to push harder on taxing, unfamiliar
roads. You don’t need to use any effort or brain space for anything
other than turning the handlebars – it’s so easy.

An unavoidable penalty of using batteries with sufficient power
and life for practical use is weight. There’s no skirting around it: the
Ego weights 280kg. Pushing it around at a standstill nearly had me
ejecting my spine out of my arse with the effort needed. No wonder
they’ve included a reverse function, operable by the start button to
give just under 2mph of backwards drive for manoeuvring. 

But CRP’s racing experience and extensive development of the
road-going Energica have made the best of the weight compromise –
the mini-fridge sized battery pack is positioned for the best balance
possible, with the CG125 engine-sized motor slung out back just
under your crotch. For all the back-breaking effort of manual 
handling, and the caution required for low-speed riding, it’s 
commendably well balanced once you get above 10mph.

It’s clear a lot of time has been spent making it handle. Most
internal combustion sportsbikes will still have the beating of it, but it
steers accurately and confidently as long as your inputs are decisive.
It’s too weighty for delicate weight positioning or deft countersteer.

 Nice rearsets, but lack of gear lever looks odd

 Öhlins option is a must-have on the Energica

 Cast-alloy swingarm has to support a lot

 Normal-looking switchgear is far from normal

Energica’s test rider 
and engineer Claudio 
talks PB through the  
tech stuff

Its 280kg bulk isn’t as 
noticeable as you’d expect, 
thanks to clever packaging 
of the battery pack
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Tell it where you want it to go, and it will. There is a slight feel of
understeer as you begin to lean – it reminds me of a Bimota BB1 with
its bellypan fuel tank, which always felt like it wanted to push wide
with a too-low centre of gravity.

The Energica overcomes this – the battery pack comes right up to
seat height in front of you, so it doesn’t take much lean for the weight
distribution to come to your assistance, instead of fighting you.

The key thing is that it’s enjoyable to ride in a sporting fashion. It’s
not just a conscience-easer for tree huggers to ride around cities
without leaving a trail of noxious gases – a normal motorcyclist can
chuck on a set of leathers, head for a B-road and enjoy themselves.
The lack of noise could be an advantage, too – even over a ton, there’s
only a discreet whine audible. Energica claim a 150mph top speed
(I saw an indicated 125mph before running out of safe space, and it
didn’t feel like it was close to flat out.) There’s plenty of potential for a
quiet bit of speed-limit breaking without anyone ever noticing.

BUT IS IT THE FUTURE?

It’s a potential future, certainly. Electric bikes were a joke until fairly 
recently – only capable of a handful of miles at tedious pace. But the 
laughter has stopped. Mugen’s TT Zero contender lapped as fast as the 

‘You don’t need to use any 

effort or brain space for 

anything except turning 

the handlebars

best of the Lightweight bikes, even hauling both its own heft and that 
of John McGuinness. And roadbikes are approaching the range of an 
average conventional bike without having to ride at 30mph.

A jab with the reality stick is still needed: they’re still constricted by 
the weight of the batteries required, and the investment in 
development means they’re way more expensive than something of 
comparable performance that’s fed by liquidised dinosaurs. But 
batteries are getting more efficient, which means fewer are needed, 
which means less weight.

But the Energica shows serious promise – both for their own 
products, and the wider world of electric sportsbikes. It’s fast, well 
built, and has enough range to be used normally. But most of all it’s 
enjoyable. One thing it can never match is the visceral feel and 
enjoyment of an engine full of valves, pistons and fire. But it’s damn 
good nonetheless, and it’s good that companies with expertise in 
internal combustion engine-driven bikes are now onboard. We’re 
closer to a major manufacturer launching a proper electric sportsbike.

Environmental concerns and restrictive legislation aren’t going 
away any time soon, and options like the Energica prove motorcycling 
won’t have to die, or become nothing more than basic, joyless 
transport. It’ll just be different. 
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T
O SAY THE 2003 Kawasaki
Z1000 caused a stir is an
understatement. Part Manga
comic book hero, part
sportsbike, the Zed was
designed to demonstrate that
after a few years in the
doldrums, Kawasaki was

back with a bit of fire in its belly.
The outlandish and brash Zed managed to

make every naked Japanese bike look dull
and mundane. It was responsible for the
rush of bold and exciting naked bikes that
followed, such as the Honda CB1000R,
Yamaha FZ1 and Suzuki GSR750.

The heart of the Z1000 is a bored out and
modified ZX-9R lump, which Kawasaki
claimed made 125bhp. But hang on, doesn’t

the ZX-9R make 142bhp? What was going on
there? As well as increasing the capacity
from 899cc to 953cc thanks to 2.2mm bigger
bores, Kawasaki reduced the motor’s
compression ratio from 12.2:1 to 11.2:1 and
slapped on a dual-throttle valve fuel-
injection system. These modifications were
squarely aimed at giving the Zed more
midrange grunt at the expense of its top-end,
which makes riding it a relaxing experience
at lower revs. But feed it some fossils and
there is still easily enough power to keep
you on your toes.

Despite lacking the ZX-9R’s beam frame,
the Zed’s tubular steel frame and decent
suspension (although lacking compression
adjustment) is plenty enough to ensure it
doesn’t embarrass itself when it comes to

Manga-nificent! Kawasaki’s revolutionary,
cartoon-inspired streetfighter makes a great
used bu and won’t cost the Earth, either

Words Jon Urry

KAWASAKI
Z1000
BUYING GUIDE

cornering. The wide bars give you loads of 
leverage and although there is no denying 
that the Zed is a little on the portly side, it 
can be muscled around with minimal 
protest. In 2003, when put up against its 
commuter-biased Japanese rivals, the Zed 
simply wiped the floor with them through 
the bends. But Kawasaki didn’t have it all 
their own way as the Europeans were 
already one step ahead and Aprilia had 
launched the first ‘sports naked’ in the shape 
of the Tuono. Luckily for Kawasaki it looked 
like a dog’s dinner when it came to styling 
compared to the Zed. And this will always 
work in the Z1000’s favour.

A Z1000 is a blank canvas on which to 
express yourself. Kawasaki have supplied 
you with the basics of a brilliant naked 
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MODEL HISTORY

The first of a new 

generation of Z1000 

models appeared in 

2003 and sparked an 

outcry thanks to its 

ZX-6R tailpiece and 

twin ‘pea shooter’ 

exhausts. 

It was updated in 

2007 with new 

styling, a motor with

more midrange and 

a sportier chassis 

with radial brakes. 

While the twin 

stacked pipe look 

remained, they now 

had a more modern 

and angular style. 

In 2010 the Z1000 

was completely 

revised, with a new

1043cc motor and far 

sportier chassis with 

a horizontally-

mounted shock. And 

an optional extra 

fake snakeskin seat! 

2014 saw the 

introduction of the 

current Z1000 model, 

which boasts BPF 

suspension, even

more bonkers styling 

and a tweaked 

engine that has 

increased grunt. 

A sports touring 

version, the 

Z1000SX, was 

introduced in 2011 

and updated in 2014 

alongside the 

standard Z1000.

motorcycle, it’s just down to you how you 
personalise it to suit your own tastes. This is 
a machine that can be tuned for big power, 
or you can simply bolt on a bellypan or 
different front end. 

In stock form, with 121bhp at the rear 
wheel, but loads of torque it’s the kind of 
machine that excels at street racing. In many 
ways the Zed isn’t about being taken to the 
absolute performance limit, it’s about pure 
enjoyment and also exercising some 
imagination and engineering skills. The 
smoothness Kawasaki have built into the 
ZX-9R engine makes the Z1000 a lovely bike 
to ride at any speed. The riding position is 
comfortable and what better way to spend a 
winter than plotting how to tweak a stylish 
streetfighter?

 2003  2007  2010  2014
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Fave mod There are

so many things you

can do to a Z1000,

but one of the best

is to release a bit of 

power by swapping 

the flywheel for a 

ZX-9R item. My 

mate, when exiting a 

bend a mate on his 

stock Z1000, has to 

change down a 

gear, while my 

modified bike pulls 

easily. A few go a 

step further and fit 

ZX-9R cams. Also,

change the exhaust;

it looks good but is

heavy and restrictive

compared to a new 

four-into-one 

system.

What do you love 

about your Z1000? 

The look; nothing 

else out there looks 

like an original 

Z1000 in green. The 

design is absolutely 

amazing. It was 

ahead of its time in

2003 and still looks 

fresh today. The

upright riding 

position with 

sportsbike handling 

is also great and I 

love how easy it is to 

customise. 

What do you dislike 

about it? Some 

owners complain the 

suspension isn’t very 

good, but you can 

swap the forks for 

ZX-6R units and an

early ZX-10R shock

fits in with minimal

mods. There is a flat

spot between 

4000-5000rpm if you

don’t have a Power

Commander fitted,

but I can’t think of

many reasons to

dislike the bike.

Any advice for

potential owners? If 

you want a modified 

Zed, look at buying a 

bike with the parts

already on it, as it

costs more to buy

them than the bike 

will be worth used. If 

you do modify your 

Zed, keep the parts 

you remove so you 

can return it to

standard. And join 

the forum at 

www.zedoc.co.uk

SUSPENSION LINKAGE

While you are checking the bike’s swinagarm,

head and wheel bearings, give the back end a

bounce and ensure the shock linkages aren’t

seized. Kawasaki recommends they’re 

stripped and greased at 15,000 miles, but 

owners often ignore this advice.

FINISH

The finish on the Zed is a let-down, with the 

paint especially coming under criticism from 

owners. While the tank seems well covered, 

the main areas of concern are the tail unit and 

wheels, both of which don’t take much abuse 

before losing their vibrant colour.
ORIGINAL PARTS

Most Z1000s get modified in some way but 

getting the original parts included in the deal 

is a bonus. While stock cans are restrictive 

and heavy, they are also form part of the 

bike’s unique styling and look great.

SUSPENSION

The Zed’s suspension gets baggy quite 

quickly and after 10 years is likely to be 

requiring a refresh. Look for leaking fork seals 

and check the shock has some damping left 

in it. If either is suspect, assume a £250 fork 

rebuild and £150 shock re-fresh.

RADIATOR

Give the radiator a close inspection as it isn’t

uncommon to find one that has suffered

some kind of assault from a flying stone. If

the bike has a radiator cover, ask the owner

to remove it so you can check behind.

BRAKES

The Z1000 is heavy and 

its brakes aren’t quite up to 

the job, rapidly losing their 

power and feel. Adding 

high-friction pads helps 

restore some stopping 

power, but it can also warp

discs and accelerate their

wear. Inspect the discs for

any warping and also for 

life. Dealers recommend 

a minimum pad thickness 

of 3.5mm.

COLOUR

Certain colours of Zed sell better than others.

If you want a bargain, search out the slightly 

muted silver paint. Opt for green, orange or 

black and you will end up paying more.

WE OWN ONE!

ANDY KEAVENEY 2003 KAWASAKI Z1000

WHAT TO LOOK FOR
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Fave mod The best

thing you can do is

replace the shock. I

have one Zed with a

Nitron unit, the other 

with an Öhlins one, 

and they are both 

excellent. However, 

the Nitron is easier to 

set up. The Z1000’s 

forks are crap, so I 

fitted a set of ZX-6R 

forks with R1 radial 

brakes and the bike 

now stops and turns. 

These simple mods 

transform the Z1000

and you don’t need

to touch the master

cylinder. Braided

lines, R1 calipers and 

new pads... job done.

What do you love 

about your Z1000? 

Initially I only 

borrowed one briefly, 

and after giving it a 

thrashing round the 

Nurburgring I thought 

it was a bit of a 

laugh. Then, in 2011, 

I broke my neck.

After a plate and four

screws in my throat, I

found riding an R1

tricky as I couldn’t 

look up very well, so I 

bought a Z1000. If 

you get rid of all the 

original stuff, they 

have loads of 

sporting potential.

What do you dislike 

about it? The engine 

is slow. I’d say it 

makes 120bhp if it is 

lucky. I know you can

change internal parts

for ZX-9R items, but

I’d be worried about

reliability. I’ve stuck 

with adding an R1 

throttle tube, which 

helps make it feel a 

tiny bit livelier, as it is 

quick-action.

Any advice for 

potential owners? 

Give it a go; it’s a 

good, cheap, bike. 

You can find them at 

good prices on the 

used market and 

little seems to go 

wrong. Sort the 

suspension and 

brakes and you will 

love it. I have heard 

of a few conrods 

letting go but when 

mine did it only cost 

me £500 for a whole 

new motor.

GEARBOX

The Zed’s engine is based around the ZX-9R

lump and this did have a few gearbox issues. 

They are very rare, but always check for the 

bike hopping out of gear on a test ride.

SAFETY CHECK

Many owners swap the bars for chunkier 

items or add risers. In this case, check they 

don’t interfere with the throttle or brake lines. 

With the engine ticking over, move the bars 

from lock to lock and listen for any change in 

engine note that indicates the throttle cable is 

being pulled. Check the brake lines don’t go 

tight when the forks are fully extended. 

THE MECHANIC’S VIEW

Mark White from M&M 

Motorcycles (01780 482277) 

likes the Zed’s old school 

engineering.

“Don’t let the Z1000’s radical looks fool you. 

Underneath the funky styling the Zed is very 

much an old-school Kawasaki and is 

therefore an easy bike to work on. 

“The engine is basically a re-worked 

ZX-9R motor and aside from fuel-injection 

instead of carbs they are pretty similar. I’ve 

taken apart loads of ZX-9R motors and they 

are a nice engine – big, solid and reliable. A 

few had gearbox issues, but I’ve not heard of 

this trait being transferred to the naked bike.

“Access is simple and a competent home 

mechanic should cope with most 

maintenance, including valve clearances. Be 

wary of Kawasaki’s fasteners, they are 

usually pretty poor. I have to deal with so 

many bodged electrical systems due to 

poorly fitted extras such as mini indicators 

and electrical faults can be a nightmare to 

trace and sort. Watch out for badly fitted 

extras and check the lights, horn, etc work.”

SERVICING

The Z1000 has 3750-mile service intervals 

(6000km) with a minor one that consists of an 

oil and filter change followed by a major 

service every 7500 miles that is more in-depth 

and involves the spark plugs, air filter and 

brake fluid being changed as well as the oil 

and filter. The valve clearances need to be 

checked at 15,000 miles, alongside the usual 

service items. Being a naked bike, the cost of 

the valve clearance check is lower than a 

sportsbike, at around £350. However, the 

minor service is a fairly standard £120ish 

and the major one nearer to £240.

LOWSIDE COSTS

Handlebar £79.61

Mirror  £39.77

Footrest  £41.06

Silencer  £516.34

Indicator (front) £47.34

Front brake lever £33.71

Engine cover £24.40

Radiator  £567.85

BRENDAN KEIRLE 2006 KAWASAKI Z1000
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TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE

Lurid paint (orange was the dullest), and the

u te three-c lin er motor from the 955i

HONDA HORNET 900

Looks a bit bland, but the 919cc FireBlade

engine is smooth and grunty and Hornets are

massively under-valued in the used market.

APRILIA TUONO

V-twin engine in a proper sportsbike chassis 

with excellent handling Drop the gearing  

      

SUZUKI SV1000

The V-twin is based around the mighty TL 

lump. Another bike that provides the basis 

for a cracking special but needs some work.

KAWASAKI
Z1000
ENGINE ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| 

Type Liquid-cooled, 16v, dohc, inline four

Capacity 953cc

Bore x stroke 77.2mm x 50.9mm

Fuelling Fuel injection

Power 121.4bhp @ 10,200rpm (tested)

Torque 68.0lb.ft @ 7900rpm (tested)

CHASSIS |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Frame Diamond-section steel backbone

Front suspension 41mm USD forks, adjustable 

for preload and rebound

Rear suspension Single shock, adjustable for 

preload and rebound 

Front brakes 2 x 300mm discs with four-piston 

calipers

Rear brakes 200mm disc with single-piston 

caliper

DIMENSIONS ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Wheelbase 1420mm

Rake/trail 24°/101mm

Weight 195kg (dry, claimed)

Seat height 820mm

Fuel capacity 18 litres

BUYING |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Private £2500-£3500

Dealer £2800-£4000

2003 2006

TOP Z1000 MODS

BARS

The standard Kawasaki bars are pretty weedy 

looking and swapping them for a nice set of 

Renthal units is a must. Some owners add bar 

risers as well to give the Zed an even more 

relaxed stance. Make sure this mod doesn’t 

queer brakes lines or throttle cable, though.

BRAKES

The Zed’s standard stoppers are adequate, 

but by now will be past their best. A set of 

steel braided lines is a must, but most owners 

also recommend fitting aftermarket discs and 

high-friction pads. It’s a matter of personal 

taste, but the majority of Zed owners favour 

the wave style of disc as it is in-keeping with 

the bike’s outlandish looks. Kawasaki OE discs 

are £231 each; Galfer Wave discs are £198.

REARSETS

Not only do the rubber-covered Kawasaki

footpegs look pants, they also lack feel for

sporty riding and interfere with ground 

clearance. A pair of rearsets cost anything

from £150 to £500 but will vastly improve the

bike’s sporting potential and looks.

EXHAUST

The most common modification to any Z1000

is to replace the heavy OE cans for lighter,

aftermarket items. It saves around 8kg and

helps the motor breathe better. PB’s 2003 

long-term Z1000’s power increased from 

121.4bhp to 123.8bhp with its torque up from

68ft.lb to 68.1ft.lb with a PC III and aftermarket

end cans fitted. The hole in the mid-range was

filled between 5000rpm and 7000rpm, with 

another boost in grunt between 8000rpm and 

9000rpm. On the road, this transformed not

only the bike’s power delivery, but also its

handling thanks to the weight reduction.

GEARING

The standard gearing is 16/42 and opinions

differ on the way to go. Some riders keep the

standard rear sprocket and drop one tooth off

the front, others add three on the rear and

either keep the standard front or also drop one

tooth. PB recommends trying a 15-tooth front

sprocket to start with, although be aware your 

speedo will now be inaccurate.

SUSPENSION

There are a number of routes for updating the 

suspension, but the most popular (and 

simplest) seems to be the ‘636 conversion.’ 

The forks from the Kawasaki 2003-2004 

ZX-6R are the same diameter as the Z1000 

units and bring fully adjustable suspension, as 

well as radial brakes, to the party. You will 

need some 10mm spacers for the calipers (or 

new discs) as the Zed has 300mm and the 

ZX-6R 280mm discs, a ZX-6R axle and new 

wheel spacers. If you want to go the whole 

hog, the ZX-6R shock will drop straight into 

the Z1000’s frame, giving you full adjustability. 

PB recommends if you do this swap you get 

the shock and forks professionally set up as 

the damping and spring rates will be different 

between the two models.

THE ALTERNATIVES



The New Paddock Stand

• Both wheels off the floor - 100% safe & secure • Inspired design frees your bike from pressure
• Precision engineered in the UK using the highest quality materials

• Simple one-person operation • Space saving and fully mobile

www.1jac.com • Tel: 0113 380 8979

See us at
MOTORCYCLE 
LIVE at the NEC  
28th November - 

6th December

Weighing 70% to 80% less than conventional lead acid batteries, Shorai LFXTM

Lithium-Iron batteries are replacing an old standard with modern-day
performance. By leading the Lithium-Iron revolution, Shorai is

delivering a technological leap to riders around the globe.

= 70%–80% LIGHTER THAN LEAD ACID MEANS IMPROVED HANDLING & BETTER MILEAGE

= LITHIUM-IRON TURNS ENGINES FASTER, FOR QUICK, RELIABLE STARTING

= ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY AND WON’T SULFATE WHILE SITTING

= EXCEPTIONAL LIFESPAN

Distributed in the U.K. exclusively by MAG Europe: 0161 337 4390  =  sales@mageurope.eu

Available from your local dealer, or online at: carrotcycles.co.uk  �  mdsbattery.co.uk

mdsbattery.co.uk
MDS
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To get a quote please go to

www.davewoodracing.com

O��No need for power, commanders or 
other fuel devices

O��We can remap ECU’s for more power, 
smoother throttle control and better fuel 
consumption

We are able to repair a full range of Race Exhausts and/or
l t exhaust parts

ROADNRACE SUPPLIES
Tel: 01507 480455 Mob: 07932 751791
www.a16roadnracesupplies.co.uk

Where you can spec your exhaust just the way you want it!
We manufacture a full range of road-legal exhausts, race exhausts, stubby exhausts & currently the most 

popular range, the Moto GP exhausts here in the UK. You can also request bespoke exhausts. 

A16 Moto GP Exhaust Cans
Stainless from £135
Carbon from £175
Big Bore Pipework Available

A16 Carbon Tipped Exhaust 
Cans from £149

GIPRO
THE ULTIMATE PLUG-IN GEAR INDICATOR

*

Always know what gear you’re in, on Road or Track

MORE COMPACT & RESPONSIVE
THAN OTHER GEAR INDICATORS
With its faster internal processor and
sophisticated firmware, the GiPro offers a
much more responsive and more reliable
indication than comparative products.

Ride more safey by avoiding over-revving
your engine on downshifts or locking your
back wheel, and you’ll also find neutral more
easily.

Plus... avoid the irritating "changing in
to 7th" syndrome!

• The most rapid gearchange display response available for your bike

• Easiest possible installation on your bike - plugs in to the diagnostic port (where 

available) - no soldering or wire cutting required for most bikes

• Clear and bright, daylight readable indication 

• Choice of display colours – Red recommended for brightest display

• Small compact size with neat design - just 30x18x15mm (HxWxD)

• Rugged, 100% waterproof enclosure

• Extreme reliability with 2-year replacement warranty

GREAT
VALUE

FROM ONLY...

£99.97

YOU’LL NEVER
WANT TO RIDE
WITHOUT ONE

AGAIN!

*Plug-in version for bikes with diagnostic port. Price excludes delivery. Calls may be recorded for training/security purposes. E&OE

HPS • Derwent House • Alfreton • Derbyshire • DE55 7BP • UK

www.BikeHPS.com/gipro
Order yours online now..

or call to discuss the best parts for your bike 01773 831122

10% OFF
DURING NOVEMBER

CALL US NOW... OR USE VOUCHER CODE

2015SALE TO ORDER ONLINE
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WITH MICHAEL RUTTER
TUONO 1100

Words John McAvoy / Photography Simon Lee

MICHAEL RUTTER

PB TESTER AND TT WINNER

Shy of an extra inch around the 

midrange and a few more grey hairs, 

Rutter has received no significant 

upgrades for 2015. He’s as rapid as ever

APRILIA TUONO V4 1100 FACTORY
164bhp, 213kg, £14,495

First seen in 2012, Aprilia’s V4 

naked gets a massive boost to its 

low and midrange for 2015. Like it 

ever needed it...

Can outright grunt propel a naked sportsbike into our Mallory Park top 10?
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RUTTER ON...

TUONO 1100

The engine is a
masterpiece. No steps,
no flatspots, just power

everywhere you need it and
just the right amount. The

riding position lets
you boss it into

corners.

I
SWEAR TO GOD, if I
had a hammer right now,
I would use it to smash
this fucking display into
a thousand pieces.”
Rutter is not happy, and
with good reason. The
pitlane opened minutes

ago and while everyone else is
out on track, he and I are trying
to fathom how to access the
Aprilia’s rider modes.

While the Aprilia APRC
electronic system is one of the
best on the market, its rider
interface is by a long way the
worst. Do you use the ‘Mode’
button to access the modes ?
No, you use the starter
button when the engine is
running. Does ‘R’ mean
‘Race’? No, of course not, it
means ‘Rain’. So what does
‘T’ mean? “Why can’t they
just display the rest of the
fucking word instead of the first
fucking letter,” Rutter demands.
It’s not an unreasonable request.

The whole process of
guesswork and fumbling
through all the buttons is made
more frustrating by the time the
display takes to respond to the
buttons’ inputs. Press a button
and nothing happens, so press
another one, then... hold on a
minute, something changed on
the display, which button did
that? By pure chance, ‘S’ mode is
selected, and we decide this
must mean ‘Sport’, so leave it at
that. Rutter is now itching to get
out on track. Losing track time is
obviously bugging him and for a
brief moment I take pity on the
Tuono – it is going to feel the full
force of his frustration.

Fifteen minutes later all the
tension has disappeared from
Rutter’s demeanour as he sits
down and blows his cheeks out.
All his focus is on the laptop as
we wait for his data to appear.
I’m curious as to why he’s so
interested, as he typically uses
the first session to warm up and
always goes faster later. 

“I can’t believe how smooth
that bike is,” he says. “The only
thing that comes close is the
Triumph Daytona 675. There’s
no vibration from the engine at
all. If it wasn’t for the exhaust
noise, you’d never know that it
was running, and not just on
tickover. Even when it’s revving
up towards the redline, there is
literally zero vibration. It’s 
astonishing. I did some quick

The V4 1100’s
smooth power
delivery is a
revelation

Just one more 
squirm through 

the Devil’s 
Elbow, Michael? 
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THE DETAIL 

1 Fully-adjustable Öhlins 
suspension graces the 
Tuono V4 1100 Factory, 
front and rear

2 Quickshifter adds to 
the overall feeling of 
silky-smooth power 
delivery

3 Brembo M432, 
four-piston stoppers haul 
up 213kg rapidly

4 This engine has won 
World Superbike races; 
Aprilia are rightly proud of 
their race pedigree

5 Don’t even think about 
trying to access the 1100’s 
power modes without a 
manual in your hand

6 Dash is uncluttered, but 
you’ll need a translator for 
the abbreviations

1

4

6

2

5

3

laps in that session – it’s a piece
of piss to ride flat-out.”

He’s not wrong: the datalogger
reveals a best lap of 56.03
seconds, which is half a second
faster than a ZX-10R. Very
impressive, although Rutter is
quick to add that, unlike every
other bike he has tested here, he
feels that he’s already got very
close to the limit of the bike’s
capabilities in just the first
session. We’ll see.

It shouldn’t really come a

surprise that the Tuono V4 is
such a treat to ride. In 2012
Aprilia transformed their V-twin
naked bike from a slightly softer
alternative to a sports bike to
something very different. Lifting
the 65-degree 999cc V4 motor
from the RSV4 brought 160bhp
to the naked bike class, creating
a new genre overnight.

I’d love to meet the person
who then decided that what the
2015 Tuono needed was more
power in the low and mid part of
the rev range. I suspect he is the
sort of person who will snort
wasabi up both nostrils for a
laugh when everyone else at the
table daren’t eat it. I can hear
him in the Aprilia boardroom:
“You know the engine that wins
World Superbike races? Let’s
make it even more powerful and
bolt it into the Tuono for 2015.”

And so the Tuono V4’s 999cc
engine had its bore increased
from 78mm to 81mm to take
capacity to 1077cc. New conrods
are 400g lighter, which may not
sound much, but at 11,000rpm is

very significant. The crankcases
have been reworked to reduce
power loss due to air pressure
inside, and the crank pins are
also narrower and thus lighter.

Technical features that remain
are the cassette gearbox,
chain-driven inlet cams, which
in turn drive the exhaust cams
via a gear to allow neat
packaging of the motor, which in
turn brings benefits to the
chassis layout.

There is still also a
countershaft to dampen out any
vibrations. The upgraded APRC
electronics package now has a
dedicated engine braking map
for each power mode. The goal
for all these changes is greater
smoothness and – yes – a more
powerful engine.

The chassis is identical to the
fabulous RSV4’s, with only the
rake and trail tweaked slightly
and the swingarm lengthened by
6mm to keep things stable at
high speed where naked bikes
can be prone to handling
misdemeanours.

It wouldn’t be a fast Italian
motorbike if it wasn’t available in
different specs, and true to form
there are two versions of the
Tuono V4 1100. We’ve got the
“Factory” spec, which gets
Öhlins front, rear and at the

‘It’s just so smooth... I did some 

quick times in that session; it’s a 

piece of piss to ride flatout’

That’s a man 
with gusset 
confidence

That, ladies and gentlemen, 
is the Rutter thumbs-up
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So fast it’s a
Quicker than a ZX-10R, RC8,      

A LAP OF MALLORY 1.39 MILES OF SMOOTH,  

A
PRILIA’S V4 1100 Tuono is a naked bike 
that can lap Mallory Park – with its 
high-speed corners, heavy braking zones, 
tricky, low-speed traction zones, slow and 
fast direction changes – as quickly as the 

brilliant Honda Fireblade SP. Not only that; it’s also  
faster than last year’s RSV4R sportsbike, a Kawasaki 
ZX-10R, and nearly TWO seconds faster than the 
KTM RC8R... 

Basically, there’s only one way to describe this 
motorcycle, and that’s by telling it like it is: it’s a 
bloody freak of nature. 

So what on earth do we compare it to? All of the 
bikes occupying spaces in front of it on the 
leaderboard have at least a 30bhp advantage over 
the Tuono, and whilst it is clearly an astonishing 
bike, power does play a part in getting a quick lap 
time at Mallory.

The fairest comparison to make would be with the 

START/FINISH

STRAIGHT

2015 Fac: 130.32mph

2014 V4R: 122.88mph

Both bikes are on

Pirelli’s Supercorsa tyres

and both have Aprilia’s

APRC electronics

package, so why is there

such a big difference?

The 2015 bike only has

8bhp more, so it can’t all

be down to that. The

answer is usability and a

wide spread of power.

The damage was done

100m earlier as Rutter

exited the Bus Stop

chicane harder and

swept through the

Devil’s Elbow faster than

the 2014 bike managed.

GERARD’S

2015 Fac: 95.66mph

2014 V4R: 94.8mph

At the point we take the 

speed measurement in 

Gerard’s, both bikes 

have virtually identical 

speed and lateral 

G-force. However, that 

isn’t the whole story. 

Rutter carries more 

speed into the corner 

on last year’s bike, 

which fits his feedback 

that the 2015 bike’s 

forks are too soft when 

he releases the brakes. 

But he hits the throttle 

harder on the new bike 

so in the end he 

actually gains 0.2s

over the old model.
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steering, and THAT paint job 
over and above the base model 
‘RR’ spec. Considering that the 
Factory spec is £1500 more than 
the RR, and all that Öhlins that 
comes with it, we’d have to say 
that the £14,500 price tag is 
probably about right.

Meanwhile, at Mallory Park 
there is more swearing, fiddling 
and random pressing of the 
Aprilia’s buttons. The Tuono is 
now in ‘Sport’ mode with the 
ABS and traction control both
set to level one. 

Rutter fires it out of Mallory’s
pitlane in a much more 
composed state. The noise of the
V4 motor is epic and because the
track is curiously empty you can
hear it for almost the whole lap,
perfect crisp gear changes via
the quickshifter echoing across
the paddock as Rutter and the 
Tuono drone down the start/
finish straight. 

The rapid-fire downshifts as 
he hits the brakes for the second 
gear Edwina’s chicane are 
followed by the unmistakable 
sound of revs rising and falling 
as the rear tyre loses then wins 
its battle against physics as
Rutter navigates his way through 
the high speed direction change 
up to the hairpin.

As the Tuono reappears,
squirming through Devil’s Elbow 
to log another lap, Rutter looks 
as comfortable and fast on the 
Tuono as he does on a pukka 
sportsbike. 

Back in the pits, Rutter has 
parked the Tuono and it stinks. 
The smell of burning brakes and 
hot metal fill the air and a blob of 
rubber drops off the rear tyre 

onto the exhaust and starts to 
burn, adding to the stench. The 
laptime? An incredible 55.8s, 
which puts it level with the
Fireblade SP and only half a 
second behind the 2014 Ducati 
Panigale 1199S. 

“You’ve got to remember this 
bike is giving away the best part 
of 30bhp to every single bike 
that’s in front of it on the 
leaderboard.” Without realising 
it, Rutter has just summed up the 
Tuono perfectly. It’s easy to
forget that not only is it capable 
of running with the very best 
sportsbikes, it is doing so with 
a 30bhp deficit. 

The list of the Tuono’s 
impressive feats doesn’t end 
there though, and the last word 
goes to Rutter: “Even the mirrors 
are in the right place.” So that’s a 
55.8-second lap of Mallory Park 
while checking if the mirrors are 
any good? Where do I sign?  

‘Rutter looks as fast and 

comfortable as he does 

on a pukka sportsbike’

 It might not 
be fastest 
through 
Gerard’s but 
the V4 has it 
where it counts

Rutter keeps 
one eye on the 
mirrors and 
still sets a 
55.8s lap
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freak of nature
and a match for the Fireblade SP

STEBBE 

STRAIGHT

2015 Fac: 122.31mph

2014 V4R: 118.87mph

It’s a carbon copy of the 

start/finish straight: the 

2015 bike registers a 

much higher peak 

speed than then 2014 

bike, but not as a result 

of extra power. Instead, 

it’s a consequence of 

getting out of Gerard’s 

more efficiently – the 

2015 bike registers a 

higher peak speed than 

the 2015 BMW 

S1000RR despite being 

28bhp down on it. 

Another victory for 

usability over brute 

force. 

EDWINA’S

CHICANE

2015 Fac: 42.57mph

2014 V4R: 41.33mph

There’s very little in it at

the slowest part of

Edwina’s. The

right-hander part of the

chicane is also the exit

that leads out up the hill

towards the hairpin, so

you need to hit the best

line for a clean exit and

the highest possible

speed. Rutter’s apex

speed on both bikes is

higher than every other

bike in the top 10

thanks to wide bars

allowing maximum

precision. It’s a win for

both bikes.

SHAW’S

HAIRPIN

2014 V4R: 22.09mph

2015 Fac: 21.54mph

Both bikes nail the

hairpin. Anything over a

20mph apex speed is

very respectable,

anything over 21mph is

rare, and anything over

22mph means the

hairpin should be

renamed “Tuono’s”.

Nothing can touch

either Aprilia at the

hairpin. Rutter himself

is model of

consisntency – he rode

the bikes a year apart

but the apexes he hits

are within centimetres

of each other.

BRAKING

100-50mph

2015 Fac:

2.65s/88.07m

2014 V4R: 

2.83s/93.16m

Anything under 3s and 

90m to stop from 

100mph to 50mph is at 

the sharp end of 

high-performance 

braking. It may seem a 

tiny difference, but the 

extra 5m that the 2014 

bike takes to stop adds 

up during a 15-lap 

trackday session. 

That’d be 75m made up 

by the new bike from 

one braking zone alone. 

These marginal gains 

are important.

RUN TO THE

HAIRPIN

2015 Fac: 115.12mph

2014 V4R: 113.11mph

Very little in each bike’s 

peak speed, but plenty 

of drama further back. 

Rutter has attacked the 

fast right-hander at the 

bottom of the hill that 

leads into the left kink. 

It looks like he’s 

launched himself at the 

first part a huge 10mph 

faster on the 2015 bike, 

then checked his speed 

to line up for the left 

kink before getting 

back on the power, 

whereas on the older 

bike he has been much 

more progressive.

DEVIL’S

ELBOW

2015 Fac: 86.76mph

2014 V4R: 82.93mph

There is daylight 

between both bikes in 

the middle of the Devil’s 

Elbow, and the new 

bike has jumped out of 

the Bus Stop much 

quicker. The wider, 

more plentiful spread of 

power is making its 

presence felt but it’s 

romping away, 

seemingly able to find 

grip and drive where 

the other bike can’t. It’s 

the difference between 

having just the right 

amount of power where 

you want it and not.

2014 TUONO 1000 R

156bhp @ 11,500rpm

78.0lb.ft @ 9500rpm

2015 TUONO 1100 FAC’

164.35bhp @ 11,500rpm

85.52lb.ft @ 9500rpm

previous fastest naked bike that Rutter has tested
around this circuit. Yes, you’ve guessed it: the 2014
Aprilia Tuono V4.

So, just how has this year’s updated bike managed
to scalp last year’s by a whopping 1.5 seconds?

ON THE DYNO

EVEN THE MOST cursory

glance at the dyno charts

of both incarnations of

Aprilia’s V4 Tuono tells you

everything you need to

know about their

differences.

Beyond the addition of

78cc, the effect that

lightened conrods are

having at the new bike’s

top-end gives it more than

an 8bhp advantage over

the 2014 bike. At 9000rpm,

the new model continues

pulling, just as the old bike

encounters a lull before

kicking in again at

10,000rpm.

The incredible

smoothness that Rutter

raves about is visually

represented by a

ridiculously flat power

curve, which only breaks its

linear ascent to power

   EFFORTLESS GRUNT

Edwina’s Chicane

Stebbe Straight

Gerard’s 
Bend

Kirby Straight

Devil’s Elbow

Bus Stop

Shaw’s
Hairpin

Lake
Esses

Wet
wipes

Calf’s
head

MALLORY PARK PB’S TEST TRACK

further on from 9000rpm.

From 6000rpm, the 2015 

Tuono Factory betters its 

older brother for outright 

grunt all the way to its 

9500rpm peak of 85.52lbft 

– an increase of 7.5lbft over 

last year’s bike.
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T
HE HEART OF

everything that is
impressive about the
Tuono is the V4 motor.
As a 999cc unit in the

RSV, it’s already impressive, but
it seems that the extra 78cc has
made a huge difference,
specifically to the smoothness of
the power delivery and sheer
spread of power available.

Couple that to the fact that it
seems to have the exact amount
of power at the exact revs that
I’m using at a given time and
everything else is just easy after
that. I do believe with some good
quality time to focus on
suspension set-up, that I could go
a little bit faster, but it would
take a while to get that set-up as
the base settings are so close to
perfect, too. Looking for very
fine adjustments for tenths of
seconds on bikes that are already
close to perfection like that can
take days sometimes. However,
if we did have the luxury of time,
I still wouldn’t like to guarantee

more than a couple of tenths.
The spread of power is

unbelievable, and the fact that
it’s so smooth is the key to the
whole package. Not having to
chase any sweetspot in the rev
range is everything. When
there’s just the right amount of
power at the revs that you want,
regardless of corner or gear, you
know you’re on to something
special. This bike has that.

Even the faster bikes we’ve
tested here, and quite a few
racebikes I’ve had, normally
have some kind of compromise
somewhere. Sometimes you get
too much power in the
midrange, or not enough
somewhere else, or too big a kick
at the top that unsettles things.
The amount of power available

across the Tuono’s rev range is
perfect. I didn’t feel any ABS
intervention or traction control
for that matter. I could have
done that laptime all day long. It
felt easy. Only the front felt like it
was a bit light when I released
the brakes, but it wasn’t a
massive problem, and didn’t cost
too much time.

The footpeg was just starting
to touch down in Gerard’s
towards the end of that last
session, maybe there’s another
half second still to come with
rearsets and some serious
suspension set-up time, but
beyond that, you’re into
aerodynamics and peak power
being all that’s between this bike
and the BMW S1000RR at the
top of the table.

Tiny suspension tweaks could improve it, but not by much

LAPPING

MALLORY ON 

the Aprilia will rate 

as one of the 

highlights of my year. It is 

sublime and beautifully 

refined, and while Rutter has 

covered everything about the 

motor, I was struck by the 

handling, specifically at how 

easy and uncomplicated it is. 

It does what you want, when 

you want and how you want 

with no protest. It is comfy, 

which might seem like an odd 

thing to say when the context 

is a track test, but it is relevant. 

Being comfortable means 

being fast, but only when the 

chassis and riding position are 

up to it, which the Tuono’s are. 

I trundled round in the high 57s 

bracket, roughly the same 

laptime Rutter did on last 

year’s Tuono. I’ll let you draw 

your own conclusions from 

that as to just how much 

better the new bike is.

John McAvoy

SECOND OPINION

‘It’s close to perfect’

‘There’s just the right amount 

of power at the revs you want, 

regardless of corner or gear’
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THE RUTTER TEST MALLORY PARK LEAGUE TABLE 

 TIME TOP SPEED GERARD’S POWER WEIGHT COMMENTS 

2015 BMW S1000RR Sport   53.80s 149.55mph 96.48mph 196.26bhp 203kg Optional light wheels

2015 Ducati 1199 Panigale R  54.13s 150.62mph 96.12mph 188.44bhp 187.5kg Conditions held it back

2015 Ducati 1299 Panigale S  54.15s 148.81mph 95.73mph 196.39bhp 194kg Huge grunt everywhere

2015 Yamaha YZF R1M 54.19s 148.48mph 96.42mph 189.89bhp 201.5kg Conditions held it back 

2015 Aprilia RSV4-RF 54.20s 147.47mph 89.42mph 184.3bhp 207.5kg Rain cut track-time short

2015 Yamaha YZF-R1  54.33s 148.00mph 98.26mph 189.89bhp 198.5kg King of corner speed

2014 BMW HP4  54.34s 149.35mph 95.18mph 184.28bhp 201.5kg Very nearly perfect

2014 Ducati 1199 Panigale S  55.24s 143.68mph 90.20mph 181.83bhp 196kg Terrifyingly brilliant

2014 MV Agusta F4 RR 55.30s 143.24mph 91.88mph 180.5bhp 214kg Lairy but hard work

2014 Fireblade SP 55.72s 143.23mph 97.48mph 172.4bhp 212.5kg Best suspension here

2015 Aprilia Tuono 1100 Fac’ 55.80s 141.34mph 94.80mph 164.35bhp 213kg Smooth, useable, grunty 

2015 Triumph Daytona 675 55.80s  135.2mph  96.44mph 116.40bhp 192kg Sharp, Blade SP-worrier

2014 Aprilia RSV4 R ABS 56.07s  140.76mph  95.80mph 170.1bhp 213.5kg Held back by ABS

2014 Triumph Daytona 675R  56.59s  132.48mph  95.59mph 120.0bhp  192kg Big lean, amazing noise

2014 Kawasaki ZX-10R 56.67s  144.22mph  91.73mph 181.5bhp 201kg Let down by stock shock

2014 EBR 1190RX 56.68s 137.86mph 88.69mph 164.26bhp 206kg Seriously decent bike

2015 Honda Fireblade 56.68s  144.2mph  89.62mph 166.21bhp 202.5kg Basic, but still on it 

2014 Kawasaki ZX-6R 56.75s 131.6mph 91.29mph 118.68bhp 192.5kg Cement dust on track

2014 Suzuki GSX-R750 57.28s 134.86mph 91.56mph 133.74bhp 192kg Same weight as a 675R

2014 Aprilia Tuono V4 R   57.30s  136.5mph  94.8mph 156.0bhp 215.5kg Faster than an RC8R

2014 KTM RC8R 57.56s  138.21mph  94.96mph 158.3bhp 203kg The most torque

2014 MV Agusta F3 800 57.92s 132.12mph 93.16mph 132.14bhp 197Kg All rider aids switched off

2014 Ducati 899 Panigale 57.93s  133.67mph  91.88mph 138.2bhp 197.5kg Not fastest, but fun 

2014 Suzuki GSX-R1000 58.12s  139.1mph  89.3mph 165.6bhp 203kg Limited by tyre grip

2014 Honda CBR600RR 58.28s  128.46mph  89.1mph 109.14bhp 197.5kg Same weight as a 899

2015 Kawasaki H2 Ninja 58.30s 143.15mph 92.31mph 206.51bhp 232kg Overwhelmed its tyres 

2014 BMW S1000R Sport 58.44s  134.7mph  90.3mph 159.2bhp 206.5kg Ground clearance problems

1999 Suzuki RGV500 58.92s  136.5mph  86.4mph 175bhp (est) 150kg Once-in-a-lifetime awe

2014 KTM Super Duke 59.03s  131.0mph  88.3mph 160.0bhp 214kg Better as a road bike

2015 Ducati 848 Streetfi ghter 59.54s 124.8mph 93.19mph 121.1bhp 200kg Damp track, 5 laps only

2015 MV Brutale 800RR 59.81s 126mph 92.3mph 127.12bhp 192kg  Damp track, 5 laps only

ENGINE |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Type Water-cooled, 16v, dohc, 65° V4

Capacity 1077cc

Bore x stroke 81mm x 52.3mm

Fuelling Fuel injection

Power 164.35bhp @ 11,500rpm 

(measured)

Torque 85.52lb.ft @ 9500rpm 

(measured)

CHASSIS |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Frame Aluminium beam

Front suspension Fully-adjustable 

43mm upside-down Öhlins forks

Rear suspension Fully-adjustable 

Öhlins single shock

Front brakes 2 x 320mm discs with 

four-piston Brembo M432 calipers

Rear brakes 220mm disc with twin-

piston Brembo caliper

DIMENSIONS |||||||||

Wheelbase 1447mm

Rake/trail 24.7°/99.7m

Weight 213kg (wet, me

Weight bias 51.4% fro   

Seat height 820mm

Fuel capacity 18.5 litre

TECHNOLOGY ||||||||

Rider aids Traction con  

quickshifter, power mod  

wheelie control, cornerin  

ABS, launch control

BUYING |||||||||||||||||

Price £14,495

Contact www.uk.aprilia
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Big motors, big 
wheelies, big fun. 
The Tuono meets its
supernaked rivals 
for the last road trip
of the year...
Words Chris Newbigging / Photography Simon Lee

APRILIA 
TUONO 1100

£14,499
Power: 164.35bhp

Torque: 85lb.ft

Wet weight: 213kg

Michael Rutter’s best 

Mallory laptime: 

55.80s

MASSIVE



 All of these 
bikes have anger 
issues, but which 
is most likely to 
use its teeth in 
pub brawl?
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R 
UTTER AND JOHNNY 

were impressed by the 
Aprilia Tuono’s track ability 
(p65). You can’t argue with 
an upright naked capable of 

smoking some serious sportsbikes. But 
it’s not the sort of bike for 10 trackdays 
a year – you’d buy the RSV4 if you 
wanted a circuit slayer. Track speed is 
of secondary importance for super 
nakeds, so we binned the Aprilia’s 
roasted tyres, stuck a fresh set on and 
assembled its main rivals to take 
advantage of the last of 2015’s decent 
weather, and find out if it’s as 
impressive away from a racetrack.

The BMW S1000R is the first nose 
the Aprilia has to bloody: when BMW 
retuned and stripped their brilliant 
superbike, it was obvious the result 
was going to be equally special in the 
supernaked class. It’s the most fun you 
can have without your fairing on.

Unless you prefer your stripped 
superbikes with two cylinders. KTM 
might have overpromised a touch by 
teasing us with ‘The Beast’ prototype, 
ridden in sideways, upways and 
smoking fashion by Jeremy 
McWilliams in a refreshingly 
inappropriate viral video – we should 
have guessed the production-ready 
Super Duke 1290 R wouldn’t be quite 
as lairy. But with a riding position like 
a supermoto and a trueue 100lbft of 
torque, it’s still a daft way to get about.

We grabbed all three, and spent two 
days blasting around North Wales to 
see if the big-bore Tuono 1100 holds its 
own against the best of the rest.

INVADING AUSTRIA
RATHER than give KTM an unfair 
advantage by testing Johnny Mac’s 
fettled, improved long-term Super 
Duke 1290 R, we borrowed a stock 

demonstrator from KTM for our jaunt 
across the country. 

PB’s Mekon-like mechanic Mark 
White grabbed the Tuono first – he’s 
grumpy first thing in the morning, and 
I know he likes a V4, so it seemed like a 
sure-fire way to ensure a happy 
Whitey. I took the BMW, while PB 
contributor Jon Urry took the KTM.

I shouldn’t have worried about an 
unfair test: BMW’s test S1000R comes 
equipped with a full Akrapovic 
exhaust system. We know from 
experience with Matt’s long-termer in 
2014 that this modification adds a lot 
of torque and midrange power, as well 
as chopping some weight.

Not only that, the crafty Bavarians 
supplied their test bike with the official 
optional screen, CNC-machined brake 
levers and matching Gilles rearsets. All 
in all it puts more than £3k on the 
asking price, turning the cheapest bike 

KTM 
SUPER 

DUKE 1290 R
£13,999

Power: 160bhp

Torque: 100lb.ft

Wet weight: 214kg

Michael Rutter’s best 

Mallory laptime: 

59.03s

BMW 
S1000R
SPORT

FROM £11,750
Power: 159.2bhp

Torque: 82lb.ft

Wet weight: 206.15kg

Michael Rutter’s best 

Mallory laptime: 

58.44s



1 Aprilia Tuono win
the soundtrack
battle hands-d

2 Quickshift
the V4 is a g
for seemle
upshifts

3 In othe
expect s
characte
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into what is actually the dearest here,
and as pricey as an RR.

Not ideal – but in practice, only the 
exhaust and screen offer an advantage.

The levers have a smaller area for 
your fingers, so the resistance of the 
clutch and brakes is spread over a 
smaller area of your finger tips; they’re 
not as nice to use. The rearsets squat 
your legs up uncomfortably, and 
incongruously given the upright riding 
position. I rode a stock bike on track 
recently, and it wasn’t lacking ground 
clearance: the rearsets have hindered 
more than benefitted the S1000R.

Never mind. There’s still lots of fun 
to be had. Though you wouldn’t know 
it at first. Rush hour town and A-road 

traffic is dealt with efficiently and 
swiftly. BMW concentrated the
single-R’s power around the midrange, 
so it only takes a small stroke of the 
throttle to deal with four- and 
18-wheelers. The high bars need only 
minimal inputs to filter through traffic, 
and are positioned in such a way they 
miss most car mirrors...

I discover another black mark for the 
modifications: the low-rpm fuelling 
isn’t well matched to the exhaust swap, 
and the ride-by-wire throttle response 
is indirect and lethargic below 
3000rpm. The Kawasaki Z1000 I’ve 
left behind is realistically a different 
sort of less-sporting big naked, but it 
would cream the BMW off the mark. 

It’s only a small irritance, but I know 
the Aprilia that’s on a parallel route 
somewhere nearby is going to be 
packing some serious pull with the 
extra 100cc it grew for this year. 
Maybe the BMW doesn’t have an 
unfair advantage after all. I’ll find out 
when we meet.

THE ROAD TO HELL (AND WELSHPOOL)
We’ve decided to base ourselves 
around Llangollen, Dolgellau and 
Ruthin in the hunt for a mix of fast 
A-roads and more nadgery back roads 
to test the breadth of these naked 
monsters’ abilities. But between 
Brackley and our start point in 
Welshpool is an M40/M42/M6 and 

1 2 3
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M54 drudge. Still, it’s only a couple of 
hours and one tank of fuel, so we’re not 
too fussed about taking the express 
route to the real fun.

That was the plan anyway. We get 
on the M42, and immediately the 
traffic crawls to a stop for miles. It 
clears, and then we get stuck in an 
even bigger queue on the M6. The 
fairingless trio all prove very adept at 
slicing up the tailback, but it’s a real 
brain-drain concentrating on two lanes 
of cars, watching for a twitch of 
steering wheel or last-minute signal 
that a tin box is going to ruin our day.

The saying ‘power to get you out of 
trouble’ is bollocks, really – it’s not 
often a 160bhp fistful improves a dicey 
situation. But these big torquey motors 
do allow you to zip through gaps and 
openings in a way that minimises the 
time you’re in harm’s way. It’s not the 
best use of their ability, but part of the 
reason these bikes are popular is 
because they still work in this sort of 
tedious road-riding situation. 

Despite the sonorous exhaust note 
and Italian charm of the Aprilia, 
Mark’s eyes are a picture of misery 
when we break the traffic, so we stop 
to cheer him up with quinoa salad. It 
works, though the news that 
photographer Simon’s leisurely crawl 
though the backroads in his eco-Volvo 
has seen him arrive ahead of us isn’t 
welcome. We’re glad to be out of reach 
of Birmingham’s motorway misery.

The M54 is an unexpected 
opportunity for fun. Mid-afternoon on 
a weekday, and the die-straight, 
smooth-surfaced carriageway is empty 
with nowhere for police to hide. It’s not 
long before Team PB gets wheelie 
tourettes. We take it in turns to click 
back a few gears, dip the clutch and 
float fast, easy wheelies like nothing 
with clip-ons can. 

Interestingly, Whitey doesn’t seem to 
be struggling on the Tuono. The Aprilia 
V4 motor has never been much cop for 
buffoonery thanks to on/off ride-by-
wire response, but the 1100 happily 
sails along in the outside lane a few 
times before the road signs begin to 
double in length and increase in 

unpronouncability, signalling the
border to Wales.

REQUESTING FLY-BY
I decide to switch with Jon on the KTM
to size up the Tuono’s other main rival
before getting on the new bike. I’m
expecting his unrelentingly perky
disposition to be dented by 150 miles
of bracing his tall frame against a
90mph blast on the bike with the least
wind protection of the trio, but a big
grin still appears from under his lid.

“It’s actually pretty good, I was
surprised. I had no problem sitting at
85-90mph, and it’s quite roomy. It’s not
what you’d expect.”

Whitey’s 5ft 10in schoolboy
proportions don’t suffer on the Aprilia
either, though I did spot him standing
on the pegs a couple of times to give his

‘The KTM is the only bike 

designed as a naked and not 

closely based on a superbike’

arse a break. It seems I got the worst
deal. The Beemer has an OK seat, and
the official screen is nearly as effective
as the full fairing on the S1000RR. But
those rearsets are killer. My knees are
grumbling, and they also transfer more
weight to your backside, so I too had to
air my derriere more often than I
would have with standard rearsets.
Seriously, don’t bother with them.

The KTM is strange after the
compact BMW. It’s the odd one out –
not only for having just two cylinders,
but also because it’s the only one
designed specifically as a naked and
not closely based on a sportsbike.

It’s tall, narrow and feels more
related to a supermoto than a
superbike. The handlebars sit wide,
high and close, and the pegs aren’t
very high or rear-set. Johnny found
them a restriction on track with his
long-termer, but we’re road-only for
this test, so they work quite nicely. The
gearlever irritates me though – it’s very
short, and the gearbox is stiff. Your big 
toe is under a lot of strain, and the gear 
change pad on my boots doesn’t 
protect from pain for very long.

Some of KTM’s best bikes are spoiled 
by iffy fuelling. The Super Duke is one 
of them – it’s still blighted by surging. It 
causes you to rock back and forth like a 
cowboy on a horse when on a constant 
throttle, and the close-ratio gearbox 
means it’s difficult to escape until you 

 Don’t bother 
with the optional 
rearsets – the 
BMW isn’t lacking 
ground clearance

 The S1000R, 
while still an 
unquestionably 
rapid bike, can’t 
match the Aprilia 
for soul

 Slower, 
point-and-squirt 
bends are where 
the KTM really 
shines



Whitey signals
to a passing
fighter jet in the
only way he
knows how

In faster
corners, the KTM
lacks a little when
it comes to front 
end feel
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get to high speed. 
Matters improve when I switch the 

bike from Sport mode to Touring. It
sounds like a cop-out, switching a 
supernaked to Old Geezer mode. But it
takes the edge off the needlessly 
aggressive fuelling without cutting the
power – it should be called ‘Normal’
mode instead, and Sport renamed ‘Shit
and Pointless’.

There’s still a trace of the hunting,
but I’m not swaying any more. 
However, crack the throttle in first,
second or third up to 80mph and the
KTM does it’s high-ho-Silver bit. The
SM-alike riding position helps you 
control it – tweak it higher, keep it 
balanced while you stand up or steer it
around curves. It’s top for dicking 
around – especially as it’s so short-
geared it just hovers along without
gaining momentum too quickly. 

Back on two wheels and through the
valleys, it’s clear the KTM is much 
more road-oriented than the BMW. It 
makes it easy to get on with and a bit 
more natural in slower, point-and-
squirt bends, but it loses out when you 
hit faster stuff and need front end feel. 
It’s not so much a head-down, 
knee-down sort of bike – it’s more of a 
jacket and jeans blaster for chucking 
around and not taking too seriously.

Climbing through a valley, there’s a 
roaring engine close by. But it’s not one 
of ours. Mere hundreds of feet up, a 
fighter jet performs a low pass. Whitey 
signals back by flicking the BMW’s 
headlights skywards yet again.

Swapping bikes for pictures puts me 

back on the S1000R. Immediately, the
greater intent is clear. The BMW
doesn’t feel quite the same sort of
fun-loving playmate, but it’s faster,
sharper and has tons more feel, though
the Brembo calipers have a weird servo
action – there’s an initial lag, and
without grabbing more they suddenly
grip hard. The KTM’s M50 calipers are
much more tactile, and ‘Supermoto’
mode on the ABS lets you skid the back
without compromising the front. Nice.
But really, the BMW is the more
versatile bike.

 LATIN LUNATIC
The Aprilia feels small and light, even
after the BMW. Compared to the KTM,
it’s a toy. But the riding position is still

‘The Tuono grabs your 

crotch from 2500rpm 

and belts forward on 

a big wave of torque’

comfy – the short tank and high bars 
mean you’re sitting in quite a relaxed 
position. The pegs aren’t quite as high 
as the BMW’s optional knee torturers, 
but there’s some intent there.

I fell in love with the RSV4 a few 
months back and I’m expecting to be 
embraced by a similar experience. But 
I’m surprised to find the sportsbike’s 
sister is fairly different when you start 
copping a feel. The RSV4’s power 
smoothly builds to 14,000rpm, 185bhp 
insanity. The Tuono gets straight down 
to business – grabbing your crotch 
from 2500rpm and belting forward on 
a big wave of torque.

The high bars mean this usually 
involves some mono-wheel time, 
unless you have the ATC set to keep it 



1 BMW’s optional 
rearsets do nothing 
to boost clearance 
– or comfort

2 Dash is plain and 
simple – just what 
you need

3 S1000R’s brakes 
have a unique lag to 
their operation
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2

on the ground. The long swingarm and 
stepless power means it doesn’t rear up 
like the rude-’n’-crude KTM, but just 
floats up. Even if you’re not the sort for 
monster balance-point mingers, you 
could enjoy the Aprilia as it pops the 
front wheel up on the gas, or on just 
about any sort of bump or crest. 

This month’s Rutter Test proved it 
has more outright speed than the 
BMW. But it doesn’t feel that way on 

the road. The BMW is easier get on and 
go fast. The Tuono needs more time. 
Part of that is the steering is actually 
too fast. I’d swap the Pirelli Supercorsa 
SPs for something like Metzeler 
Sportec M7RRs – it just doesn’t need 
aggressive tyre profiles with the 
amount of leverage it has.

You can dial into it, though, and you 
can begin to appreciate the Öhlins 
suspension’s comfy yet supportive ride. 

It’s actually a little too cushy – it could 
stand a little more damping, but at 
least you know the adjusters will have 
a meaningful effect. I spent hours 
fiddling with the BMW’s Dynamic 
Damping Control, and barely noticed a 
useful difference, other than Soft 
mode left it underdamped and choppy. 

There’s more feel from the super-stiff 
Aprilia, and it never gets unstable, but 
it can’t drop the BMW on the road. 

1 3
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Where the Aprilia does score is in
roll-on power. It’s never left wanting
for response, and the smooth, elastic
band-like way it fires you up the road
gets under your skin. Even with its
standard exhaust, the Aprilia wins on
noise, too. The soulful note from the
tailpipe is endearing – I find the
baffleless S1000R a bit too loutish.

The Tuono’s brakes are in some ways 
the worst here – the conventional 
master cylinder and base-spec radial 
Brembo calipers don’t give too much 

initial bite. But the more you squeeze
the lever, the more you get in return, 
and it still stops the Aprilia sharply. 
Really, they suit the bike – superbike 
brake power would pummel the forks 
into the floor and make it a jerky ride 
on the road. Whitey loved them, but 
some owners will want a more 
reassuring initial take-up – a pad
change will suffice.

The Tuono is surprisingly versatile. 
Gone are the days when Italian 
sportsbikes only worked at speed. The 

Aprilia goes fast, but also does
pottering along, or mid-speed cruising. 
On the way home, it was OK at 90mph, 
and the riding position didn’t cripple. 
The fuelling is way smoother than 
previous V4s, but still doesn’t like going 
to a closed throttle from very small 
openings at low revs – the fly-by-wire 
shuts the bike down too hard, although 
it picks up smoothly enough. It’s a 
minor bug, and it’s still more civilised 
than the KTM. It’s a far cry from 
unpredictable older Aprilia V4s.

‘The Tuono gets the majority vote,

for mixing charisma with a deep

reserve of ability’

As well as being
seat-of-the-pants 
winner, the Tuono 
also has the better 
of the other two 
on the dyno

APRILIA TUONO

164.35bhp@11,500rpm | 85lb.ft@9500rpm

BMW S1000R

159.2bhp@11,000rpm | 82.0lb.ft@9400rpm

KTM SUPER DUKE

160bhp@9000pm | 99.4lb.ft@8000rpm

BMW is the most 
affordable, but it’s 
lacking in soul
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1 V-twin boombox 
adds some real 
personality to the 
KTM experience 

2 ABS features 
‘Supermoto’ mode, 
allowing rear wheel 
skids with control at 
the front

3 Comprehensive 
digital menu is a 
real boon
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“THE KTM is

a good

roadbike, but

it’s too much

money, and

in 2015 a

quickshifter is expected as

standard in this price

range.

“I like the Aprilia – it’s got

the aggressive feel you

want from a bike like this,

but I agree with Chris that

it steers too quickly and it’s

that little bit harder to ride.

“The BMW loses nothing

to it, and I like that it has

electronic suspension – it’s

a silly thing but it gives me

that little bit more

confidence that the bike is

looking after me. I’d want

the exhaust though – I

don’t like the standard

system and the difference

it makes is well worth it.”

SECOND OPINION
MARK WHITE,
MECHANIC, CYNIC

Whitey refuses to
budge until he’s been

to Holland and Barrett

2

3

WHICH

I S  B E S T ?
Objectively, the BMW is the best road bike, even if 
you ditch some of the add-ons our test subject was 
presented with. It’s fast, good handling and 
versatile. But on track, the Aprilia was fastest.

I’m going to let opinion prioritise cold hard data 
in this verdict. The KTM comes in third – 
primarily because of the price. It’s just not a 
£14,000 motorcycle. Knock £2000 off and it 
would be a harder decision against an S1000R, but 
you would have to really want to go orange to pick 
the most expensive bike here. It’s the most 
road-oriented, and feels more like a dedicated 
naked than a rehashed sportsbike – not surprising, 
really. In a way, it should win a test of naked road 
bikes, but all three riders still preferred the other 
two on the day.

Johnny has made big improvements to his own 
1290 R with tyres, rearsets and suspension 
tweaks, but no doubt the other two bikes would go 
faster with some close attention, too. I’d still want 
the fuelling fixed – not ideal from the most 

expensive bike in its class.
Whitey said he preferred the BMW overall. 

John and I both wanted to take the Aprilia home. 
And as I’m in charge, I did. The BMW is missing 
the Aprilia’s soul. It’s still a lot of fun, and I can’t 
think of anything that wheelies with such 
metronomic ease. But you buy a sportsbike if you 
want outright speed, precision and ability. 

The Aprilia gets the majority vote for mixing 
charisma with a deep reserve of ability, and the 
bonus of being the fastest should you feel the need 
for a few trackdays. It’s the best looking, and 
although the BMW is theoretically cheaper, most 
leave showrooms festooned in accessories which 
makes the final cost close anyway. I’d happily pay 
the extra anyway – or buy the base model and a 
suspension revalve later.



The GP15 is Ducati’s most
for years. So why are their

Words Mat Oxley

BROT
IN A 

H
OW TO COMPREHEND 
Ducati’s sporadic fortunes since 
the GP15’s stellar debut: five 
podiums in the first six races 
and, until Phillip Island last 

month, pretty much bugger all since?
Only one way: talk to the man who 

made the bike and the men who ride it.
Interviewing Ducati’s Italian factory 

riders Andrea Dovizioso and Andrea 
Iannone is a funny business, a bit like 
interviewing dry, laconic Eddie Lawson 
and high-revving, big-talking Wayne 
Gardner when they rode for Rothmans 

ANDREA 
IANNONE

Self-styled ‘maniac’, 

winner of eight 

Moto2 races, now in his 

third year of MotoGP
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rider-friendly Desmosedici
racers’ results so mixed?

Photography Ducati Corse

HERS
RMS

Honda in the late 
1980s. There’s 
Dovizioso, with his 
quiet, intelligent 
comments, then there’s 
Iannone, with his wide-
staring eyes preparing for ‘the 
war’, as he calls his job. 

The pair are the exact opposites of the 
character types that race motorcycles: the 
cold-blooded scientist versus the hot-
blooded maniac (Iannone’s choice of 

word, not mine; more of which later).
Both men made their names in the 

ANDREA 
DOVIZIOSO

Ex-125GP 
world champion, 

winner of four 250 GPs, 
famed for his fluid 

riding style
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smaller classes. Dovizioso won the 2004 125
world title, then graduated to 250s, where
his Honda was always out-performed by the
Aprilias, but he nevertheless won four GPs,
using his perfectly judged and beautifully
fluid riding technique. Meanwhile, Iannone
barged his way to the top, via eight victories
in the harum-scarum Moto2 class, banging
fairings and rubbing elbows all the way.

I ask Dovizioso if he’s ever ridden like a
maniac. “No!” he laughs. “But to speak about
riding crazy is difficult. My style looks very
smooth and calm, but it’s not like that inside
me. Many times I’ve made a crazy race, for
me, but from the outside it looks different.

“I have always ridden the same way. If you
study all the other riders, nobody really
changes, because if you ride one way but

then try to ride
like another
rider, it doesn’t

There is one reason for this dramatic 
transformation: Iannone’s machine, not his 
mind. “I still push just as hard, but the GP15 
helps me more. I get more feeling from the 
bike, so the risk is more under control.”

So how come Iannone still calls himself a 
maniac when he’s not keeping Italy’s 
carbon-fibre industry booming? He looks at 
me, confusion across his face, so his personal 
manager Carlo Pernat steps in to explain.

Pernat is a cigar-chomping, black-out-
shades-wearing paddock perennial – many 
years ago he was Aprilia race boss, then 
manager of Loris Capirossi, Marco Simoncelli 
and now Iannone. (He’s a wild old man who 
likes working with kindred spirits).

“Andrea is not a maniac in riding,” says 
Pernat. “He is a maniac of precision.” 
Iannone’s eyes brighten. “Yes, yes,” he says. 
“Always in my life I’ve wanted everything to 
be perfect – I’m that kind of maniac.”

So for all you millions of people who have 
enjoyed the “Maniac Joe” emblazoned across 
his buttocks: you’ve got all it wrong. To fully 
clear up this confusion we should consult an 
Italian/English dictionary. “Maniaco” means 
obsessed by something, or crazy about 
something. So there you go.

work. The best way forward is to know how 
to use your positives, then improve your 
negative points.”

Iannone is a very different young man. 
The arse of his Dainese leathers bear the 
legend “Maniac Joe”, which replaced his 
earlier nickname “Crazy Joe.” I’ve often 
found to my cost that it’s not a good idea to 
speak to riders about why they crash so 
much, but I can’t help myself when the 
opportunity presents itself.

Iannone answers indignantly, those mad 
eyes flaring at me. “In the past I crashed, yes, 
but for sure other riders crashed more than 
me,” says the 26-year-old.

The man from south east Italy got the 
“Crazy Joe” nickname from teenage mates, 
“because in one day I would crash my scooter 
two or three times. Now I crash much less.”

And he is right. This year, he crashed just 
three times at the first 15 GPs. 

‘Iannone claims not to 

check Dovizioso’s data. 

“Not true,” says Dovi’

Less-experienced Iannone 
reckons Dovi has actually 
learned from him



If you believe in stereotypes, Iannone is a 
stereotypical young Italian man: somewhat 
in love with himself. This is his first season as 
Dovizioso’s team-mate and his third year in 
MotoGP, whereas Dovizioso has been in the 
big class since 2008. So what has Iannone 
learned from his more experienced (but not 
hugely successful) team-mate? “I think Dovi 
has learned from me!” he says, proud eyes 
blazing again, perhaps with good reason as 
he’s ahead of Dovizioso in the points chase.

Does he check Dovizioso’s data, as is 
normal practice between team-mates? “No, I 
don’t compare my data with Dovi’s. I did a bit 
in Qatar, that’s all.”

When I ask Dovizioso if he checks 
Iannone’s data, he replies. “Of course, 
everyone does this.”

When I tell him Iannone insists he doesn’t 
bother looking at the squiggles and curves 
from Iannone’s data recorder, he laughs. 
“This is not the reality, this is the Iannone 
style!” Hmm, sounds like they aren’t best 
mates; hardly surprising, considering they’re 
such different human beings.

“I can learn things from Iannone because 
you can learn something from everybody,” 
continues the 29-year-old. “I just learned 
something from [Danilo] Petrucci [satellite 

Ducati rider at Pramac], because every rider
has a different style and you can’t be the best
at every point of every track. You have to
study and understand the reason someone is 
better than you are in some part of a corner, 
whether it comes from electronics, chassis 
set-up or the weight of the rider. That’s why 
it’s important to check Iannone’s data and 
also Petrucci’s.”

So what did Dovizioso learn from Petrucci, 
who happens to be the burliest rider in 
MotoGP, at 77 kilos?

“I learned in practice at Assen that he was 
quicker than me through the last fast right 
because his traction is very good, because he 
is heavier than me.”

We saw proof of this at a wet Silverstone, 
where Petrucci and his GP14 beat Dovizioso 
and his GP15 to second; which also 
underlined the Ducati’s excellence in the wet.

But surely there’s no easier problem to fix 
than increasing rider weight for extra 
traction: eat more pies! “Maybe! But I try to 
fix it in a different way – I can change my 
riding position, that kind of thing.”

Both Dovizioso and Iannone have their 
own theories about why Ducati have been 
left behind since the start of the season when 
the much-hyped GP15 made its race debut. 

In the Qatar season-opener Dovizioso
finished just 0.174 seconds behind winner
Valentino Rossi’s Yamaha, apparently ending
the factory’s miserable four years in the 
MotoGP doldrums, during which they’d 
never come so close to victory.

By round 10 at Indianapolis, Iannone was 
top Ducati, 21s behind winner Marc 
Marquez, a gaping deficit of 
almost 0.8 seconds per lap.

 “Nothing has changed on 
the bike since Qatar... it’s 
incredible,” says Iannone, 
staring me out again. “Also, 
Honda completely changed 
the bike for Marquez, to 
improve two tenths a 
lap, which 
is a lot.”

Both riders started the year 
more strongly than 

anyone expected

 Satellite rider Petrucci beat Dovi at Silverstone

Dovi reckons it’s his rivals 
– not necessarily 
their bikes – that 
have improved
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corner. Then he mimes the Yamaha, which
completes the corner with minimal
wheelspin, turning with chassis balance,
rather than engine power.

“When we slide,” he says, “our bike doesn’t
turn like the Honda. When we slide, we go
more like the Yamaha but our bike doesn’t
turn like the Yamaha either. We are lucky
that we have a lot of engine power, so even if
we lose in traction, we win some back after
the next gear change. The problem is that 
after some laps, we lose traction more and 
more early in the corner.

“So the limit to our performance is clear 
but it’s not easy to fix, because the level in 
MotoGP is so high now. Also, if you push 
in one direction to fix a problem, then for 
sure you will lose in another area. For 
example, my style needs a lot of braking 
stability into the corners, and if we 
try to increase the 
mechanical grip of the rear 
tyre, for sure we lose 
braking stability. At 
Motegi, we made 
quite a good step 
with braking stability 
but we still need more.

“The differences are 
very small and our bike is 
really good, but not yet 
good enough to be at front. We 
need many small improvements 
because that’s the only way. And 
we can’t build a Honda or a 
Yamaha – you have to follow the 
technology of your own bike.”

And next year everything 
changes in MotoGP. Ducati will 
lose the engine, fuel and tyre 
concessions they’ve had for the 
last couple of years to give 
them a chance against Honda 
and Yamaha. So the big 
question is what shape will 
they be in at the start of the 
2016 season?

But that doesn’t explain the 0.8s shortfall 
at Indy. Dovizioso thinks those early results 
were a mirage; not because Ducati engaged 
reverse gear but because the best Honda and 
Yamaha riders have engaged warp speed.

“The biggest thing is that the top four 
riders [Marquez, Rossi, Jorge Lorenzo and 
Dani Pedrosa] weren’t strong like they are 
now. It’s not so much the bikes have got 
better, it’s the riders. Now they are all riding 
at their peak, pushing each other and their 
bikes to the limit. That is the reality.”

Dovizioso’s theory makes sense, to a point. 
In fact it is the riders and the bikes that have 
improved. Lorenzo had technical problems at 
the first few races. So too did Marquez who 
struggled manfully with Honda’s 2015 
RC213V engine. Even though Honda have 
made improvements to the champion’s bike 
they can’t recreate the 2014 RCV – on which 
Marquez won a record 13 races in one season 
– as engines are ‘frozen’ at the start of each 
season, so Honda can’t revert to last year’s.

The 2015 RCV engine has too little 
flywheel mass, so it locks up on corner entry, 
spins up too quick on corner exits and 
wheelies too much away from the grid, 
which is why Honda rarely win the all-
important drag race to the first corner.

While Honda struggle with that, Ducati’s 
recent R&D focus has been corner-exit 
traction. That’s where they were losing most 
of those eight tenths a lap.

“Our edge grip isn’t good,” says Iannone. 
“So when I want to accelerate on the edge of 
the tyre it’s really difficult. Then when you 
pick up the bike to accelerate more, the 
anti-spin intervenes, so the bike doesn’t 
accelerate so well. I think it’s a mechanical 
grip problem and it’s not so easy to improve, 
but for sure Ducati are trying their best.”

Dovizioso goes into more detail. He starts 
by describing the different ways in which the 
class-leading Honda and Yamaha exit 
corners. He mimes the Honda, with its rear 
tyre spinning and kicking sideways, which 
turns the bike and launches it out of the 

‘Next year Ducati 

will lose their 

engine, fuel and 

tyre concessions’

Corner exit is the 
big struggle right now

Straightline speed isn’t top of 
the factory’s concerns

 Both riders took podiums in Qatar
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‘WE CAN ENTER 
CORNERS FASTER 
AND BRAKE LATER’

T
HE BIGGEST IMPROVEMENT in 
the GP15 is its front end. The scary 
front-end ills that haunted 
Valentino Rossi and others for so 
many years have finally been 

exorcised by Ducati tech chief Gigi Dall’Igna, 
who quit Aprilia at the end of 2013.

 “Last year if you slid the front tyre you 
crashed,” says Iannone. “You got to the limit 
and the bike didn’t tell you, so you crashed, 
and wondered why. This year I can feel the 
limit of the front before I reach it. This is very 
important because you have more control 
when you are riding 101 percent.”

Dovizioso agrees, even though he has a 
different riding technique. He uses slightly 
less corner speed than his team-mate, using 
more of a point-and-squirt technique.

“Last year I couldn’t enter corners like the 
others – I had to take a much wider line. This 
year I can enter the corner faster and brake 
five metres later. It’s a small difference but 
the level is so high in MotoGP that you can 
never make big differences. Also, whenever 
you make something better and you can ride 
faster, you run into the next problem. So now 
I arrive in the corners more on the limit of 
the front tyre, so in the middle of the corner 
the bike doesn’t turn as well as the Yamaha.”

Unlike previous Desmosedicis, which were 
frantic muddles of new parts and old parts 
thrown together in a desperate attempt to fix 
the wayward front end, the GP15 is pretty 
much all-new.

Most importantly, the engine and gearbox 
are more compact. Whatever Dall’Igna did 

with the old unit he couldn’t get it in a 
position that allowed the chassis geometry 
he wanted. Now he can, hence a front end 
that sticks.

Of course, Dall’Igna will tell us nothing 
about the details. These days, if you want to 
find out MotoGP secrets you must trawl pit 
lane and paddock, looking for loose lips. One 
mechanic who has worked for Yamaha and 
Ducati insists the GP15 engine is 
considerably heavier (yes, heavier) than the 
GP14 engine.

“When I went from Yamaha to Ducati, the 
first time I picked up the engine I was 
astonished at how much lighter it was, 
maybe 10 kilos or more,” says our 
anonymous spannerman. “It was too light 
– so the bike didn’t have the centre of mass to 
help transfer load from one tyre to the other, 
into and out of corners.”

Dall’Igna, of course, refuses to confirm or 
deny such a thing. What he does confirm is 
that old truism in racing that if you improve 
one area of the bike, you usually spoil 
another. Hence the GP15’s problem isn’t the 
front end, it’s the rear end.

“Now our problem is on the edge of the 
rear tyre when we use the gas, so we lose 
time from the apex,” he admits. “We only 
understood we had this problem at the 
Catalan GP, because that track has a lot of 
long corners. Like always, there’s a 
combination of many reasons for the 
problem. It could be swingarm stiffness, 
electronics, many things; so we must work in 
all areas to solve or reduce the problem.”

Problems with the front end 
solved, the team are now 
concentrating on the rear

How Ducati’s GP challenge is on track

GIGI 
DALL’IGNA
Moved from Aprilia 
in 2013 to head up 
the Desmosedici’s 

development
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ENGINE
More compact but 

heavier (that’s right) 

engine now rotates 

backwards for better turning. 

Ducati won’t talk 

horsepower specifics but 

it’s got to be knocking 

on 260bhp

FRAME
The GP15 frame isn’t 

night-and-day different 

from the GP14 unit, but it is 

stiffer at the rear, shorter and 

narrower all over, which is 

better for riding position 

and during changes of 

direction

ECU
Like everyone else, 

Ducati will switch to 

unified Magneti Marelli 

software from next season. 

Some people believe the 

change will upset the 

MotoGP status quo, 

others say it will 

change nothing

SWINGARM
Ducati junked their 

carbon-fibre frame during 

2011 but retain a carbon 

swingarm, unlike their rivals. 

Their engineers believe 

carbon-fibre allows them 

to tune flex more 

accurately

Booming underseat 
Akrapovic is still the best 

soundtrack in MotoGP

Top yoke  
is lightweight  

work of art
Ducati persevere  
with carbon swingarm
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Inside Chris Walker’s 
workshop. Yes, that 
Chris Walker

Everyone has a zero-mile

Foggy rep, right?

Sega TT arcade game, bought 

on eBay to keep kids quiet You can’t buy this H2... it’s here 

while its owner is on holiday
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FROM SUBURBIA TO RACETRACK

O
PENING ITS DOORS this year on April 25, 
the UK’s newest Kawasaki dealership isn’t 
your usual bike shop. Based in Grantham, 
Lincolnshire, Chris Walker Kawasaki is 
owned and ran by current BSB rider Chris 

‘The Stalker’ Walker and as such has a fresh and new 
outlook on selling and looking after bikes. 

Not only does an arcade machine take centre stage 
in the showroom, there are also ex-WSB and BSB bikes 
as well as modern classics on display, a state of the art 
dyno room, off-road section, café, kids play area and 
an immaculate workshop with a BSB mechanic 
spannering customer’s bikes. 

Add to this Chris himself working in the shop every 
day he isn’t racing and it all adds up to a dealership that 

‘I know I can’t 

race forever, 

so opening this 

shop was my 

retirement plan’
BSB and ex-WSB star Chris Walker 
walks us through his workshop
Words Jon Urry / Photography Paul Bryant

SEGA MANX TT 

SUPERBIKE

“This was an eBay buy.

The plan was to get John

McGuinness and James

Hillier to race on our open

day, hence the colours,

but McGuinness couldn’t

make it. A load of racers

did come and Luke

Stapleford was the

quickest. It’s free to play

and is just a bit of fun.

I think it cost £900 and

is worth every penny,

especially if you can

distract a kid while you are

selling a bike to their dad.”

MINIMOTO

“A customer dropped this 

off for me to sign it for his 

kid as it is in the Be Wiser 

colours and he is a 

Walker fan.”

2014 CADWELL 

PARK POSTER

“I finished third that day, 

which was the last time 

I stood on a BSB podium. 

Hopefully not my last ever! 

We were on slicks but 

there were a few damp 

patches. People ask me 

why I’m so good in the 

wet and I think it’s my 

off-road background – you 

just get used to a bike 

moving around 

underneath you. It’s not 

easy with 220bhp, but I 

seem to be good at it.”

USED BIKES

“We spent the winter

sourcing really good

quality used bikes and

uncovered some gems.

We didn’t want to get the

usual stuff, so we looked

for RGV250s, early R1s,

RC45s, Blades – things

that were a bit different

and interesting. We even

have Steve Plater’s old

Blade for sale, complete

with HM Plant paintjob.”

1995 SUZUKI RGV250

“This is another classic 

bike we located and it 

only has 6000 miles on its 

clock. My first racebike 

was an RGV – it was 

hideous, with white paint 

and blue and red fablon 

squares stuck on. I got a 

second and two wins in 

my first race meeting at 

Mallory Park on it, won 

the EMRA championship 

and then swapped it for 

an FZR400.”

DUCATI 996R

“This is 996R number 21 

and was bought by team 

owner Darrell Healey for 

Troy Bayliss when he was 

racing in BSB. When 

Bayliss went back to 

Australia he left it with 

Darrell and we bought it 

from him, alongside an 

RC45. We sold the RC45 

but the 996R is a keeper. 

We aren’t a museum, but 

it’s lovely to have cool 

bikes in your shop for 

riders to look at.”

2016 KAWASAKI 

KX450F

“This year Kawasaki have

launched a ground-

breaking new motocross 

bike, the 450F, which 

weighs just 1kg more than 

last year’s 250. It’s a 

proper weapon and you 

can now get 0% finance 

on an off-roader, which 

is fantastic.”
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is well worth a visit, even if you aren’t looking at 
buying a bike. Although be careful, Chris is a pretty 
good salesman.

“We got the keys to this place last October,” Chris 
explains. “It was a bit run down so we got in a design 
crew who did their magic, and then we got to work 
sourcing bikes. People probably don’t realise that my 
father ran a bike shop in the 1970s, so if I hadn’t 
started racing I would probably have taken over the 
business from him. It’s kind of always been on my 
radar and as my race career is nearing an end, it 
seemed the right time to open a dealership. And a 
Kawasaki one, naturally.”

The location was also a simple choice, not only 
does Chris own a motocross track just down the road 

from his dealership, the A607 from Grantham to
Melton Mowbray is one of the best biking roads in the
UK and is a hotspot for riders every weekend.

“The response from customers since we opened the
doors has been fantastic,” said Chris. “We have sold
over 100 bikes and the place is always buzzing. At the
end of the day I know I can’t race forever, so this is my
retirement plan and means I can still be heavily 

involved in the industry I love. The shop is like an 
extended family – my crew chief Chris is in the 
workshop, Arai, Motul and Fox have been with me 
throughout my career and of course so have 
Kawasaki. I get to spend all day talking bikes with 

people who are equally passionate – it doesn’t get 
much better than that.”

WANT TO BE THE NEXT 360º GARAGE?If you have a workshop, 
garage or shed that should 
be on these pages, email us at editorial@pbmag.co.uk

 Stalker’s Grantham bike 
shop is as slickly run as a 
BSB race paddock

KAWASAKI H2R

“We have had an H2R on 

the premises pretty much 

since it opened and this is

my own bike. We have had

it on the dyno, Johnny

Rea has ridden it at

Goodwood and on the

open day we revved it up

every hour, on the hour.

I rode it at Cadwell Park

and exiting Barn corner it

didn’t give me enough

time to get under the

screen for the straight as

it was so bloody fast.

Even a superbike doesn’t

feel that quick! Utter

madness and brilliant

because of it.”

KAWASAKI ER-6

“New riders are snapping

ER-6s up as they are easy

to restrict to A2 compliant

and a great bike. It costs

£15 to restrict and I guess

they are so easy to neuter

it can’t be that hard to

remove the restriction

either...”

KAWASAKI 250SL

“These are brilliant little 

bikes – cheap, economical 

and reliable. Kawasaki do

a Ninja 250SL as well as a

naked Z250SL. We have

sold more of the naked

bike as riders go for the

more powerful twin-

cylinder Ninja 300 over

the 250SL. Locally, it is

generally older riders

looking for cheap city

transport who buy the

naked bike.”

MONSTER SEAT

“We didn’t steal them 

from BSB, we just got  

good deal on them. They 

are from Bike-It and are 

the real deal. There is 

nothing more boring than 

an office chair in a 

showroom, so this is 

just a bit of fun.”

FOGGY REP

“This is a zero-mile Foggy

Rep, number 46. My first

ever BSB ride was on the

Old Spice Ducati before

I moved to the Boost bike.

I’m a massive Ducati fan,

but on the road, not the

track. That said, my most

successful WSB season

was on the HM Plant

Ducati as James

Toseland’s team-mate.

He finished third, I was

sixth. From an excitement

point of view, you can’t

beat screaming an inline

four on the track but on

the road I love the relaxed

nature of twins.”

KAWASAKI 

NINJA ZX-10R

“I’ve raced every 

incarnation of ZX-10R

Kawasaki has built. I loved

the early bike, won a WSB

race on the ‘wheelbarrow’

model and race BSB on

the current one at the

moment. With the new

bike arriving next year,

hopefully a BSB team will

want my experience to

help them develop it into

a competitive package.

That will probably be my

last year in BSB, at which

point I might reveal my

actual age...”

KAWASAKI H2

“You can’t have an H2 in

 stock, they arrive and go 

straight out the door. At 

the moment we are sold 

out until March 2016. We 

have sold six H2s so far, 

and three H2Rs, and this 

bike is only here as the 

owner is on holiday. It’s a 

brilliant aspirational model 

for the Kawasaki brand. 

The H2R, on the other 

hand, is total madness!”



 2012 KAWASAKI 

ZX-10R BSB BIKE

“This is the Bournemouth 

Kawasaki bike that I took 

the race win on at Oulton 

Park in 2012, my last BSB 

win to date. I have the 

correct fairings from 2012, 

but it is currently wearing 

the wrong colours.”
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 ARAI LIDS

“I’ve worn Arai most of my 

career, but there is no 

longer a Walker rep in the 

range. I tried to get them 

to do an ‘old but gold’ 

final edition. Maybe it will 

happen when I retire.”

 2002 KAWASAKI 

ZX-7RR WSB BIKE

“This is a full-on WSB 

factory Kawasaki, the real 

thing I raced in 2002. After 

the season ended, Hawk 

Kawasaki got the bike and 

Glen Richards raced it in 

BSB. I bought it back and 

returned it to its WSB 

colours. It’s an amazing 

bit of kit – dry clutch, 

magnesium cases, WSB 

forks, factory gearbox, 

frame and swingarm. It’s 

fully re-commissioned and 

makes around 160bhp. I’d 

love to take it on a few 

trackdays, but nothing too 

serious. It’s one of the 

best racebikes ever.”

 SPEED VAULT

“It’s important for riders to 

see and touch parts, 

which is why we created 

the Speed Vault. You get a 

free dyno run when you 

buy an exhaust from us.”

 2002 SILVERSTONE

POSTER

“This was taken after I

finished fourth in the

second WSB race. It was 

a damp race and was my 

best result of the year. 

That was the last year of 

the 750s and I finished 

ninth in the championship, 

which is why I still run the 

number nine. I was the 

first four cylinder in the 

championship, so 

technically the four-

cylinder world champion 

in 2002!”

 KIDS KORNER

“My little girl Rosie has 

donated a few toys to 

keep the kids amused 

while their parents are 

looking at bikes.”

 RACE CAFE

“The cafe is a huge part of 

the business as it gives 

people an excuse to stay 

a bit longer and makes us 

a destination. It’s dead 

cheap and serves good 

food and coffee.”
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DYNO ROOM

“This is a Dynojet dyno and is the one that the H2R was

run up on at the NEC Show last year. Chris is our dyno

man and this is a side of the business that we are

growing. We are looking at doing monthly ‘run what you

brungs’ and you can watch your bike being dynoed from

inside the showroom.”

STALKER OFF-ROAD

“My passion has always been off-road. If I had ever been

any good at motocross I wouldn’t have gone road racing.

As a business it’s great as the off-road season starts

when the on-road one tails off. I also own a motocross

track, Stalker MX, which is just 10 minutes away from the

shop, so that’s perfect. Off-road riders go through loads

of kit, which is great for the shop.”

 SERVICE & STALKER 

PERFORMANCE 

CENTRE

“My current crew chief, 

Chris Hunt, works on all 

our customer’s bikes. He 

has spannered for WSB 

and BSB teams and is 

brilliant. We designed the 

shop to be open and put a 

window in so customers 

can see into the BSB 

pitbox-style workshop. 

The pictures on the walls 

are Chris and myself in 

BSB, so riders can see he 

is the real deal.”
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CHRIS HUNT’S WORKSHOP WISDOM

‘Clean the bench before starting anything’

WORK IN A NICE 

ENVIRONMENT

I spent three days 

painting the ceiling tiles 

for a chequerboard 

effect. You need to have 

pride in where you work 

and that extends to the 

floor and ceiling. Keep it 

clean and cover the floor 

with tiles or vinyl.

HAVE A ROUTINE

When Chris crashes his 

BSB bike, we treat it the 

same as if he hadn’t 

crashed it. We put it up 

on stands and follow the 

same routine for 

removing fairing panels, 

etc. That way you notice 

every part that needs 

changing or fixing. 

CLEAN UP BEFORE 

YOU START

Before starting any job in 

the workshop or BSB 

paddock I will clean the 

bench. That way, I will 

know that if there is a 

washer, a nut or whatever 

left over, it is from the job 

I’m doing and not the one 

I did before.

USE A ROLL MATT

If I am working on 

something intricate with 

small parts such as carbs 

I lay a roll matt down and 

keep all the bits on that. It 

stops things rolling away 

or getting lost. I also use 

magnetic trays to keep 

things secure when I’m 

working on a worktop.

FAILING TO PREPARE 

IS PREPARING TO FAIL

Don’t just fire into a job 

and assume all will go 

well. The internet is your 

friend and it is better to 

research the job before 

you start pulling bits off a 

bike. Take a step back and 

think about it, it will save 

you time in the long run.

CHRIS HUNT, WALKER’S WORKSHOP BOSS, ON WHAT HE COULDN’T BE WITHOUT

Chris’s 5 favourite tools..

1 TOOL CHEST

“You need a decent tool chest. The game falls apart 
without one and I know exactly where each tool is and 
if one is missing. I replace every tool after each job and
start again so I know where I am. I can’t stand a mess
and I use the tool box as my hub, which is why the 
bench next to it gets the most use.”

2 MAC TOOLS ½-INCH IMPACT GUN

“The last resort. When you drag this out, the bolt will 
either snap or come out – either way you know where 
you stand after using it! It delivers 1400Nm of torque 
and isn’t cheap but it’s a beast. It’s more powerful than 
an air gun, and far quieter, too. I have a smaller one for 
ripping engines apart, but the ½-inch is the punisher; 
when this comes out something is in trouble!’

3 MOTUL BRAKE CLEANER

“I reckon we go through about 15-20 litres of brake 
cleaner a week. I clean everything with it and it is 
essential. I use it on engine components and fork 

internals when I am rebuilding them. Some panels 
don’t like brake cleaner and, ironically, you shouldn’t 
ever use it on brake pads. It’s also ace for starting 
two-strokes and cleaning your hands.”

4 SNAP-ON DIGITAL TORQUE 

WRENCH

“Everything needs to be torqued correctly; I can’t stress 
how important it is to get, and use, a proper torque 
wrench. I can do it pretty accurately by feel now, but 
torque values are there for a reason. Manufacturers do 
calculations for things such as caliper bolts and they 
have to be used. If you over-tighten fork pinch bolts or 
fork triple clamp bolts you can damage the forks and 
even stop the suspension working.”

5 SNAP-ON 8MM T-BAR

“On a racebike most bolts are M6 with 8mm heads, 
which is why I use this all the time. There is no better 
T-bar than a Snap-on one. It’s all about the balance, 
which allows you to spin it and do up bolts quickly. It’s 
all about the spin; you can’t buy that kind of style or 
skill. When a TV camera is on you in the BSB paddock, 
you need to be able to spin a T-bar with style.”

1

2

3

4

5
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STORY SO FAR

PB hears of new race 

series. 18 hours later, 

we bought this

SPENT THIS MONTH

£705
Bike and a full tin of 

penetrating fluid

 45k and a
graze on the
clocks say
‘hard life’

 Nasty tank 
pad, torn seat. 
But an easy fix 
at least

 Loads of 
receipts tell a 
tale of care. 
But look at the 
reality...

OILY RAGS AND FRANTIC SPANNERING

Race this?
Really?
Stop laughing. This crusty old commuter 
is set to become our 2016 budget racebike

1997 SUZUKI BANDIT GSF600S CHRIS/MATT

WHAT A BEAUTY. Amazing isn’t it? 
Well, amazing that it’s still standing. If 
you’ve read the news section of this 
issue, you’ll see Formula Phoenix are 
launching a Bandit 600 Challenge for 

barely modified Bandit 600s. We thought that sounded 
like a laugh – turning cheap, unloved commuter bikes 
into battle-ready club racers where no-one can gain 
an advantage through splashing loads of dough. 

Matt instantly got around to researching shocks, 
exhausts, tyres and the other limited changes you can 
make. I started at the beginning: finding a bike. Naked 
and half-faired variants are allowed: 
I reasoned the GSF600S is slightly less desirable to 
normal buyers, and a small fairing will be useful 
for ungainly great oafs like Matt and I.

I made an offer on a likely candidate: it had already 
sold. The rest online at the time were either too much 
for what we needed, or disgusting wrecks that would 
need too much remedial work.

My pal Gary is one half of Grumpy 1260 Spares – a 
specialist in 70s-90s Suzukis. I dropped him a text 
asking him to keep an eye out – I presumed he didn’t 
bother with old hack GSFs, but he might see one on his 
travels in the world of old Suzooks.

Ring-ring. “I’ve got one. What do you want it for?” I 
explained our requirements – basically a sound engine, 
frame, swingarm and forks ripe for titivation and 
modification. He assured me the 45,000-mile 
specimen in his workshop was sound, but exhibiting 

CRACKED PIPE
OE exhaust will be binned.

There are some budget race 

systems on the market that 

save loads of weight and 

boost power by 10%

We’re hoping rusty 
doesn’t mean 

seized here
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Thankfully, many of the
parts past their use-by
date will be replaced for
racing anyway

Rusted baffle doubles
as a rattle when the
engine’s running

the usual corrosion, faded paint and knackered
exhaust, but everything we’d need was still OK.
I offered him £700 on the phone: he said he’d deliver
it in the morning.

And he did. It’s a less than majestic sight. Red paint
faded to pink, corrosion all over, and a tank from the
later model fitted. It’s full of old fuel, so it took a few
minutes to splutter from three cylinders to four, but
when it gets going it runs evenly, and doesn’t smoke or
rattle. Apart from the rotten exhaust baffle, anyway.
The chain is apparently a £12 Chinese effort: Gary
insisted we don’t ride it beyond the car park.

The suspension is beyond knackered, but the fork

BRAKES
Stock calipers and disc sizes

must be kept. Ours need a full

rebuild, new pads, braided

lines and discs. The rear is

non-functional

SHOCKING
Any damping that came as

standard is long gone. A

suitable, revalved GSX-R rear

shock should slot in nicely

FORKED
Six feet of sag, no damping to

speak of. Replacement

springs, different oil and 

redrilled stock dampers are 

all that’s permitted

‘In theory, it’s a simple project requiring 

time more than money or engineering 

brilliance. But we’ll make it difficult...’

legs are good. It rides in a straight line. The worst bits 
are the parts we’re either going to overhaul or replace 
for racing anyway. It’s typical of a bike used as daily 
transport – it looks awful, but the huge wad of receipts 
show the motor has been cared for. It even has two 
keys, and fobs for an irritating and dodgy alarm.

Matt’s gone into overdrive working out how to get 
the best from it. Whitey’s surprisingly enthusiastic 
about it, too, and Gary likes what we’re doing, so he’ll 
cut us a deal on any more used bits we need.

The plan is to find a GSX-R shock, get it revalved 
cheaply and match it with beefier fork springs/oil. We 
need a new exhaust, but first we’re going to pull the 
motor out and inspect the top end. We can’t tune for 
more power, but we can make sure it isn’t losing any.

In theory, it’s a simple project requiring time more 
than money or engineering brilliance: make it the best 
a stock Bandit can be, then make the limited changes 
allowed. But you know us, we’re bound to create more 
work for ourselves...
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EDITOR MATT HAS been on my case
all summer about sorting my Blade.

“We need to talk about the ‘L’ word.”
“Lesbian?”
“No, love. You’ve fallen out of love

with it, haven’t you?” he’d say, with an ‘I’m not angry, 
just disappointed’ look. I’d feel guilty, then he’d wheel 
out his 2000 R1 and remind me how fantastic it is.

Well, I haven’t fallen out of love with the Blade. The 
truth is more complicated. Love always is. And, indeed, 
lesbians probably are, too.

When I bought this clean, low-mileage example I
fantasised of riding long summer days into Scotland,
maybe with some like-minded 1990s sportsbike 
chums. I dreamed of fabulous winding Highland roads
where the Blade’s bulging, cam-chainy midrange
would dovetail perfectly with a broad, spacious riding
position. And I imagined the sun dropping gently
behind Ben Lomond, spilling across the waters of the
loch and bathing the Blade’s deep shell-suit paint in a
golden lustre while I romanced the hotel’s shy barmaid.

Back in the real world, I went for a couple of long-ish
local day-rides on the Honda. And, although it was
funky and cool, it was also in need of a suspension and

chassis refresh. So I fitted new head bearings because 
the old ones were shot, and fitted new Bridgestone S20 
tyres – which must be amazing, as they almost mask 
what I suspect might be a botched job on the bearings.

Then I took the RR-T to a dyno where it made a 
slightly disappointing 107bhp. They only made 
110-112bhp when new, so it’s probably about right. 

The Blade was absolutely awesome in 1996. And it 
still is. But we aren’t the same riders we were back 
then. Expectations have risen, maybe beyond the 
Blade’s capacity to satisfy them. In 1996 when I went to 
a trackday on the Blade, it was a mixture of excitement 
at going very fast tempered by the worry of either 
losing the front or highsiding into oblivion. Today 
when I go to a trackday, I don’t have to worry about 
crashing so much because an electronic safety net 
catches the bike. Which, for someone who likes going 
fast but prefers not to crash, is the whole point. 

So I parked the Honda in the garage, popped it on a 
trickle charger, and got on with working, mowing the 
lawn, gigging and doing all the other stuff that gets in 
the way of riding my own bikes in my own time. 

So now’s the time – winter approaching, obviously 
– to look again at the Blade and scratch my chin, and 
turn it into a bike I can ride. Sadly, that won’t involve 
trackdays – can’t turn back the clock. But it can involve 

STORY SO FAR

Bought two years ago 

on a nostalgic whim, 

Si’s Blade has survived 

the summer fed only on 

a trickle charger

SPENT THIS MONTH

£25
Clear screen and inner 

fairing panel

1996 HONDA FIREBLADE SIMON HARGREAVES  It’s not immediately clear 
what Si’s up to here, but we 
sincerely hope it’s not what 
it looks like...

Love is 
in the air
Simon brushes off the cobwebs 
and digs his 1996 FireBlade 
out, just in time for winter
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“NICE BIKE MISTER” and “you
lucky bastard” are phrases I’ve
heard a lot of this month. Both of
them are true. Local kids love it;
the gaudy graphics and manageable

size appeal to their youthful tastes. And yes, I’m still
the lucky bastard from last month who was gifted
this bike as a 10-year anniversary present. Seems
all the dishwashing and foot massages paid off...

The Tuono went off to local Aprilia dealer
Wheels for its first service. Being a multi-franchise
dealership they gave me a Suzuki GSX1000S as a
courtesy bike for a few hours, which made for an
interesting comparison, being a halfway house
between both my K6 GSX-R1000 and the Aprilia.
It makes almost 20bhp less than the GSX-R and
Tuono but without a fairing you don’t really miss
those extra ponies. It handled well, it felt like it
carried its weight down low and was comfortable
and flickable. It comes with traction control and
ABS, too. Is it worth £9.5k when you could simply
buy a K6, strip the fairing off and throw on some
wide bars? Hmm, not sure.

Back at Wheels, the Tuono is ready for collection.
An oil and filter change, general checkover and
some attention to a slack throttle cable and we’re
good to go. It immediately feels more aggressive,
like it wants to go out and punch a Deauville in the
face. The midrange makes the GSX’s feel weedy
and it has a top-end rush the Suzuki can only
dream of. It’s now eager to seek out corners and
generally misbehave, which is just as well as that’s
what we’ll be doing now the gloves are off.

the original dream, which is basically sports-touring. 
The Blade needs third party TLC – a fettled bike is 

like a cooked meal: always better when someone else 
has done it. The to-do list therefore looks like this: 

1) Bin the purple screen (done; got a clear one in the 
post from a pal, thanks Mike).

2) Get the engine working properly. I’m popping it 
over to Mark White’s next week, where we’ll check the 
valve clearances and compression.

3) Get the suspension working as well as it can. 
There are a couple of ways to go with this. The first is 
the cost-effective, make the best of what you’ve got 
method, revalving the rear shock and re-springing the 
front. The second involves piston kits, expensive 
shocks and radical set-ups. I’m not sure which option 
will give me the feel and confidence I want, but I’m 
going to try the cheaper option first. I’ve got to 
remember this is a cheap bike and keep it real.

Matt is trying to convince me to go for a 929/954 
Blade front end conversion, giving better forks, better 
brakes and a 17in front wheel, for wider tyre choice. 
Another option is a straight swap with a suitable 17in 
Honda wheel – and, as it happens, I have a 1996 
VFR750 in the garage next to the Blade...

4) Fall back in lesbian with the Blade. I mean love. 
Fall back in love. 

STORY SO FAR

Bought new for road

and track

TOTAL MILES

520
MILEAGE THIS MONTH

270

2015 APRILIA TUONO V4 FACTORY KAR LEE

Suzuki GSX1000S
courtesy bike can’t touch
the Tuono for midrange

 Oil and filter change, and 
some slack dialled out of 
the throttle. Ready to go

What the hell are 

you staring at?
Kar’s Tuono Factory comes out of its 
first service ready for a good punch-up
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RATED, FOR YOUR PLEASURE

Forcefield Pro L2 back/ 
Race Lite chest protector

10
10

HOW LONG EIGHT/SIX YEARS COST DISCONTINUED – NEAREST IS PRO L2K BACK £90/ELITE CHEST £50 

CONTACT WWW.FORCEFIELDBODYARMOUR.COM

THIS BACK/CHEST 

PROTECTOR combo is 
in the top-three best 
motorcycling products 
I’ve ever used. The back 

protector has done the job protection-wise 
in a number of racing crashes and the odd 
road tumble, too. Thankfully, I’ve not had 
to trial the chest protector since I got it in 
response to having the imprint of 
Fireblade screen bead across my chest.

Both are comfortable, becoming supple 
with body heat, 
and 

I’ve spent many full days wearing them 
without an issue. They’re also robust – the 
foam/rubber design isn’t damaged by 
impact, unlike some armour which is 
designed in a more sacrificial way. The
velcro waist strap and elastic shoulder straps 
still work as they should with no fraying or 
damaged stitching. 

It’s the ideal mix of qualities – they do 
the job when asked, but are comfy 
enough that you never feel the need 
to leave them out. It’s second nature 
to wear both now. A recent instance 

when I forgot to pack them and 

borrowed someone else’s clunky, restrictive, 
sweaty (but not cheap) back protector 
highlighted just how good my own gear is. 
Their lifespan means they represent 
excellent value, too – they’re still fine to use. 
Chris Newbigging

CHEST PROTECTOR
Not everyone wears one,

but if you wear a back

protector, why should you

leave your front 

undefended?

MULTIPLE CRASHES
The back protector was an

accomplice in my early

club racing days, and took

numerous impacts

STRAP UP
Velcro waist strap doesn’t

cut me, and is adjustable.

Shoulder elastic is starting

to sag now but is still

doing the job
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Knox Covert gloves

THESE ARE

SUPPOSED

to be

waterproof

summer gloves, but I’m

now into November and

still use these every day

because of their warmth,

breathability and

resistance to water.

The Coverts use a

waterproof membrane

which is bonded to the

leather, meaning the

gloves are thin and also

that you don’t encounter

that awful ‘prolapse’

moment when you remove

your hands from the glove

and the lining follows.

So far they’ve proved

themselves to be

waterproof enough and

have loads of feel and

comfort, only marred by

the slider on the palm

pressing on the bars and

causing a pressure point

when riding bikes with

pulled-in bars like our

Daytona 675. On nakeds

and wide-barred bikes

like a Panigale it isn’t a

problem. As long as you

like the subdued looks,

they make a decent

multi-season buy.

Matt Wildee

HOW LONG SIX MONTHS/2000 MILES COST £100

CONTACT WWW.PLANET-KNOX.COM

8
10

Bridgestone RS10 tyres
HOW LONG 800 MILES COST £270 CONTACT WWW.BRIDGESTONE.COM 

I WAS 

INTERESTED 

in trying these 

on PB’s 

long-term Panigale. The 

RS10s didn’t fare brilliantly 

in our 2015 tyre test, but 

I’d hoped they would work 

well for day-to-day 

sportsbike road riding. 

Initial impressions were 

good – they steered well, 

warmed up quickly and 

were also good in the wet.

The main problem with 

them was wear; the RS10 

seems a very soft tyre. On 

long, fast summer runs 

you could see the rubber 

peel off the tyre like on a 

trackday – and despite 

varied use, they started to 

square in 500 miles. By 

800, they’d lost their 

profile and as they wore, 

the handling of the Pani 

deteriorated, robbing 

stability and confidence. 

The Dunlop D211GP 

Racers I’d replaced for 

these Bridgestones lasted 

longer, and when they did 

wear in the middle, they 

still felt better. It’s a shame 

because the Bridgestone 

R10 track tyre is excellent 

and I hoped it would be 

the same case with these.

Matt Wildee

5
10

Oxford Oximiser 3X
HOW LONG 18 MONTHS COST £79.99

CONTACT WWW.OXPRODS.CO.UK

FOR THE 

LAST 18 

months this 

has been my 

R1’s life support system. 

The Oximiser monitors 

battery levels and keeps it 

topped up while giving a 

real-time display of 

battery condition. It 

comes supplied with a 

quick-release connector 

that connects to the 

battery, and I’ve routed 

this to exit under the left 

side panel, to make 

plugging it in easier when 

I roll into the garage.

It’s proved reliable and 

trustworthy over a long 

period of constant use. 

The system claims to be 

able to recover discharged 

batteries, and it can, to a 

point. However, when a 

left-on sat-nav drained the 

battery on my S1000R 

down to 7.2v it was unable 

to get it going, unlike the 

industrial unit at my local 

BMW dealer. Aside from 

that it’s done everything I 

want. Good kit.

Matt Wildee

Second-hand vice
HOW LONG TWO YEARS COST £13.52 CONTACT WWW.EBAY.CO.UK

CHEAPLY 

CAST 

CHINESE 

vices aren’t 

worth the hassle. Ask it to 

clamp down a bit too hard 

and it’ll shatter. This sort 

of thing is much better. 

Scan the classifieds, 

search eBay and keep an 

eye out at car boots for a 

proper British-made 

engineer’s vice like this. 

This unbranded, ancient 

four-inch jaw item is 

plenty good enough for 

the sporadic use it gets. 

It’s been shown some 

serious force, but hasn’t 

failed on me, and has 

made various workshop 

tasks much easier. 

The sliding portion has 

a large flat portion that 

doubles up as a useful 

anvil for supporting items 

you need to teach some

English to with a hammer.

A new equivalent 

Record vice costs £90 – 

but this is way better value 

for the amateur mechanic. 

It’s already lasted 40 

years, so it should last the

same again. I’d advise

spending a few quid on 

quality soft jaw covers, 

though – a £5 set 

predictably failed on me.

Chris Newbigging

 10
 10
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PB’S 2015 LONG-TERM TEST FLEET

PB GSX-R750: 

THE DAY OF 
RECKONING
Over the last year we’ve tweaked our GSX-R750 with 
cost-effective mods. Now PB’s road testers compare it 
with a stocker to see the difference

MONTH 

EIGHT
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SPECIFICATION

£9599
134BHP | 192KG

MILEAGE THIS MONTH

213
TOTAL MILES

0 3 8 7 3

COSTS THIS MONTH

£6
As many burgers as

Rutter could eat from

the Mallory cafe

2015 SUZUKI GSX-R750 SIMON RUSSELL

SI RUSSELL HAS been busy
tweaking his long-term GSX-R750
this year to tease out some of the
bike’s potential overlooked by
Suzuki since 2010 when the bike

was launched. Nothing major or significant;
evolution rather than revolution. Decent brake
pads, better tyres, smaller front sprocket, bigger
rear sprocket and raising the ride height at the rear
with a homemade shim are all things that Suzuki
could do to the GSX-R750 today.

The plan was to take Si’s GSX-R to Mallory along
with a standard one and ride them back to back
myself while Michael Rutter was datalogging some
other bikes. However Rutter, being of a certain age,
has a soft spot for the GSX-R750 and offered to
datalog Si’s bike for me and get a laptime that can
be compared to not only the standard GSX-R he
rode last year, but also everything else on the
Rutter Test leaderboard.

Before handing the keys over to Michael, I take
both bikes out to get a feel for the changes, and
while you couldn’t say they are day and night,
there are clearly differences in the way Si’s bike
feels compared to the stock bike. Overall, Si’s bike
is much more positive and responsive in the way it
goes about everything. It seems to make better use
of the GSX-R’s already light weight by having
sharper, fade-free brakes and quicker steering,
especially noticeable through the faster Gerard’s
corner and also the slow exit of Edwina’s chicane
which is a very ‘rear end’ corner. You set up for the
right-handed part of it on a steady throttle and no
brakes whilst flicking across from full left lean.

There is very little front to rear weight transfer
so the bike is already set on its rear end. It’s a slow,
fiddly, second-gear, 40mph corner that dares you
to be greedy with the throttle, so without any front
to rear weight transfer to help key the rear tyre
into the ground, a sorted rear end that lets you feel
what’s going on really helps for a good exit. Si’s
GSX-R offers much more in the way of feedback
from its rear end than the stock bike, and along
with its grippier tyres and snappier acceleration,
this inconspicuous but awkward corner is a key
part of the lap which highlights a lot of the changes 
Si has made all at once. 

The other big difference is on the brakes, 
specifically into the hairpin and Gerard’s where, 
after only a handful of laps, the stock bike’s brake 
lever is beginning to trap the two fingers that I 
don’t use for braking between it and the throttle. In 
contrast, the brakes on Si’s GSX-R have much more 
bite, power and consistency.

Reassuringly, Rutter’s feedback is identical to 
mine, but his laptimes are a good deal faster.
Despite already having his laptime from 12 months 
ago on a stock GSX-R750, I ask him to set another 
time on the stock bike. His time last year was 
57.28s, and on the stock bike this year it’s 57.27s. 
Impressive consistency, but not as impressive as 
the laptime he sets on Si’s GSX-R750. 56.01sec puts 
it 1.26s clear of the stock bike, and puts it well clear 
of a Kawasaki ZX-636, Honda Fireblade, Triumph 
Daytona 675R and only less than a second away 
from a 1199 Panigale S. 

 Michael’s back-to-back 
comparison throws up 
some obvious differences

Si’s bike boasts 

quicker steering than 

a standard GSX-R

Lever comes back to 
the bar much sooner 

on stock bike

‘Rutter’s time on our bike is 

less than a second away 

from an 1199 Panigale S’
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The next day, I take both bikes to Bruntingthorpe to
let the datalogger do the talking, and the results are
pretty much as you would expect. Si’s GSX-R
accelerates faster from a standstill and roll-on but has a
very slightly lower top speed. The only result that
stands out as odd is the 0-150mph time. The stock bike
is faster by nearly two seconds and uses 105 metres
less to get there, which is at odds with the rest of the
data. The reason is that the stock bike we have is fitted
with a taller screen from Suzuki’s accessory range
meaning that once I get north of roughly 120mph, and
aerodynamics play a more significant part, my 6ft 4in
body starts to handicap Si’s GSX-R’s ability to
accelerate. A closer look at the 100-150mph times

support this, with the stock bike much quicker.
The 100-50mph braking time and distance results

are equally impressive. I take the figures from the
same place on Rutter’s data trace at Mallory so I can
compare them to each other, and other bikes. Si’s
GSX-R takes 0.36 seconds less which may not sound
like much, but that translates to 15.72 metres in
distance, in one braking zone on one lap. Imagine what
that would add up to over a 12-lap race or 20-minute
trackday session. At 2.59 seconds, Si’s GSX-R is better
than a Triumph Daytona 675 and Yamaha R1M, and
equal to a BMW S1000RR, which packs active
suspension, ABS and trick engine braking systems. In
fact the only two bikes I’ve ever measured at Mallory
Park that are better on the brakes are Ducati Panigales,
specifically the 1199 R and a 1299 S.

Overall, Si’s GSX-R not only feels better than the
standard bike, and therefore breeds confidence, but is
also measurably better in every way. The only question
that remains for me is related to the fact that Si has
achieved this with inexpensive upgrades to some small
but key components on the bike. His GSX-R has been
transformed into a properly fuck-off fast motorbike, so
why on earth can’t Suzuki don’t do the same, and fight
back? It’s fundamentally a brilliant bike held back by
cheap, low-spec components in key areas.

PB’S GSX-R750 MODS

BODYWORK
£498.18

Bought online, from

www.auctmarts.com

SHOCK SHIM
free

6.5mm shim on rear

shock raises ride height

BRAKE PADS
£50

DP Sport HH+ sintered

pads replace OE HGs

TYRES
£300

Dunlop D211GP Racers

TALON SPROCKETS
£46.76

One down on the front,

two up on the back

QUICK-ACTION
THROTTLE

£24.99

1/5th-turn Hairy Rs item

Q STD GSX-R750 Q PB GSX-R750

0-60 3.8s /49.74m 3.51s /47.48m

0-100 7.33s /178.22m 6.75s /64.41m

0-150 18.40s /826.62m 19.65s /931.91m

100-150 11.06s /648.5m 12.91s /767.51m

Top speed 163.68mph 160.94mph

50-100 5.05s /167.63m 4.33s /145.48m

Standing 1/4 11.63s /128.78mph 11.30s /130.23mph

100-50 2.95s /99.76m 2.59s /84.04m

‘PB’s bike takes 0.36s and

15.72m less than the stock

bike from 100-50mph’

THE DATA SUZUKI V PB

To fit in the frame, 

Johnny had to 

stoop and stand 

half a mile away

HH+ pads help Si’s 
bike destroy the 

stocker’s time

Standard GSX-R can’t 
touch PB’s tweaked 

bike from a standstill

Stock bike slows 
from 100-50mph in  
respectable 2.95s



GET YOUR EARLY BIRD TICKETS NOW!
SAVE £££s I LIMITED AVAILABILITY

www.mcnmotorcycleshow.com  08448 737 346
Calls cost 6p per minute plus network extras

*All bookings subject to a £1.50 transaction fee. Children under 16 must be accompanied by a paying adult. The above date is a guideline and is not a guarantee.  

Please be aware that external factors beyond our control (such as strikes & adverse weather conditions) may delay your order.

TWO
FOR ONLY

£28
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Exhaustive 

testing 

continues
Matt tries out a full Akrapovic 
system on PB’s long-term Panigale

2015 DUCATI 1299 PANIGALE MATT WILDEE

WHEN YOU’RE THE custodian of the
fastest, most-powerful production
V-twin in the world, what the best thing
you can do? Make it faster, of course.

The Panigale’s stock exhaust is pretty
fruity as standard, and an efficient design. It packs a
lot of emissions kit and silencing material into the
small area below the Panigale’s sump. But it ain’t pretty
– the stainless steel unit gets marked and stained quite
easily, making it look rusty when it isn’t. The finish
comes back with half an hour of Autosol, though.

The new Akrapovic system is a thing of beauty – as
you’d expect for a system that costs more than a used
GSX-R1000 K5. It’s stunning to behold, from the 
tapered, expanding headers, to the beautiful rainbow
curves of its titanium pipework, and the tiny tapered
silencers that spew thunder and burnt hydrocarbons.

And by God it is loud. But not in a uncultured way –
there’s a sense of deep, bellowing thunder and a 
volume that grows as rpm increases. You feel more
connected to the bike as a result, feeling each power
pulse, almost touching each explosion as the unburnt
fuel from each quickshift ignites, and having a throttle
even better connected to the back wheel than before. If
you’re the kind of person who can spend more than
£20k on a motorcycle without blinking, I can see why
you’d want to shell out a bit more for this experience.

On the dyno there’s a 5bhp gain in the middle, which
you can feel, and which adds to the Panigale’s potent

midrange to create breathtaking urge. Plus the 3kg 
weight reduction has resulted in an extra nimbleness 
that makes itself known at every corner.

But there hasn’t been a top-end gain yet. According 
to the lambda sniffer on BSD’s dyno, the map the 
exhaust was installed with has made the Pani run rich, 
giving me just 2bhp more at the top at the moment, 
taking power to 184bhp. But with a re-flashed ECU, 
BSD’s Mark Brewin reckons another 8bhp in total 
would be possible, and more midrange, too. I can’t 
imagine how earth-shattering that would feel. 

Sumptuous in every way 
imaginable. And for the 

price, so it should be

‘BSD’s Mark Brewin reckons 

there’s another 8bhp still to 

come with a re-flashed ECU’

SPECIFICATION

£20,750
182BHP | 194KG

MILEAGE THIS MONTH

641
TOTAL MILES

0 4 4 3 0

COSTS THIS MONTH

£3690
Ducati Performance 

Akrapovic full system

BEST MOMENT

Each flame-spitting 

midrange quickshift
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MONTH

SIXRR is top 

of the class
So good at going slow (and 
fast), it’s the perfect litre 
bike for a riding assessment

2015 BMW S1000RR SIMON HARGREAVES

EVERY YEAR, PB’S bosses ‘encourage’ 
us to get assessed by a riding school to 
make sure we’ve not picked up any 
dangerous habits in the preceding 12 
months of going at it like lunatics.

Which is why, one fine autumnal morning, I sit in a 
cafe opposite Graham from Rapid Training. He’s a 
genial chap, on a BMW K1300S – so even though he’s 
an ex-copper, his taste in bikes is beyond reproach. He 
goes through the nuts and bolts; basically, a 20-minute 
ride down some nice roads with him tailing me.

“Ride as you would normally. We’re not fanatical 
about sticking to speed limits... within reason,” he says. 

What are you looking for? 
“It’s just to see you’re safe. Then I write a report.” 
I’ve heard stories of staff riding as fast as they could 

and losing the assessor. One assessor crashed, trying to 
keep up. Other times, staff crashed trying to get away.  

None of that is happening today, despite the BMW 
S1000RR sitting outside the cafe looking, as it always 
does, like a million mph standing still. Every ride is 
always, still, deeply, deeply impressive – the law of 
diminishing returns doesn’t apply to the RR. One of 
the most beautiful things is the way it satisfies at any 
speed, from faffing about to flat-stick. Try riding a 
Panigale or new R1 through a 30mph limit and not 
experiencing a growing frustration at its chained 

performance. The BMW excels, whatever the pace.
The BMW glides happily away from the cafe, then

catapults up to 70mph with a series of rapid
quickshifts, unburned fuel crackling in the headers as I
roll off, flick the cruise control on, and relax. Graham
sits on the RR’s rear wheel. I ride proportionately,
carefully and steadily. Like a policeman. The job
would’ve been trickier on any other litre sportsbike.

When we pull up, Graham smiles and says, “You’re
playing the game, aren’t you?”

Well, I’m not going to pull the pin in front of you, am
I? We chat about my riding. On the whole, he is happy
and, apart from a comment about holding back and
creating more space before overtaking, we head off
with him in the lead. He, also, rides like a policeman.
We go our separate ways, and I end up back on the
road I was assessed on. When I get to the end of it, the
BMW’s onboard bonkers-o-meter says 50 degrees of
left lean, 52 degrees of right lean, a 50% traction
control torque reduction and 0.95g braking. Job done.

Is the MT-07 a

supernaked?

I’VE JUST GOT home from

this month’s supernakeds

test, which left me wondering

what the definition means,

and if it could even apply to the MT-07.

If you’re talking about bikes with high 

bars and chassis that could near live with 

their superbike brethren then no, the 

MT-07 is obviously no R1 (or R6) rival.  

But the engine still makes me grin 

30 feet after leaving my driveway and 

knowing that much fun comes with a 

price tag that’s nearly a third of a new 

Super Duke keeps the smile wide across 

my face. Having owned a TRX850, which 

this engine shares loose brochure specs 

with, I expected the MT to feel wanting. 

But no. It gives away 150cc but feels like 

double the torque and revs twice as hard. 

It’s only good for 130mph or so, but how 

2015 YAMAHA MT-07 MARK WHITE

MONTH SIX

SPECIFICATION

£5479
74BHP | 182KG

MILEAGE THIS MONTH

211
TOTAL MILES

0 3 3 8 4

 Si H holds back 
on the overtake... 
for now

 Every day is a 
school day for 
Hargreaves

fast do you want to go on a naked?

Of course, £5749 doesn’t buy top-

drawer suspension or a chassis so stiff 

it’ll ripple tarmac, but adding a quality 

Nitron shock and better brake pads has 

made this Yamaha a more than realistic 

option for cheap, serious road fun.

SPECIFICATION

£14,760
193BHP | 204KG

POLICE CHASES

1
TOTAL MILES

0 4 2 1 6

BEST MOMENT

50° L/52° R, 50% DTC 

torque reduction. 0.95g 

braking. Er, constable...
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£1106 full-system 
adds 10bhp, sheds 
weight 

MONTH 

FIVE

2015 KAWASAKI Z1000 CHRIS NEWBIGGING

Horsepower lunch
Zed gains 10bhp and drops weight over Chris’s lunch break

THE Z1000 IS a refreshingly simple 
motorcycle by 2015’s standards. No 
traction control, a cable still opens the 
throttle bodies, and you can’t even 
view the clock and trip-meter at the 

same time. It’s a simple, brutish machine that I’ve 
really enjoyed the last 3000 miles on.

It also came in handy when this Akrapovic stainless 
steel 4-into-1 arrived from Performance Parts. Matt’s 
Panigale spent days at a dealer having its own Akra 
system fitted: you basically need a trained technician, 
special tools and a lot of time to dismantle the bike, fit 
the pipe to the motor and bolt it all back together.

The Zed needed just 90 minutes and the cheap 
monkey-metal toolkit we keep in the lock-up for small 
adjustments and fettling (usually). The only 
components, other than the old exhaust itself, you 
need to remove are the bellypan and exhaust shield 

bracket – the grand total of six bolts.
Unbolt the silencers, slacken the exhaust butterfly

valve cables and remove them from the pulley under
the seat. Undo the header bolts, remove the collector
box retaining bolt and watch your fingers as the stock
exhaust clunks on to the floor. Fitting is nearly the
reverse of removal – it’s a little more involved, as the
header retaining flanges, headers, mid-section and
end-can all go on seperately, but it only took a little
manipulation of pipe joins to line it all up. 

My only gripe is that the stock heat shield is 
retained. You can’t leave it out, as there’s a sizeable
bracket on the link pipe to bolt it to – I’d have preferred
the lambda sensor to be hidden on the back side of the
pipe, and the neatly-welded pipework allowed to 
speak for itself.

It’s a minor thing, though – it still looks great, and
the weight saving is significant. I couldn’t get dyno
time for a reflash before this magazine went to print,
but it’s running fine as is – Akrapovic claim a 10bhp

SPECIFICATION

£9899
126BHP | 220KG

MILEAGE THIS MONTH

241
TOTAL MILES

0 3 0 3 3

BEST MOMENT

Dry corner, new tyres, 

knee down in October. 

Perfect
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Foggy, Jezza, 

leave it alone!
Sunglasses firmly welded on head, 
PB’s rockstar road tester ‘keeps it real’

2015 KTM SUPER DUKE R JOHN McAVOY

Higher centre of
gravity and new
rubber inspire
October fun

 Continental 
SportAttack 2s 
replace D211 GP 
Racers for autumn

MY SUPER DUKE R has had a busy 
month hobnobbing with celebrities. 
First up was Carl Fogarty. As part of 
a promotional thing KTM were 
doing with him at the Isle of Man 

Classic TT, they gave him my bike to use. Word is he 
really enjoyed it, but noted that while the traction 
control and ABS can be switched off, they always 
default back to ‘on’ once the ignition is switched off. 

It’s not been a huge issue for me, as I generally 
leave the traction control on. But when the bike 
came back to me, it had KTM’s ‘Off Road Dongle’ 
fitted, which remembers the TC and ABS settings 
when you switch the ignition off.

It also came back with KTM’s Akrapovic titanium 
slip-on silencer attached. I was a bit underwhelmed 
when I fired the bike up for the first time, as it 
sounds the same as the standard pipe. There is no 
facility to remove any baffles, or for a de-cat link 
pipe. I don’t need to put it on a dyno to know it 
doesn’t make more power, and the throttle 
response is the same. At £690 for a kilo or so of 
weight saving, I reckon the money would be better 
spent on 45 tanks of fuel for an epic road trip.

I rounded off the month with a KTM trackday at 
Silverstone where owners were invited to take to the 
track with Jeremy McWilliams. I did manage a 
session with an RC8R-mounted Jezza. I didn’t let on 
that lap after lap I was getting the shift light in sixth 
gear on Hanger Straight and generally riding my 
heart out expecting to crash at any time or for the 
bike to explode in protest of the beating I was giving 
it. After destroying another set of tyres, the bike 
stinking of burnt brakes, and with just fumes in the 
fuel tank, I rode home that evening very happy 
indeed that the Super Duke R exists.

gain even in this state. I suspect sub-3000rpm power is 
depleted, and there’s a small flat spot at about 
2500rpm, but when it gets to 5000rpm, extra shove is 
clearly evident – it needs some refinement to reinstate 
the torquey feeling the standard exhausts give, but it’ll 
wheelie a gear higher now. There’s more in there, it 
just needs setting up to get the best from it.

I’ve removed the Dunlop D211 GP Racer road/
trackday tyres that I’ve had on since the PB trackday, 
too. They’ve been great – even on cold or wet days, the 
Zed’s torque and weight are sufficient to get heat into 
them. But now cold and wet come as a package they 
were starting to work against me instead of with me. 

I’ve gone for a set of Continental SportAttack 2s in 
their place. The more rounded profile and more 
versatile compound instantly feels happier on wet 
roads, and when roads dried out, the combination of 
tyres and pipe have made the bike feel the best it has 
all year. Really, the Dunlops were overkill – the 
Continentals are more of match for the sporty roadster 
and work at all levels of effort. The Dunlops are 
designed for far more extreme bikes and demanded a 
more aggressive input to get the best from them. 

The Continentals are warming up better, and Conti’s 
unique surface preparation meant there was no skating 
around scrubbing them in – they’ve felt safe and grippy 
from the off. Best of all, they’re about to be superseded 
by a SportAttack 3 (see page 18), so they’re available 
for little more than £200. I enjoyed the sticky Dunlops, 
but really the Zed can’t make use of their limits. The 
Contis should be grippy enough, but more versatile. 

On top of that, the reduced weight has raised the 
centre of gravity – the Zed flicks over easier, and 
wheelies better, too. I wish I’d made these changes 
earlier, but at least the cold won’t be stopping my fun.

 Johnny tries his best 
to hang on to Jeremy 
McWilliams at a Silverstone 
KTM owners’ trackday

SPECIFICATION

£13,999
158BHP | 214KG

MILES THIS MONTH

359
TOTAL MILES

0 1 6 5 0
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SPECIALIST DIRECTORY

www.hagon-shocks.co.uk

SPARES & PARTS

INSURANCE BROKERS

www.zero-limits.co.uk TELEPHONE: 01778 422 722

� Carbon for all makes and
types of bike

� Special projects considered
�  4OP�1UALITY s 56 0ROTECTED

� 0RE 0REG
Construction

� 1000’s of products
for many models

The only limit is
your imagination!

Quality new & used parts
01206 793111

www.motorcyclerecycle.co.uk  
motorcyclerecycle@hotmail.co.uk 

Slip it in quicker
with a Sigma!

Tel: 01892 538802
www.sigmaperformance.com

www.the-carbon-king.com Tel: 01865 600 635

ORDER ONLINE, OR CALL: 01728 833020
www.davidsilverspares.co.uk
sales@davidsilverspares.co.uk

Vintage Honda parts
specialissince 1986

PARTS FUEL TUBE GIFT IDEAS

ACCESSORIES & ESSENTIAL LUBRICANTS

SPARES & PARTS

DYNO

CARBON FIBRE

BATTERIES

Save up to £243  
with a Multi-Bike policy 
through Carole Nash*

If you ride more than one bike, 
you could save money!*

2015

MOTORB KE INSURANCE

2013

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

Based on reviews from
January 2015 June 2015

of customers

would recommend

Carole Nash96

You can only get this offer by calling

0800 083 5511
Six Wheel | Modern Bike | Off Road | Custom | Future Classic | Classic | Vintage

carolenash.com /insidebikes.com @insidebikes

 X   RIDER COVER** - FREE accidental 
damage cover when riding other bikes

 X DNA+ protection system worth £30^

 X Unlimited accessory cover^^

 X  UK & European breakdown and accident 
recovery, including Homestart assistance 
worth over £100

 X  Up to £100,000 legal expenses cover  
in the event of an accident which is  
not your fault

 X European cover of up to 90 days

 X  Up to 10% off for insurance 
-approved security^^

 X In-house claims team

YOUR MULTI-BIKE INSURANCE 
POLICY INCLUDES:

Opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm.  ^DNA+ protection system, terms and conditions apply - 

carolenash.com/dna-terms-and-conditions. ^^Subject to terms and conditions, call for details. *Based on an average customer 

saving of £243. Saving compared to buying two separate Carole Nash policies. Average customer = 48 year old male with 7 years 

NCB, riding a Honda 900RR Fireblade and a BMW R1200 GS. **Rider Cover: Both bikes must have comprehensive cover, terms and 

conditions apply - carolenash.com/rider-terms-and-conditions. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by 

the Financial Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, 

registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.
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To feel at one with the road.
Colin, 32, Liverpool

“

To stay focused.
Tom, 42, Southampton

“

That’s why I ride
Why ride with Bennetts?

#thatswhyiride
†Full details of Bennetts Exclusives can be found when you purchase

a policy, register and log in to www.bennetts.co.uk/rewards.

•

•

Recommended by riders

Common modifications covered as standard    

24 hour claims

Motorcycle insurance specialist

Bennetts Exclusives Bonuses†

Get a new quote at  

bennetts.co.uk

0800 107 0778

mcebikes.com

0844 338 67 07

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
8.30am - 9pm Mon - Fri, 
9am - 5pm Sat & 10am - 4pm Sun
Open Bank holidays: 9am - 5.30pm

Or visit us at:

*Calls will cost 7 pence per minute, plus your phone
company's access charge.

*

BIKE
What you could get with an MCE Policy:

INSURANCE!

CLUB MCE
MEMBERSHIP

#MCEBSB

VIP
VIP

FREE TRACK
DAY COVER

#OnTrack

EUROPE

183 DAYS FREE 
EUROPEAN 

COVER

#RideOut

INSURANCE BROKERS
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WE cover your mate’s bike when
YOU ride it - FREE of charge on us!**

Included with your bike policy

Opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm.  ^DNA+ protection system, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/dna-terms-and-conditions. *Based on an average customer saving of £243. Saving
compared to buying two separate Carole Nash policies. Average customer = 48 year old male with 7 years NCB, riding a Honda 900RR Fireblade and a BMW R1200 GS. **Rider Cover: Both bikes must have comprehensive cover, terms 
and conditions apply - carolenash.com/rider-terms-and-conditions. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of
Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

�������������
Carole Nash, a name you can trust

���UK & European breakdown and accident 
recovery, including Homestart assistance 
worth over £100

����Up to £100,000 legal expenses cover in the 
event of an accident which is not your fault

����RIDER COVER** - FREE accidental damage 
cover when riding other bikes

��FREE DNA+ protection system worth £30^

��Dedicated UK based call centre

Based on reviews from 
January 2015 – June 2015

of customers 

would recommend 

Carole Nash96
2013

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2015

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

SAVE UP  
TO £243

ON A MULTI-BIKE POLICY*

INSURANCE BROKERS



-

accom ress.

JOIN

JOHN McGUINNESS, 

CHRIS WALKER  

& JOHN REYNOLDS

FOR THE ULTIMATE 

BIKER PARTY WEEKEND

•  – Ride motocross and 
adventure bikes off road

• Ride out with BSB riders
• Try and ride iconic classic and 

vintage bikes
• Trials bike stunt display, plus short 

track live action
• BSB chat show and bargains to buy
• More live acts than ever before
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THE NAKED VERSION of
BMW’s Boxer was once the
least interesting option. Less
speed than the ‘S’ sportsbike
variant, no touring ability

like an RT, and lacking in the rufty-tufty
appeal of a GS. They were probably only a
viable production proposition because so
many parts are used across the Boxer range.

The new one is sort of the same – but
different enough. For a start, it has the much
peppier water-cooled flat twin engine.
There’s no wooden Telelever front end – a
pair of gold-anodised upside-down forks
ensure the R1200R behaves like a normal
motorcycle. The ex-Austin Rover colour
pallette has been dropped (partially), and
you can now get them in bright, cheery
colours. Like BMW’s own demo bike, shown
in the picture here.

An invite to a BMW owners’ trackday at
Donington with an S1000RR at PB’s disposal
was naturally snapped up. A cutting-edge
superbike plus one of the UK’s best tracks is a

CHRIS NEWBIGGING FEATURES EDITOR

BMW’s grown-up naked still likes to party

no-brainer. But BMW’s press bloke gently
coaxed me towards the R1200R in the
afternoon, saying, “You should try it, they’re
really good, it’s not what you think.”

So I queued up on the 1200R, complete
with topbox rack, in a line of S1000RRs,
HP4s and one solitary HP2 flying the sports
Boxer flag. The agenda for the session is set
in the first third of a lap – the 1000RRs clear
off at the first touch of throttle, but even on
cold tyres the 1200R’s low-slung, easy-going
stance inspires confidence, and a couple of
bikes get picked off.

One lap in, and the R1200R feels more
confident and I pick up the pace. The footpeg
scrapes around Redgate. Then Hollywood,
and Craner Curves. The left side joins the
sparky party though Schwantz, too. But

NEW ENGINE
Gone is the Boxer of old,

replaced instead with a

substantially gruntier 125bhp

air/water-cooled motor

CLEARANCE
Riding an R1200R on

track is a great way of

shaving off some of

its 223kg bulk

NOT SO BLAND
Gone are the metallic and 

flat, bland paintschemes. At 

least they’re trying

despite this, it’s stable. The electronic 
suspension is set to Dynamic, as is the DTC. 
The telescopic forks dive with a handful of 
brake into the Esses, dispatching another 
S1000RR. There’s enough feel to trail-brake, 
scrape one peg before flipping over and 
doing the other one, too. No throttle finesse 
is required – the Boxer’s smooth power rarely 
bothers the electronics.

Another sportsbike gets eaten up in the 
Melbourne Loop, and gets a first hand view 
as the R1200R scrapes its footpeg, 
centrestand and bellypan then squirms with 
a hard throttle opening on the way out, 
finally giving the DTC cause for concern, 
interrupting the flat, muted exhaust tone.

This continues for the whole session. OK, 
so it’s not the fastest track bike, and 
realistically you probably wouldn’t take it 
anywhere near a race circuit as an owner. 
But it’s been an illuminating dalliance – it’s 
proved the R1200R’s sensible image masks a 
confidence-inspiring package that can make 
you smile without riding way beyond its 
limits. I still wouldn’t ride one in a clear 
visor though...

PB’S GUILTY PLEASURES

No.29 BMW R1200R

‘It makes you smile 

without having to ride 

way beyond its limits’
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